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Abstract

Many real world networks change over time. We introduce some simple models
where graphs change in a deterministic way because their vertices reproduce. In
particular, every time step, every vertex simultaneously has offspring whose con-
nectivity depends upon its parent’s. We consider eight regimes where offspring are
connected in different ways, for example ‘vertices are born with the same neighbours
as their parents’. Using combinatorics, graph products and difference equations we
describe the evolution of many properties under these regimes including: the de-
gree distribution, chromatic number, automorphism group and diameter. Mortality
is introduced so that vertices only have a finite lifespan. Under such ‘age capped’
systems many properties are again derived. Later we suppose vertices employ strate-
gies from some game and generate offspring with the same strategy. Each update
vertices with a total payoff below some prespecified threshold get destroyed. These
systems can produce diverse dynamics including self replicating structures. Under
some games simple initial graphs grow and break into vast ‘ecosystems’ of structures
that change and reproduce.

We also studied the dynamics of best response games, where the strategies of
vertices change whilst the edge structure does not. Under these systems, at every
time step, every vertex simultaneously updates to employ the strategy that would
have maximised its total payoff (against its neighbours current strategies). On
regular graph structures, like the circle, best response games are cellular automata
that can produce highly complex dynamics. One important question is ‘when is
a cellular automata an example of a best response game ?’ Using the theory of
convex sets and multi graph cycles we answer the question (conclusively for the one
dimensional lattice, and partially for other regular graphs) and then enumerate the
different types of best response game on the circle with four or less strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introducing our models

In this thesis we study a few dynamical systems on graphs. Rather than introducing
our systems gradually it seems better to jump straight in with a couple of examples.
We will introduce our research in a more complete way later.

1.1.1 Example one: Degree capped reproduction

Example one is an adaptive graph model that we call degree capped reproduction
[1]. The idea is that each time step we update a graph by performing a two stage
process;

Stage 1 Reproduction : Give every vertex an offspring with the same neighbourhood
as its parent

Stage 2 Culling : Remove each vertex of degree greater than Q.

Figure 1.1 pictures how the two vertex complete graph evolves over the first two
updates with degree cap Q = 2. Note how one update consists of a reproduction
stage followed by a culling stage. In this case the initial graph copies itself over the
first two time steps whilst producing two singletons. It turns out that singletons
will copy themselves as well.

The situation can be visualised better using a phase diagram, as in figure 1.2.
Phase diagrams use arrows to illustrate how connected components produce one

8



Figure 1.1: Dynamics of the two vertex complete graph under the first two time
steps with Q = 2
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Figure 1.2: A phase diagram representing the dynamics pictured in figure 1.1

another when updated, the numbers on the arrows denote how many components
of that type get produced. These systems can generate self replicative processes of
much greater complexity.

When we set Q = 4 and begin with a more complicated graph structure we
see the dynamics shown by the phase diagram in figure 1.3. In this case the tree self
replicates whilst continually throwing off two vertex complete graphs, which also
replicate themselves.

1.1.2 Example two: Best response games

Example two is a model called best response- this is a cellular automata where
the states of the cells are strategies in some game. Every time step every vertex
simultaneously updates to employ the strategy that would have maximized its total
payoff (from playing against each neighbour) last round.

Figure 1.4 pictures the development of a 16 strategy best response game on
a 60 × 60 torus. Every vertex plays with its 4 neighbours. Evolving this system
we see these jellyfish like structures swimming around, colliding, and even making
offspring.

1.1.3 About our examples

Lets discuss a few things our two systems have in common. Firstly they both evolve
by updating graphs (or patterns upon graphs) repeatably. We update each vertex
in parallel according to local deterministic rules.

Secondly both systems are loosely inspired by biological processes. The degree
capped reproduction model could be thought of as a toy model for animal social

10



Figure 1.3: A phase diagram depicting the dynamics that begin with the tree at the
top left with Q = 4
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Figure 1.4: Three successive snapshots of strategy configurations on the torus under
an example best response game- different colours represent different strategies
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networks. Vertices could represent animals, linked iff they share food. We could
imagine the update represents the passage of a year, so animals reproduce in the
spring (having offspring that share food with the same individuals as their parents)
and the harsh winter kills individuals that share food too much. There are two fuzzy
ways that we can think of best response games as representing animal populations.
One way is to imagine our vertices are animals within some social network. The
animals change their behaviour over time in myopic attempts to increase their suc-
cess. Alternatively we could imagine our vertices as different geographical locations
whilst strategies denote different types of animals. Updating in this context consti-
tutes the invasion of each location with the animal type that ‘seems best’ given its
current surrounding wild life.

The third thing our models have in common is emergent behaviour. Both
systems involve self replicating structures of a sort. In degree capped reproduction
graphs tend to grow and break into other structures until, eventually, self replicating
structures emerge. When the degree cap Q is large (say bigger then 7) small initial
graphs tend to grow and break into massive ‘ecosystems’ often involving thousands
of different types of persistent connected structures that change and produce copies
of one another. In the second example our ‘jelly fish’ like strategy configurations
move and change shape, colliding and sometimes producing other jelly fish. It is
interesting that our local, simple, biologically inspired update rules are capable of
giving rise to some of the key features we see in the macroscopic natural world- self
replication and complex behaviour.

The fourth thing our models have in common is they can both be loaded with
all kinds of initial conditions/settings. We can tune our update rules and the initial
structures to generate behaviour ranging from the very simple to the very complex.
When simple our systems are amenable to mathematical analysis. When complex
they can do surprising and sophisticated things. In the degree capped model we
tend to find that the complexity of the system increases with the degree cap Q. The
reason is that when Q is large structures have more time to grow before the culling
of high degree vertices causes fragmentation. When Q = 2 or Q = 4 we can almost
completely classify the global dynamics, when Q = 8, evolving a two vertex complete
graph leads to a self replicative soup of 210 different connected graphs, many as
large as 1000 vertices (see figure 5.4 in section 5.2 ). In best response games the
complexity of the dynamics tends to increase with the number of strategies. When
we consider dynamics on simple graph structures (like the circle) we can explain all
the behaviour of two strategy games, some of the behaviour of three strategy games,
less of four strategy games... etc. With many strategies the vertices rapidly alter
their strategies leading to patterns that resemble random noise.

13



1.1.4 Approach and goals

In this thesis we will study the dynamics of many systems similar to these examples.
We concentrate upon deterministic models of pattern/structure formation based
upon simple local rules. Although our models are biologically inspired we abstract
away many realistic details so that we can study them analytically (and also because
simpler models tend to have a wider range of potential applications). When analytic
results can be obtained we prefer them to data from simulations because; they
are reliable, they can represent large amounts of information in a compact (and
malleable) form, they can tell us about features unreachable by simulation and their
attainment often gives deeper insights.

Our main goal is to gain insight into how simple decentralised processes can
give rise to self organisation, self replication, emergent behaviour and the formation
of complex networks. There are many reasons why these are worthy topics. Every-
where in science we find complicated behaviour being generated by components that
seem, by themselves, to behave quite simply. It seems there are many areas where
little progress can be made without a greater understanding of how,why and when
complexity emerges from simple rules. The issue of how simple local interactions
relate to macroscopic behaviour seems particularly relevant to biology. Many bio-
logical systems can be viewed as collections of components that interact in simple
local ways. Large and complicated structures often emerge because of the way such
components are able to organise themselves, without using a centralised processor.
Understanding how nature achieves self organisation could also bring practical ben-
efits in technology by allowing us to design and program machines that perform
tasks in a decentralised, fault tolerant, way. We will discuss these topics in greater
detail in the next section.

1.2 Background

In this section we will make a brief literature review of the many subjects our
research touches upon. In particular we will discuss network formation models,
cellular automata, self replication and game theory. There are many ways that
our models relate to these areas. All of the reproducing graph models are network
formation models and some are capable of generating self replicative behaviour.
Some of the reproducing graph models we study involve game theory. The best
response games we study are cellular automata based upon game theory. These can
also generate kinds of self replicative behaviour.
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1.2.1 Networks everywhere

This thesis is largely concerned with studying how networks develop. Complex
networks [2], [3] are the architecture behind many complex real world systems. To
see our scientific motivations for studying network development lets remind ourselves
of a few important examples of real world networks.

Networks related to technology include: the internet hardware [4], telecommu-
nication networks [5], links between different websites [6], representations of com-
plicated software [7], a countries power grid [8] (or the wiring in something like a
car), gas and plumbing networks, road and rail networks [9] and networks of plane
flights. These kinds of networks are easy to study because they are well defined and
mapped out.

Human social networks can be more fuzzy. The most extreme example has a
vertex representing each person on the planet and links between vertices when they
are acquaintances. The problem is defining exactly what is meant by ‘acquaintance’
and then gathering the data. Many more clear cut social networks exist. Social
networking websites are a good example [10]. In economics [11] people study net-
works of employees in a business (linked if they work together) and the networks of
businesses linked if they trade with one another. People have also studied networks
of collaborating film actors [12] and scientists [13].

Humans are not the only organisms that live within social networks. Any pop-
ulation of organisms can be viewed as a network [14]. Networks of birds, mammals
and insects have been studied. Organisms may be connected according to a variety
of criterion including social ties, belonging to the same family, eating one another
[15], sharing resources and parasitic relationships are all well studied examples.

As organisms can be thought of as nodes in networks, so they are also, to
some extent, made of networks [16]. Nervous systems [17], circulatory systems and
digestive systems are all kinds of networks. Our brains are networks of neurons of
tremendous complexity [18]. The way organisms develop is determined by their DNA
and is governed by (amongst other things) gene regulatory networks [19] and protein-
protein interaction networks [20]. Organisms are ensembles of cells, interconnected
in spatial networks. Cells are made out of chemicals and the way chemicals interact
can also be described by networks [21].

Less concrete real world networks also exist. One can study languages as
networks of words that are connected when they have a similar meaning (or tend
to be used together) [22]. Some physicists propose the existence of quantum causal
networks describing which events cause other events [23]. Some scientists believe
that ideas themselves can be viewed elements in some sort of network of association
[24].
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Many things in the real world can be described through mathematics and
abstract complex networks often emerge from important mathematical questions.
Dynamical systems are often represented as state transition diagrams [25] within
which the points are states and the directed arrows represent potential transitions
between states. Formal languages naturally generate graphs [26] such as De Bruijn
graphs [27]. Groups are objects of enormous mathematical importance, these can
be represented as so called Cayley graphs [28].

1.2.2 Studying networks

One obvious approach towards understanding real world networks is to study them
directly. With recent advances in computer technology researchers can download,
store and analyse huge networks of data with relative ease. Another approach is to
use modeling. Models can be implemented using computers, or analysed mathemat-
ically. They allow us to investigate events that we cannot (for reasons of expense,
rarity or impossibility) observe in the real world. They also allow us to abstract out
key details of real phenomena and study them in isolation.

The Erdos-Renyi random graph model [29] is very well accepted. The idea
behind this simple model is to take a set of nodes and interconnect them randomly
(in a uniform way) with some number of edges. Despite simplicity of definition this
model can generate highly complex structure (any structures actually). Mathemati-
cians have understood many properties of Erdos-Renyi graphs [30] and developed
many variants [31].

Although Erdos-Renyi random graphs make good models of some phenomena
many real world networks tend to have a less uniform structure. Social networks
for example tend to possess a few very highly connected ‘hub’ individuals that form
conduits between the less connected majority. In the preferential attachment model
[32] we continually add vertices to our network that connect to existing vertices with
probability proportional to their degree. The preferential attachment random graph
model has gained huge popularity in recent times because it easily generates complex
networks with scale free properties [33]. Scale free (or ‘power law’) properties are
found in the degree distributions of many real world networks. These include social
networks and biological networks.

Another greatly influential random graph model is Watts-Strogatz small world
model [34]. The idea behind this simple model is to take a lattice structure and
perform some random rewiring. This model is famous because it illustrates an im-
portant property possessed by many real world networks, the small world property.
A graph possesses small world properties when it has a clustering coefficient dramat-
ically higher than an Erdos-Renyi graph (on the same number of nodes and edges)
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with similar characteristic path length. Social networks usually have small world
properties, an individuals friends are often friends with each other and everyone is
connected within a relatively small number of ‘degrees of separation’ [35].

Each of these random graph models generates complex structures. The com-
plexity seems to be a consequence of randomness. Much as a random string of ones
and zeros will likely have a very complicated form, so attaching edges randomly
between vertices will likely produce very complex structures. Real world networks
are often generated from decentralised elements following relatively definite rules.
This is one reason why people also study deterministic models of network growth.

One deterministic graph growth model that has similarities to our own was
discussed in [36] and [37]. The idea is to begin with an initial graph structure
and then repeatably perform the Kronecker product of it with itself (see subsection
2.4.2). Structures generated by such processes posses similarities with real world
structures such as the Internet and patent networks. The mathematical tractability
of such models also allows for enhanced understanding of properties that are difficult
to study with random graph models.

Under each of the models we have discussed so far graph topology quickly
settles to a relatively steady state. We do not run such models for 1000 time steps
only to find a dramatic change occur at the 1001st step. The topology of many
real world networks changes drastically over time, consider the rapidly changing
topology of a mobile phone communication network, the rewiring synapses in the
human brain, the state transitions in an economy, or the way the networks in a
rabbit become the networks within two rabbits when it reproduces.

Graph rewrite systems [38] (also known as graph grammars) are deterministic
adaptive graph models of a very general nature. Graph rewrite systems were defined
within computer science to understand formal aspects of computation. These kinds
of systems can produce patterns involving emergence and activated events, simply by
virtue of their very general definition. In graph rewrite systems we repeatably adapt
graphs according to definite rules, these rules often revolve around looking for certain
local structures and then ‘rewriting them’ with other structures. The generality
of these systems implies a huge range of applications. Lindenmayer systems [?],
for example, are graph grammars that have found usage in developmental biology,
particularly in modeling plant growth. In fact all our systems are graph rewrite
systems. This is not to say they have been studied before, the class of graph rewrite
systems is simply very large and diverse.

In [39], [40] the authors develop models where coloured trivalent graphs adapt
using deterministic local rules. By performing computer searches through the space
of models the authors found many systems capable of housing self replicating struc-
tures. The authors argue that adaptive graph models (or ‘graph automata’ as they
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call them) are a natural setting within which to study self replication. In our studies
we also find many adaptive graph models that promote self replication. The dif-
ference is that we did not explicitly search or try to design self replicative systems.
The biologically inspired rules we happened to study just generated such phenomena
unexpectedly.

1.2.3 Self replication and cellular automata

Self replication is one of the most fundamental requirements for life. Nothing lives
forever, all organisms in the world today are here as replications of something that
came before (maybe with a little mutation). One of the first people to starting think-
ing about self replication from a mathematical view point was John von Neumann.
In his famous paper [41] von Neumann introduces a complicated cellular automata
model which is capable of producing self replicating patterns. The paper was ground
breaking because it was one of the first pieces of research that demonstrated that
self replication could be achieved though decentralised computation, the paper is
also regarded as the origin of cellular automata.

Cellular automata [42] are systems within which patterns of colours on net-
works (usually regular networks like lattices) get updated in parallel over discrete
time steps according to deterministic local update rules. Since von Neumann’s early
work many others have proposed simple cellular automata that can house self repli-
cating structures [43], [44]. One deservably well known example is Conway’s game
of life [45]. In this easily defined system a two dimensional lattice of cells change
between black and white according to very simple update rules. Despite its very
simple definition Conway’s game of life can generate very interesting behaviour.
‘Lifeforms’ given names like gliders and spaceships move around and generate one
another upon the lattice. The system involves many self replicating structures and
has been shown capable of performing universal computation.

The review [46] catalogues many self replicating systems, these include cellular
automata and self replicating programs. Understanding self replication is not just
useful for biology. Real world self replicators include computer viruses, software
[47], ideas (otherwise known as memes) [48] and organisms. Some scientists have
proposed designs for self replicating robots [49]. Understanding decentralised self
replicative processes will not only enrich biology, it could have a profound effect on
technology in general

Cellular automata have been applied to many areas of science, not just self
replication. Being able to generate rich behaviour from very simple rules makes cel-
lular automata good qualitative models for all sorts of complex natural systems [42],
[50]. Snowflakes, sand dunes, markets, chemical interactions, fluid dynamics, war-
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fare, markets and many other real world systems have been modeled using cellular
automata. Although the way that may of these systems develop is not exactly ‘cel-
lular automata like’ (parallel deterministic updating) using simple cellular automata
can give important qualitative insights into why systems look as they do.

One reason why cellular automata have found such wide appeal is their po-
tential to generate highly complex behaviour from relatively simple principles. Sci-
entists understanding of how simple cellular automata can generate highly complex
patterns has been greatly enriched by the discovery of Wolfram’s 256 cellular au-
tomata [51]. These automata run upon the line or circle graph, nodes have two
states, one or zero, and the next state of a node depends on the current state of
itself and its immediate neighbours. Each of these 256 cellular automata is cleverly
named with a number which, when written in base 2, describes the update rule
directly (see subsection 6.1.1).

Some of these cellular automata, such as cellular automata 110, generate ex-
tremely complex dynamics even when started from the simplest nontrivial initial
conditions. It is remarkable how intricate the patterns generated can be, starting
with a single black cell and a very simple update rule. The most complex systems are
computationally universal in that they can emulate Turing machines [52]. Cellular
automata 110 was proved computationally universal [53]. This means by choosing
appropriate initial conditions one can perform any computation, which implies that
some facets of cellular automata 110’s dynamics are so complex that they are im-
possible to predict, without explicitly running the system. In his groundbreaking
and controversial book [50], Wolfram explores the dynamics of many other simple
programs. After illustrating the existence of many other similarly complex systems
within the world of simple programs Wolfram proposes the principle of computa-
tional equivalence. To quote Wolfram [54]

Almost all processes that are not obviously simple can be viewed as computations of
equivalent sophistication.

Wolfram goes on to discuss many implications of this principle, one is that we cannot
hope to understand the dynamics of many simple programs because the computa-
tions they perform are of equivalent sophistication to the computations performed
within our brains or mathematical methods. If this principle is true then it could
help to explain our failure to understand the dynamics of degree capped reproduc-
tion. This system certainly appears very complex, and, despite much analysis, it
seems as though something is blocking the path to complete understanding.

We use the word complexity a lot within this thesis. It’s difficult to say exactly
what this word means and in truth we use it in different contexts to mean different
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things. From the perspective of algorithmic information theory [55] complexity is the
opposite to order, this is the context within which we usually speak of complexity.
Wolfram [50] divided up cellular automata into four classes fixed, period, chaotic,
complex. In this sense a distinction is made between chaotic looking patterns (which
are the opposite to ordered patterns) and complex patterns.

1.2.4 Games and populations

Clearly von Neumann idea of cellular automata has been a powerful one. An equally
powerful idea that this great man helped give rise to was game theory [56]. Game
theory [57] is all about what course of action (strategy) is most beneficial for in-
dividuals (players) to employ in interactions (games) with one another. When we
refer to games within this thesis we are speaking of two player symmetric games.
Each such game is simply specified by a k × k payoff matrix M. Different available
strategies are represented as integers {1, 2, ..., k} and Mi,j ∈ R is the payoff that a
player receives from employing strategy i against an opponent using strategy j. Ra-
tional (traditional) game theory is all about what type of strategies ‘rational players’
should employ against other rational players. Although exactly what is meant by
the word rational is difficult to say. There are many games (like prisoner’s dilemma)
within which behavioural choices that some mathematicians define as ‘rational’ can
have disastrous consequences for both players.

Nash [58] formulated a very powerful concept which had a big impact upon
game theory. A Nash equilibrium is a situation within which both players have no
incentive to change their strategy, every game has such an equilibrium and often
rational players settle upon them. Game theory has various generalisations and ex-
tensions [59]. Sometimes we allow players to employ probabilistic mixes of available
strategies. The idea of such ‘mixed strategies’ leads to the concept of mixed Nash
equilibria. Many generalisations of Nash equilibria have been made.

Game theory was initially most useful to economists but lately it has become
more and more studied by biologists. This is largely thanks to the development of
evolutionary game theory. Evolutionary game theory was popularised by (amongst
others) Maynard Smith [60], who applied it to the study of animal populations.
Rather than assuming that players are hyper rational, evolutionary game theory
concerns itself with large populations of players that change their strategies via sim-
ple selection mechanisms. Players repeatably engage in games with other members
of the population, often chosen randomly, and the way the populations strategies
evolve depends upon the selection mechanism by which they change. Many mech-
anisms have been investigated [61]. One such mechanism is imitation, where the
players imitate the strategies of successful individuals, this can be applied to human
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populations. Replicator dynamics is another mechanism, this is where individuals
that get higher payoffs have more offspring employing the same strategy. This has
obvious applications in the study of animal populations. Another mechanism is
best response, where players periodically switch to the strategy they would have
been better playing before. A central concept within evolutionary game theory is
that of the evolutionarily stable strategy [62], [63]. If the mixed strategy employed
by a population is evolutionarily stable then employers of any other ‘mutant strat-
egy’ will receive a lower payoff than members of the incumbent population. This
means that mutant strategies will be unable to invade. The definition of evolution-
arily stable strategies does not depend upon the selection mechanism considered but
many realistic selection mechanisms drive populations towards evolutionarily stable
strategies.

Many people have tried to introduce a spatial aspect into evolutionary games.
One way to do this is to imagine the players existing upon a graph [64], [65]. A
common approach is consider the vertices of the graph as the players themselves.
The links represent interactions so vertices play games with their neighbours. It is
then imagined that the players adapt their strategies over time to try to increase
their success against neighbours. The rules by which vertices adapt their strategies
can be deterministic or stochastic, many rules have been considered. When studying
games on graphs one frequently asked question is ‘how does the network topology
affect the way the players strategies evolve ?’ Much research has been done to try
and determine whether certain graph characteristics, like small world properties for
example, promote more cooperation under certain games and update rules.

Many different kinds of update rules have been investigated. These include
imitation, where vertices imitate their most successful neighbour, and best response,
where vertices update to employ the strategy best suiting their current surroundings.
Such rules can be employed deterministically or stochastically. When the update
occurs deterministically, and all players are updated simultaneously, the system
behaves as a cellular automata, this is the case in our research. One fascinating
example of deterministic games on graphs is found in [66]. In this work the authors
study a two dimensional cellular automata with update rules based upon games,
beautiful patterns emerge.

The update mechanism that we concentrate upon is best response [67]. In such
a system vertices update to employ the strategy that maximisies their total payoff
(fitness), given what their neighbours are employing. Such systems have applications
in economics, biology and machine learning. In our research the vertices update
their strategies myopically and synchronously. Employing the best response to your
neighbourhood is not necessarily the best idea when all your neighbours engage in
similar actions, that is why this primitive update mechanism is often called myopic
best response. Work on these kind of systems includes [68] and [69], where it was
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shown that a two strategy game running upon any graph will eventually reach a
fixed point or period two orbit. More sophisticated best response rules involve
higher order corrections that take into account the fact that opponents update their
strategies too. Other best response variants exist where players have memories and
change decisions according to their experiences.

In addition to games on static graphs, where vertices strategies change but
the network structure does not, games on adaptive graphs have also been studied
[70]. When the structure of the network adapts as a result of games that ensue
within, researchers can study what types of games cause what kinds of networks
to develop. This is exciting because games and rules can be chosen to produce
networks that exhibit a certain topology, or mode of dynamical behaviour. Such
systems also constitute a more flexible field to study old topics like the emergence
of cooperation in socially structured populations. In one recent piece of work [71]
the authors consider a situation where players have the capability to change both
their strategy and their neighbourhood.

It seems as though the game theoretic systems studied are getting more com-
plicated over time. From two player games to evolutionary games to evolutionarily
games on graphs to games on adaptive graphs, its difficult to imagine what kinds of
game theoretical systems might be studied in the future.

Let us make a u turn away from game theory in order to discuss the last topic in
our literature review- the Leslie population model [72], [73]. This is a model of how
a mortal population develops over time, it does not involve anything complicated
like spatial structure or game theory.

In Leslie’s model we have a population of individuals with integer ages. For any
given age there is a corresponding survival rate and fertility rate, these correspond
to the probability of survival and expected number of offspring, for an individual of
that age. The beauty of Leslie’s population model (also known as the Leslie matrix
model) is that its evolution is described by a simple matrix difference equation. The
matrix involved is called the Leslie matrix (see section 3.3). When the survival rates
and fertility rates obey certain properties, as they do in our research, this matrix is
primitive [74] and the Perron Frobenius theorem can be applied to derive the long
term behaviour of the population.

1.2.5 Content Summary

The bulk of this thesis deals with analysis of adaptive graph models. Various modifi-
cations, simplifications and generalisations of the degree capped model are discussed
and we prove theorems regarding dynamics. Consider the system where you begin
with a graph and then repeatedly update it by simultaneously giving every vertex
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an offspring vertex with the same neighbourhood as its parent. We call this model
type 1 pure reproduction, in fact it’s just degree capped reproduction with infinite
degree cap.

In type 1 pure reproduction we choose to have vertices born with the same
neighbourhood as their parents. We might equally have chosen to have vertices born
connected to their parents and their parent’s neighbours. We could have chosen
that new vertices are born connected to their parents and the new offspring of their
parent’s neighbours. There are eight elementary ways to specify how new offspring
are connected (in terms of their parents neighbourhood) and hence eight types of
pure reproduction we consider. We study the dynamics of graphs under each of
these eight pure reproduction models in chapter 2 ). We achieve exact formulae
describing how the number of edges, number of vertices of a given degree, chromatic
number, diameter, average path length, amount of symmetry and number of cycles
of a graph change under evolution with these models

In chapter 3 we take our eight pure reproduction models and introduce the idea
that vertices have a finite life span. This gives us eight ‘age capped reproduction’
models. Under age capped reproduction vertices are born at age zero and each time
step their age increases by one. When the age of vertices exceeds some prespecified
‘age cap’ they get destroyed. We achieve formulae describing vertices/edges, number
of vertices of a given degree, chromatic number, diameter, average path length, age
distribution of vertices.. etc. for various age caps and model types.

In chapter 4 we introduce fitness constrained reproduction models. These are
also generalisations of pure reproduction models, but in this case we add game the-
ory. Our vertices are assigned strategies and they have offspring born with the same
strategy as their parents. The fitness of a vertex is the total payoff that it receives
from playing a game with each neighbour. In fitness constrained reproduction mod-
els we have some prespecified fitness threshold. Each time step every vertex has
an offspring and then vertices of fitness below the threshold get removed. Exotic
behaviour can occur under these models and the complexity of dynamics largely de-
pends upon which of the eight types of vertex reproduction schemes is used. Under
some reproduction schemes we give powerful reduction results which allow for easy
predictions about long term dynamics (which usually end in annihilation, structural
fixture or unrestricted growth). Under other reproduction schemes we find complex
self replicating structures, we briefly investigate such dynamics then move on.

In chapter 5 we explore the dynamics of degree capped reproduction models (as
discussed in subsection 1.1.1). These are a subset of fitness constrained reproduction
models and are (rule wise) the simplest models we consider that exhibit complex
behaviour involving self replicative structure. In chapter 5 we explore the dynamics
of degree capped models. We survey the very complex dynamics that can ensue from
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simple initial conditions. We show equivalent dynamics of regular graphs, classify
the dynamics with Q = 4 and identify some classes of self replicating structure. We
also use computer simulations to demonstrate that the self replicative behaviour this
model is resilient to the introduction of some amount of stochasticity or asynchrony.
It should be noted that the fundamental nature of the dynamics of these systems
remains shrouded in mystery.

In chapter 6 we discuss best response games on regular graphs. We concentrate
upon trying to understand the dynamics of best response games on the circle graph
with two are more strategies. Best response games upon the circle sample their
update rules from the set of nearest neighbour one dimensional cellular automata
update rules. Even in the three strategy case we encounter cellular automata that
have very complex dynamics. We focus upon trying to understand exactly how
best response games on regular graphs sample from the space of all possible cellular
automata. To understand this issue we investigate convex partitions of simplexes in
high dimensional space and we prove the almost every partition of Rk−1 into k convex
regions will include a single point where all regions meet. We then find connections
between the convex geometry of best response games (on the circle) and the theory
of alternating circuits on multigraphs. Exploiting these unexpected connections
allows us to gain a bizarre answer to our question of when one dimensional cellular
automata are best response games.

Chapter 2 is the most important for understanding the rest of the thesis-
particularly sections 2.1 and 2.3. These sections describe the formalism behind our
growth models, and in particular how we use binary strings to name vertices in the
growing graphs. Theorem 2.3.1 describes how the connectivity of vertices depends on
their binary strings. This theorem has applications throughout the thesis because
all the adaptive mechanisms we consider produce subgraphs of those structures
obtained from pure growth. After understanding chapter 2 the reader should not
pain themselves too much over digesting the details in chapter 3. Some particulars
regarding edges and degree distribution in this chapter are quite complex, and not
too important to subsequent chapters. Some results in chapter 4 feed into chapter
5 and visa versa. Chapter 6 is completely stand alone.

1.3 Applications, motivations and limitations

1.3.1 Deterministic models vs random models

With the current popularity of random graph models our choice to study deter-
ministic systems may seem strange. Our growth models are deterministic and as
such they possess certain strengths and weaknesses in comparison to random graph
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models.

The main weakness of deterministic models is that randomness is abundant
in real world systems. Whatever real world network we are interested in will have
been influenced by some kind of randomness. During the development of networks
randomness comes from outside, through unexpected external events, and random-
ness comes from inside, through features of vertices and links we have idealised
away. The question is how much realism do we lose by neglecting the presence of
this randomness ? And the answer is, unfortunately, lots. As illustrated by the
small world model small topological perturbations can have an immense effect on
functionality. One great strength of many random models is that their parameters
may be smoothly tuned to produce graphs with desired properties. This is particu-
larly useful if one wishes to produce graphs with specific quantitative features, like
a certain average degree for example.

One strength of deterministic models, on the other hand, is that each facet
of their behaviour comes from a clearly defined source. The complicated structures
generated by random graphs are complicated for one reason, randomness. Random
graph models inject the complexity into the system directly. With deterministic
graph models on the other hand we can study how complexity gets generated from
different deterministic rules. In this sense one can find out ‘where’ the complexity
comes from and gain an understanding of which mechanisms are responsible for its
generation. Indeed the same is true of any type of behaviour. If we can design
a deterministic system that generates some desired behaviour then we can gain a
qualitative understanding of why that behaviour occurs. Another strength of deter-
ministic models is their definite and repeatable mode of behaviour. Running such a
system constitutes a rigorous proof of its behaviour existence. This is particularly
useful when testing if a system exhibits certain types of complicated behaviour (like
self replication), which can take considerably more effort within random models.

The type of model one should use really depends upon what one is interested
in. It seems that random graph models may do a better job at matching quantitative
features of many real world networks (i.e. reproducing various observed structural
statistics) whilst sometimes deterministic models may give more qualitative insight,
because we can investigate why different behaviour happens. If the growth process
is difficult to simplify then deterministic models become difficult to produce, and
this might be why random graph models are so popular today. Of course its best to
model a real world phenomenon in lots of different ways, so deterministic modeling
definitely has a place. Particularly since its easier to introduce randomness into
deterministic models than visa versa.
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1.3.2 Applications of our growth models

The eight deterministic graph growth models we introduce in chapter 2 form the
core of this thesis. They are based upon one very simple concept, birth. Rather than
supposing new vertices somehow float into the system, from external sources, our
vertices come from their parents, and so does their connectivity. We often discuss
our models within the context of animal social networks because these are easy to
think about. In actuality these models could be applied to a much wider range of
systems.

Before we get too far in to discussing applications let us acknowledge one
glaring weakness our models have. In each of our models we assume that each
vertex simultaneously has an offspring each time step. The synchrony is the problem.
Nowhere in nature (to my knowledge) do individuals reproduce with such clockwork
consistency. The assumption might make more sense in describing other real world
systems, like student social networks, but in most contexts it seems too restrictive.
Our synchrony assumption never the less lies at the heart of our approach. It may not
be particularly realistic but it allows us to do types of analysis that could not be done
otherwise. The idea is that greater amounts of realism, stochasticity and asynchrony
can be introduced later, after we have explored these simpler deterministic systems.
We do test if some of the more interesting features observed remain in the presence
of added stochasticity (see subsection 5.3.7)

When we consider social networks of reproducing individuals the assumption
that offspring’s connectivity depends upon parents seems sensible. Whether our
links represent friendship, resource sharing or predator prey relations, the simple
fact that offspring are born in the spatial vicinity of their parents makes some
dependence inevitable.

In model 1 new offspring are born with the same neighbourhood as their par-
ents. This could be applied to social networks, but the lack of connection between
parent and offspring seems like a problem in most contexts. There may be other
situations where this model makes more sense. Consider some organisation where
new employees are recruited into positions similar to those possessed by existing
employees. The new employees interact with the same people as those they imitate
but they may not communicate with them because of rivalry (or because it is un-
necessary). Another application of this model is towards electronic communication
networks. Consider the network where the vertices are different phones and a pair
are linked iff they frequently call one another. When an individual buys a new phone
they will use it to call similar people to their old phone, so new phones are like off-
spring in our model. The model could be taken in another context when thinking
about websites or economics. In this context people browse the available/successful
entities and then introduce imitations designed to attract the same traffic- again
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there is a natural repulsion/apathy between the imitator and the original.

When we take model 1 and add the feature that new offspring are connected
to their parents we obtain model 3. This is more applicable to the study of social
networks. Within this model our links could denote the sharing of resources like
food or other interactions that do not occur between newborns (since the lack of
interactions between vertices born at the same time must be justified). Another
application of this model could be within the study of collaboration (or citation)
networks. Mathematics departments recruit new research students every year, these
tend to collaborate with their supervisors and the people their supervisors collabo-
rate with.

One of the simpler model we consider (model 2) is where offspring are only
connected to their parents. The networks that this model generate represent families
in a natural way, especially when mortality is introduced. The model may have
applications in studying the growth of organisms like plants, it certainly seems to
produce structures with a very biological look to them. The networks this model
generates capture certain features of any system within which elements reliably
produce related copies of themselves.

In another of our growth mechanisms new offspring are born connected to their
parents and the new offspring of their parents neighbours (model 6). This model is
particularly applicable to the study of human social/friendship networks. Consider
the graph where the vertices represent women who are interconnected iff they are
friends. Women give rise to daughters who go to school and are likely make friends
with the children of their parent’s friends.

Another growth model is where individuals have offspring that are born con-
nected to their parents neighbours and the new offspring of their parents neighbours
(model 5). This is a good model for any situation within which offspring duplicate
the behaviour of their parents without interacting with them. This model fits in
well with the gene duplication model of protein-protein interaction networks. When
the genetic material gets duplicated (which sometimes happens accidentally) it has
the effect of causing the existence of duplicated proteins, these new proteins interact
with other copies (and originals) just like the new offspring in our model.

Finally our most extreme model is where offspring are born connected to their
parents, their parent’s neighbours and their parents neighbours offspring. Concep-
tually this seems like a very good model of general acquaintance networks because
it takes into account every different type of interaction. In actuality though the
presence of so many links make the evolution of the model a little mundane. The
networks generated are quite regular with lots of cliques. Perhaps the introduction
of more random features could make this model more viable for social studies.
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1.3.3 Introducing mortality

Nature includes both birth and death. It may be true that our growth models
capture some features of some organisms social development, but it is also true that
organisms die. There are many potential reasons for death, there is the possibility
of randomly catching a disease or getting struck by lightning, death could occur
from some sort of social interaction, like catching a sexually transmitted disease,
hosting a parasite, getting eaten by a prey or sharing resources with too many other
individuals. Old age is another potential reason for death, this can approximate
other causes in a deterministic way.

In chapter 3 we introduce the idea that vertices are mortal. This gives the
systems more meaning in the real world whilst retaining some tractability. In all
of the social network applications (and in many technological networks) the idea
that vertices have a finite life span just seems more realistic. The idea that vertices
reproduce in a clockwork fashion for several time steps and then all die after a fixed
time is still rather artificial, but this simplicity allows us to do rigorous mathemat-
ical analysis. Introducing age into the systems greatly affects the topology of the
resulting networks, increasing path length and widening the degree distribution.

Model 2 has the most interesting reaction to the introduction of vertex mor-
tality. Within this little connected system the introduction of mortality causes the
tree like growing structures to repeatedly disconnect. This leads to self replication.
When structures grow relentlessly at the local level, whilst being constrained by
some maximal component size, self replication becomes inevitable. What makes the
age capped version of model 2 so pleasing is that its self replicative behaviour can
be understood entirely, in a mathematical way. This is very pleasant, many self
replicative systems exhibit behaviour far beyond our comprehension.

In these models, with the age cap set at one, we find that many graph prop-
erties are described by Fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio. With the golden
ratio appearing in descriptions of so many systems in the real world it’s good to
see it appear in our biologically inspired models. Increasing the age cap, we see
higher order generalisations of Fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio appear. The
reason for the appearance of these artifacts is that, with the advent of age capped
reproduction, we have inadvertently generalised a well known population model, the
Leslie population model. The vertices in our models age and reproduce in just the
individuals in Leslie’s model, the only differences is that we superimpose the idea of
a network connecting these reproducing individuals.
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1.3.4 Introducing game theory

If age capped reproduction systems can be considered as ‘Leslie models upon graphs’
then fitness restrained reproduction systems can be considered to be ‘replicator dy-
namics on graphs’. Rather than having successful individuals reproducing in an un-
structured population, as is the case in replicator dynamics, our fitness constrained
reproduction models include a growing network which determines the interactions
of individuals. This not only allows a new way to study the evolution of dominant
strategies but also allows us to study how game theoretic processes affect the de-
velopment of complex networks. With the incorporation of game theory our eight
growth mechanisms produce topologies that vary drastically with respect to the
games incorporated. It seems surprising to think that this approach is original.
Taking the well known ideas of game based replication and death and embedding
them in network theory seems like quite a natural idea.

Rather than trying to use game theory to explain the presence of certain net-
works (by discussing how beneficial certain networks are for increasing the amount
of cooperation etc.) models like ours allow small seed networks to produce large
structures, structures which develop naturally as a result of game choice. Perhaps
these models could also be useful in network design because, by choosing appropriate
games, our growing networks can be forced into having specific characteristics. The
determinism within our system is useful from a practical perspective, it means we
only have to evolve an initial structure once to get a definite picture of its dynamics.
This means interesting behaviour can easily be noticed by watching systems evolve.
Once noticed such behaviour can then be repeated and studied in more detail, this
merit allowed us to quickly discover that many fitness constrained models had the
potential to induce self replicating structures.

The fact that our game theoretic graph growth models can produce self replica-
tive processes of extremely high complexity is one of their most interesting features.
Decentralised self replicative processes have been studied a lot before, but are often
governed by tailor made update rules (or ones pulled from a large rule space by
automated searching). The virtue of our fitness constrained reproduction models is
that they use rules based upon biological interactions at the local level. Self repli-
cation is a mysterious and important macroscopic facet of all organisms, being able
to emulate it through biologically inspired interactions at the microscopic level is
pleasing.

Perhaps the most powerful result we encountered was the existence of certain
behaviour within degree capped reproduction systems. These are examples of fit-
ness constrained reproduction systems, but we gave them a special name and studied
them more closely. These systems are remarkable because they are extremely simple
in their specification (in contrast to higher dimensional fitness constrained reproduc-
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tion models, where one must specify game and fitness threshold) and yet they can
generate self replicative processes of enormous complexity. The fact that one can
start with a two vertex complete graph, and evolve it under this simple deterministic
model to produce a self replicative soup involving thousands of different connected
structures that grow, change, break into one another and reproduce is simply re-
markable. It seems rather like the idea of beginning with an ounce of primordial ooze
and ending up with a planet full of rich wildlife, civilisations and such. Understand-
ing degree capped reproduction could pave a way towards a greater understanding
of self replicative processes in general. These models also seem interesting from an
artificial life perspective.

1.3.5 Applications of best response results

Another group of network games we studied closely was best response games. These
can also produce highly complex dynamics from simple rules, but this is less surpris-
ing (highly complex cellular automata have been known about for at least twenty
years). Best response games are very heavily idealised models of the way myopic in-
dividuals adapt their strategies on fixed spatial networks. The nodes can be viewed
as neurons, traders or animals and this gives results applications to artificial intel-
ligence, economics and biology. Many models have been introduced with a greater
degree of stochasticity and higher order features, and these may be more realistic
than our models. We concentrated upon question What are the dynamics of myopic
(deterministic) best response games upon simple regular graph structures ?. What
we found was that highly complex dynamics can occur, even on the simplest non
trivial graph structure, the one dimensional lattice.

The best response games we studied are cellular automata- given a regular
graph structure and a game, certain local update rules are induced. We concentrated
on trying to understand how games induce different update rules and what types
of update rules can be induced. By studying convex geometry and the cycles in
multigraphs we developed some understanding of the geometry that lies behind this
issue. A similar geometric approach towards categorising the ‘update rule space’
might be applicable to other deterministic games upon graphs. The results we
gained about the nature of the convex simplex partitions that determine the best
response structure of games may also be applicable to other areas of game theory.

1.4 Some notes about notation

Here we discuss mathematical notation and list a few well used symbols.
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‘iff’ is an abbreviation for if and only if. ⇒, ⇐ and ⇔ mean ‘implies’, ‘is
implied by’ and ‘iff’ respectively. We let R, N and N0 denote the real numbers,
positive integers and non negative integers respectively.

We use the notation {a ∈ A : c} to mean ‘the set of all a in A such that
condition c holds. We let |A| denote the number of elements in a set A. We write
∃!a ∈ A : c iff |{a ∈ A : c}| = 1. We let A× B denote the Cartesian product of the
sets A and B. A× B is the set of all (a, b) such that a ∈ A and b ∈ B. The set of
all unordered pairs {a, b} such that a ∈ A and b ∈ B is denoted A ∗B.

An undirected graph G = (V,E) is a vertex set V together with an edge set
E ⊆ V ∗V which is a set of unordered pairs of vertices. We say that a pair of vertices
u, v ∈ V are adjacent (or linked or connected) in the graph G iff {u, v} ∈ E. The
neighbourhood Ne(v) of any vertex v ∈ V is the set of vertices that are adjacent
to v. When we use the phrase graph we are (unless otherwise stated) referring to
undirected graphs with at most one edge between any pair of vertices. A graph with
no edges connecting vertices to themselves (‘self loops’) is called a simple graph.
We often use words like ‘network’ or ‘structure’ to mean the same thing as graph,
similarly we sometimes refer to vertices as ‘nodes’ and edges as ‘links’.

We write |G| and ||G|| to denote the number of vertices and edges in G re-
spectively. For a subset X ⊆ V of G’s vertices the subgraph induced upon X is the
graph with vertex set X and edge set {{u, v} ∈ E : u, v ∈ X}. This type of sub-
graph is known as an induced subgraph (as oppose to a partial subgraph which may
have less edges) When we speak of subgraphs we are generally referring to induced
subgraphs. A graph is bipartite iff its vertex set can be partitioned into two sets X
and Y such that no two vertices in X are linked and no two vertices in Y are linked,
we refer to such sets X and Y as ‘parts’ of the graph. A non trivial graph is any
graph with more than 0 edges. A graph is connected iff there is a path between any
pair of vertices. Other graph theoretic terminology used is defined in [75], [76].

For a set A we let An denote the Cartesian product of A with itself n times.
Elements of An are of the form (a1, a2, ..., an), such vectors are sometimes referred
to as strings and written in shorthand as a1a2...an. We use similar notation to
that appearing in [77] For example we write An × {0, 1}2 = {a1a2...anxy : ∀i ∈
{1, 2, ..., n}, ai ∈ A, x, y ∈ {0, 1}}. ∅ is the empty set, we suppose A × ∅ = A and
A0 = ∅. We let ai denote the ith element in some string a. The concatenation of
the string a = a1a2...an ∈ An and a string b = b1b2....bm ∈ Bm is the string ab =
a1a2...anb1b2...bm. When dealing with binary strings we use shorthand involving
superscripts to denote repetition, for example 14 = 1111 and (101)3 = 101101101.
Sometimes we talk about a binary string a containing a ‘block’ of n ones. When we
say this we mean that a holds the subword 1n. For example 0110001 holds a block
of 2 adjacent ones and a block of three adjacent 0’s. We write aT to denote the
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transpose of the vector a.

This thesis is mostly concerned with how structures and patterns change over
time under repeated applications of certain ‘update’ operators. All the update
operators we consider send graphs to other graphs (but sometimes the vertices of
our graphs have labels/symbols attached). If W is an update operator then W t(G)
is the graph obtained by taking G and applying the operator W to it t times. In
other words we have W 0(G) = G and W t+1(G) = W (W t(G)), ∀t ∈ N.
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Chapter 2

Eight models of pure reproduction

2.1 Definition of models

In this chapter we define eight adaptive graph models within which graphs grow
in a biologically inspired manner. Each of our models is denoted by an integer
m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7}. The idea is that we take an initial graph G = (V,E) and repeatedly
apply an update operator Rm so our graph changes over discrete time steps. Rm(G)
is the graph obtained by taking G and simultaneously giving each vertex of G an
‘offspring’ vertex. The links given to new offspring depend upon the links of their
parents and the model type m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} as follows;

m = 0⇒ offspring are born with no links,
m = 1⇒ offspring are born with their parent’s neighbourhood,
m = 2⇒ offspring are born connected only to their parents,
m = 3⇒ offspring are born connected only to their parents and their parents neigh-
bours,
m = 4⇒ offspring are born connected only to the offspring of their parents neigh-
bours,
m = 5 ⇒ offspring are born connected only to their parents neighbours and their
parents neighbour’s offspring,
m = 6 ⇒ offspring are born connected only to their parents and their parent’s
neighbours offspring,
m = 7 ⇒ offspring are born connected only to their parents, their parent’s neigh-
bours and their parent’s neighbour’s offspring.
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For a given model type m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} we are concerned with studying how
Rt
m(G) evolves with time steps t from an initial graph G.

Applying Rm to a graph induces a sort of growth. If one considers the initial
graph as representing some sort of social network between a group of animals then
applying Rm can be thought of as the effect of each animal having an offspring with
a social standing dependent upon that of it’s parent. Nature includes both growth
and death, and this is the reason that our models are built upon in chapters 3 where
we introduce age and cull vertices after they have reached a certain age and chapter
4 where we introduce game theory and cull vertices which have a fitness below some
crucial threshold. In this chapter we concentrate on how graph properties change
with pure growth under our different models.

We introduce binary strings to make more technical definitions of our update
operators. For each vertex v ∈ V of the graph G we suppose that v’s offspring
within the graph Rm(G) is denoted v0 whilst the original vertex v, surviving on
through the Rm update, is denoted v1 within Rm(G) and is sometimes referred to
as a parent vertex. Our notation might seem strange at first but it allows us to give
names to all vertices of the evolving graph. Rm(G) is thought of as having vertex
set V × {0, 1} whilst R2

m(G) has vertex set V × {0, 1}2. If v ∈ V then v00 denotes
the ‘grandchild’ of v in R2

m(G).

Our models are named with integers m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} so that the base 2 rep-
resentation of m describes how offspring are interconnected in Rm(G). This is not
dissimilar to the way the names of Wolfram’s 256 elementary cellular automata are
chosen so their base 2 representation describes their update rules. Suppose our
model type m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} has the base 2 representation γ2γ1γ0 ∈ {0, 1}3 in that
m = γ0.2

0 + γ1.2
1 + γ2.2

2. The graph Rm(G) is defined to have vertex set V ×{0, 1}
and edge set Φm(G) defined to be minimal such that

{u, v} ∈ E ⇔ {u1, v1} ∈ Φm(G) (2.1)

{u, v} ∈ E, γ0 = 1⇔ {u0, v1}, {u1, v0} ∈ Φm(G) (2.2)

v ∈ V, γ1 = 1⇔ {v0, v1} ∈ Φm(G) (2.3)

{u, v} ∈ E, γ2 = 1⇔ {u0, v0} ∈ Φm(G). (2.4)

Applying the Rm update effectively replaces each edge {u, v} with the motif
pictured in figure 2.1. Edges labeled γi within this diagram will be present within
the motif iff γi = 1 within the base 2 representation γ2γ1γ0 of m (and the unlabeled
edge between the two parent vertices will always be present).

Rt
m(G) has vertex set V ×{0, 1}t which means that each vertex within Rt

m(G)
will have the form va where v ∈ V is a vertex of the initial graph and a ∈ {0, 1}t is
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Figure 2.1: The motif that updating with Rm effectively replaces each edge with.

a binary string which records the sequence of ‘birth’ (0) and ‘survival as parent’ (1)
stages which lead to the creation of va.

2.2 Example: dynamics of the m = 1 model

Suppose we are interested in the dynamics of Rt
1(G). The number 1 = 0.22 +

0.21 + 1.20 has the base 2 representation γ2γ1γ0 = 001 and hence applying the R1

update to a graph G = (V,E) yields a graph with vertex set V × {0, 1} and edge
set Φ1(G) = {{u1, v1} : {u, v} ∈ E} ∪ {{u0, v1} : {u, v} ∈ E}. We picture the
evolution of an example graph under R1 in figure 2.2.

Before stating some theorems its worth making a somewhat pedantic point regarding
notation. For a graph G = (V,E) we write Rm(G) = (V × {0, 1},Φm(G)) in that
Rm(G) has vertex set V × {0, 1} and edge set Φm(G). Similarly for any time step
t ∈ N0 we write Rt

m(G) = (V ×{0, 1}t,Φt
m(G)). The pedantic point is that although

Φt
m(G) ⊆ [V × {0, 1}t] ∗ [V × {0, 1}t] does denote the edge set of Rt

m(G) this does
not mean that Φm is itself an operator. We say this because our notation suggests
that Φt+1

m (G) can somehow be constructed by ‘applying’ Φm to Φt
m(G). This is not

so, and the reason is that in models 2,3,6 and 7 the edge set of an updated graph
cannot be constructed solely by considering the edge set of the starting graph- under
these models even isolated vertices generate edges when updated (edges that connect
offspring to their parents). Φt

m(G) should simply be taken to mean ‘the edge set of
Rt
m(G)’. Also note Φ0

m(G) = E.
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of the graphs and adjacency matrices encountered when
one evolves the two vertex complete graph over the first two time steps under the
m = 1 model.
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2.3 Binary and long term evolution

Our choice to use binary strings within the definitions of our models has powerful
ramifications in that it allows us to directly specify when a pair of vertices ua
and vb will be adjacent within Rt

m(G). We now state an important ‘kitchen sink’
theorem that pretty much completely captures the dynamics of our pure growth
models. The proof is unfortunately technical and the reader will probably gain a
much better understanding of this important result by drawing out a few binary
labeled examples of graph evolution (like that in figure 2.2) under the different
models and checking that the connectivity conditions below do indeed hold

Theorem 2.3.1 ∀m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} ∀t ∈ N for any graph G = (V,E) we have that
Rt
m(G) is the graph that has vertex set V ×{0, 1}t and edge set Φt

m(G) that depends
upon the model type m in such a way that ∀ua, vb ∈ V × {0, 1}t we have;

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
0(G) iff {u, v} ∈ E and a = b = 1t,

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
1(G) iff {u, v} ∈ E and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0),

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
2(G) iff either [ {u, v} ∈ E and a = b = 1t ] or [ u = v and

∃k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such that ak 6= bk and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} we have i < k ⇒ ai = bi and
i > k ⇒ ai = bi = 1 ],

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
3(G) iff either [ {u, v} ∈ E and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0) ] or

[ u = v and ∃k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such that ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} we have i < k ⇒ ai = bi,
i = k ⇒ ai 6= bi and i > k ⇒ (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0) ],

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
4(G) iff {u, v} ∈ E and a = b,

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
5(G) iff {u, v} ∈ E,

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
6(G) iff either [ u = v and ∃!k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such that ak 6= bk ] or [

{u, v} ∈ E and a = b ],

{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
7(G) iff either [ u = v and a 6= b ] or [ {u, v} ∈ E ].
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This is a central result to the entire thesis (proofs of theorems are given in the
appendix), it allows us to use combinatorics to determine many structural aspects
of Rt

m(G), it also helps us determine lots about the graphs we encounter from the
systems defined later in chapters 3 and 4 (because, as we will see, these graphs also
tend to be subgraphs of Rt

m(G)).

We say any vertex of the form va in Rt
m(G) is descended from the vertex v in

G, conversely we say that v is an ancestor of va. Technically v1t is a descendant
of v, actually its the same vertex, it’s just survived t time steps. A consequence
of theorem 2.3.1 is that a pair of vertices of Rt

1(G) will be adjacent iff they have
adjacent ancestors in G and they have no ancestors which were both born on the
same time step.

It is easy to see from theorem 2.3.1 that the adjacency of any pair of vertices ua
and vb withinRt

m(G) is entirely dependent upon the adjacency/equality of the initial
vertices u and v, within G, together with the form of the strings a,b ∈ {0, 1}t. What
this means is that the development of any subgraph under any of our pure growth
models is essentially independent of the structure of it’s external surroundings. We
can ‘cut out’ any subgraph and the way it would develop in isolation will be just
the same as the way it develops within the surrounding graph.

Sometimes the edge set generated by one model will be contained within the
edge set generated by another. If m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} has a base 2 representation γ2γ1γ0

and m′ ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} has a base 2 representation γ′2γ
′
1γ
′
0 such that γi = 1 ⇒ γ′i = 1

∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2} then Rt
m(G) will be a partial subgraph of Rt

m′(G).

2.4 Aspects of specific models

Now we have laid down some general results we move on to a discussion of the
dynamics of specific models. Updating under some models turns out to be equivalent
to performing graph products with the graphs pictured in figure 2.3, we will discuss
this in more detail later.
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Figure 2.3: Three important graphs with respect to our models.
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2.4.1 Qualitative aspects of the m = 0 model

R0(G) is simply the graph obtained giving each vertex an isolated offspring. If G is
a connected graph then Rt

0(G) will consist of 1 + (2t− 1)|G| connected components,
one of which is isomorphic to G and the rest of which are isolated vertices.

2.4.2 Qualitative aspects of the m = 1 model

For a pair of graphs G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH) the Kronecker product (also
known as the tensor/direct product), G⊗H, of G and H is defined to be the graph
with vertex set VG × VH and edge set such that for each pair of vertices uGuH and
vGvH within VG × VH we have that uGuH and vGvH are adjacent within G ⊗H iff
{uG, vG} ∈ EG and {uH , vH} ∈ EH .

Usually people would write members of a set like VG × VH as (vG, vH), we
perversely omit the commas writing (vG, vH) = vGvH .

The Kronecker product ⊗ is an associative operation [78] and so we write [G]t⊗
to denote the Kronecker product of the graph G with itself t times. Let tadpole
be the graph with vertex set {0, 1} that is pictured in figure 2.3. It can be easily
verified that

R1(G) = G⊗ tadpole. (2.5)

Associativity implies we actually have

Rt
1(G) = G⊗ [tadpole]t⊗ (2.6)

and so
[tadpole]t+1

⊗ = Rt
1(tadpole). (2.7)

This means that understanding how tadpole evolves under the m = 1 model allows
us to understand the evolution of arbitrary graphs. [tadpole]t⊗ is the graph with
vertex set {0, 1}t and edge set

{{a,b} : a,b ∈ {0, 1}t,∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0)} (2.8)

.

The m = 1 model: Adjacency matrix structure

The adjacency matrix ofG⊗H is the Kronecker product of the adjacency matrix ofG
and the adjacency matrix of H. It follows that the adjacency matrix of R1(G) = G⊗
tadpole is obtained by taking a 2|G| × 2|G| matrix full of zeros and superimposing
the adjacency matrix of G over the top left, top right and bottom left quadrants.
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As hinted by figure 2.2 successive iterations of R1 lead to a graph with an
adjacency matrix that possesses fractal structure. For large t the adjacency matrix of
Rt

1(G) bears a striking resemblance to Wolframs pictures of the bitwise and function
[50]. This makes sense because theorem 2.3.1 predicts we will get edges iff our strings
do not have a zero in the same position whilst the and function will return 1 iff two
strings have a one in the same position.

The m = 1 model: symmetry

Symmetries in graphs are formalised through the language of automorphisms [79].
Thanks to the determinism of our models we can give exact results that describe
how the set of available automorphisms changes with updates.

Irrespective of the initial graph Rt
1(G) tends to posses a remarkable amount of

symmetry when t is large. This can be seen formally by determining the symmetries
of [tadpole]t⊗ and then using the fact that Rt

1(G) = G⊗ [tadpole]t⊗.

Lemma 2.4.1 If g : VG 7→ VG is an automorphism of G = (VG, EG) and h : VH 7→
VH is an automorphism of H = (VH , EH) then the mapping f : VG×VH 7→ VG×VH
defined such that ∀vG ∈ VG , ∀vH ∈ VH we have f(vGvH) = (g(vG)h(vH)) is an
automorphism of G⊗H.

Lemma 2.4.1 implies that if a pair of vertices/strings a,b are automorphi-
cally equivalent within [tadpole]t⊗ and a pair of vertices u, v are automorphically
equivalent within G then the vertices ua and vb will be automorphically equivalent
within Rt

1(G). This is significant because [tadpole]t⊗ actually possesses quite a lot
of symmetry.

Theorem 2.4.2 The probability that a randomly selected pair of vertices from the

graph [tadpole]t⊗ will be automorphically equivalent is
(2t
t )

22t .

Details in the proof explain the exact nature of [tadpole]t⊗’s automorphisms.
Using lemma 2.4.1 together with theorem 2.4.2 we can say that for any graph G
(even one with a trivial automorphism group) the probability that a pair of randomly
selected pair of vertices from Rt

1(G) will be automorphically equivalent will be ≥
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(2t
t )

|G|.22t . Stirling’s approximation reveals that such a probability will go to zero as 1
t

when t→∞.

The m = 1 model: Self similarity

Much later, in chapter 5, we will investigate a system called degree capped repro-
duction where graphs grow and vertices with degrees that are too high get culled.
Such systems turn out to be very interesting because they can generate an abun-
dance of self replicating structures. When we evolve a graph G = (V,E) for t time
steps under degree capped reproduction the resultant structure will be a subgraph
of Rt

1(G). What this means is that the self replicative structures in degree capped
models could be viewed as a consequence of the following fact (which holds true for
any G).

There are many induced subgraphs of Rt
1(G) which are isomorphic to G, ∀t ∈ N.

In some twisted sense our pure reproduction model houses self replicative
structures too. The twist is that in pure reproduction the self replicating struc-
tures remain connected together, this makes them difficult to recognize. In degree
capped reproduction self replicative structures are separate connected components,
this is much truer to the spirit of self replication. Self replicating structures in
degree capped reproduction copy themselves because their structures are prone to
copy under pure reproduction, the thing that makes the replicative structures seem
striking (in degree capped reproduction) is that the external neighbours of such
copying graphs get destroyed in the process. This makes the structures have a
‘stand alone/organism like’ look to them.

In general R1(G) contains several induced subgraphs isomorphic to G. We
have not been able to identify all of them but we can isolate a few. We say that an
induced subgraph X ⊆ R1(G) is a ‘straightforward copy’ of G iff X is isomorphic
to G and for each vertex v ∈ V of G we have ∃x ∈ {0, 1} such that vx is a vertex of
X.

Theorem 2.4.3 For any graph G = (V,E) the number of straightforward copies of
G in R1(G) is equal to the number of ways to choose an independent set from G.

Generally there may be other ‘non straightforward copies’ of G within R1(G),
if we could find a simple way to identify these it would greatly improve out un-
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derstanding of self replicative processes in later chapters. Such issues seem closely
related to the problem of calculating preimages of graphs, this is a topic beyond the
scope of this thesis.

2.4.3 Qualitative aspects of the m = 2 model

Performing the R2 update is equivalent to simultaneously attaching a degree one
offspring to each vertex. It follows that Rt

2(G) will have no more cycle then G has.

Let P denote the graph with vertex set {p} and empty edge set. In other
words P just consists of a single isolated vertex. The way Rt

2(G) develops does not
really depend upon the structure of the starting graph. Rt

2(G) can be constructed by
attaching the graph Rt

2(P ) to each vertex v of G by identifying p1t (in Rt
2(P )) with

v. In this model structural information does not really get ‘passed down’ through
the generations. A tree like structure will grow out of a vertex v irrespective of
whether v is an isolated vertex or part of some large and complicated network.

Updating P returns a two vertex complete graph, this can be considered to be
two copies of the original graph (connected by a edge). As we continue updating P
we find a structure with a remarkable amount of self similarity. The reason for this
is that the structure that will grow out of any vertex of Rt

2(P ) will develop (over
subsequent time steps) in exactly the same way as Rt

2(P ) itself developed.

Our most important result about this model regards the way that certain
subgraphs of Rt

2(P ) have forms resembling Rt′
2 (P ) for t′ < t. This becomes important

later in section 3.4.3 when we study self replicating structures that occur when
culling is included. ∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., t − 1} the subgraph of Rt

2(P ) induced upon the
set

{pa : a ∈ {0, 1}t, at−k = 0,∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, i < t− k ⇒ ai = 1} (2.9)

will be isomorphic to Rk
2(P ).

The reason for this result is that p1t−k−10, in Rt−k(P ), is the kth offspring of
the (surviving) original vertex p. Now {pa : a ∈ {0, 1}t, at−k = 0, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} :
i < t − k ⇒ ai = 1} is the subgraph of Rt

2(P ) induced upon the descendants of
p1t−k−10. Such a subgraph is a tree that had k time steps to grow out of p1t−k−10,
it will hence be isomorphic to Rk

2(P ).
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Figure 2.4: Subgraphs of R3
2(P ) which are isomorphic to P , R1

2(P ) and R2
2(P ).

2.4.4 Qualitative aspects of the m = 3 model

The m = 3 model is almost certainly the most complicated and least understood
of our models. It can be thought of as a modification of the m = 1 model, adding
the effect that offspring are born connected to their parents. Indeed the edge set of
Rt

1(G) is a subset of the edge set of Rt
3(G). If the initial graph G is connected then

Rt
3(G) will be connected. Rt

3(G) has a more complicated structure then Rt
1(G) and

possesses less symmetries.

2.4.5 Qualitative aspects of the m = 4 model

Model 4 is the simplest system we encounter that promotes self replication. Any
connected structure just copies itself under R4. Rt

4(G) is the disjoint union of 2t

copies of G = (V,E). For each a ∈ {0, 1}t the subgraph of Rt
4(G) induced upon

{va : v ∈ V } is isomorphic to G and has no external edges.

2.4.6 Qualitative aspects of the m = 5 model

Model 5 is amongst the simpler growth models.

R5(G) = G⊗ dumbell (2.10)

where dumbell is the graph with vertex set {0, 1} shown in figure 2.3. The asso-
ciativity of the Kronecker product ⊗ implies

Rt
5(G) = G⊗ [dumbell]t⊗ (2.11)
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and
[dumbell]t+1

⊗ = Rt
5(dumbell). (2.12)

Clearly [dumbell]t⊗ is the graph with 2t vertices such that every vertex is linked
to every vertex (including itself). It follows that Rt

5(G) = G ⊗ [dumbell]t⊗ is the
graph obtained by replacing each vertex v in G = (V,E) with a cluster Cv of 2t

isolated vertices and then connecting each vertex within Cu to each vertex within
Cv whenever {u, v} ∈ E. Model 5 induces one of the most symmetric growing
processes. Any pair of vertices ua and vb will be automorphically equivalent in
Rt

5(G) provided u and v are automorphically equivalent in G.

2.4.7 Qualitative aspects of the m = 6 model

Updating under model 6 consists of creating a ‘child copy’ of the graph and then
adding an edge between each vertex and its child within the new copy. When we
start with a point we get a line, then a square, then a cube, then a hyper cube.. etc.

For a pair of graphs G = (VG, EG) and H = (VH , EH) the Cartesian product
G�H of G and H is the graph with vertex set VG × VH and edge set such that for
each pair of vertices uGuH and vGvH within VG × VH we have that uGuH and vGvH
are adjacent within G �H iff either [ uG = vG and {uH , vH} ∈ EH ] or [ uH = vH
and {uG, vG} ∈ EG ].

It can be easily checked that

R6(G) = G� line (2.13)

where line is the graph with vertex set {0, 1} pictured in figure 2.3. The Cartesian
product � is an associative operation and so we can write [G]t� to denote the graph
obtained by performing the Cartesian product of the graph G with itself t times.
This associativity implies that

R6(G) = G� [line]t� (2.14)

and so
Rt

6(line) = [line]t+1
� . (2.15)

[line]t� is the graph of the t dimensional hypercube, it has 2t vertices each of
which has degree t. Each vertex a ∈ {0, 1} can be thought of as a binary string
which gives the coordinates of the corresponding corner within the unit hypercube
[0, 1]t.
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Graphs acquire a lot of symmetry under this growth process as well. Any pair
of vertices in the hypercube [line]t� are automorphically equivalent. This implies
that even if G has no symmetries, any pair of vertices in Rt

6(G) will be automorphi-
cally equivalent provided they have the same ancestor in G.

2.4.8 Qualitative aspects of the m = 7 model

Model 7 is trivial by virtue of the fact that it adds so many edges. Rt
7(G) is the graph

obtained by replacing each vertex v of G with a complete graph Kv on 2t vertices
and then connecting each vertex within Ku to each vertex within Kv whenever
{u, v} ∈ E. By viewing the system this way its easy to see that any pair of verices
will be automorphically equivalent in Rt

7(G) if they have automorphically equivalent
ancestors in G.

2.5 The number of vertices and edges

Recall |G| and ||G|| denote the number of vertices and edges within G respectively.
By examining the update rules we can easily form simple recursions to describe how
the number of vertices and edges changes. Solving these recursions gives general
descriptions of |Rt

m(G)| and ||Rt
m(G)||. Clearly ∀m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} we have

|Rt
m(G)| = 2t.|G|. (2.16)

Regarding the number of edges the following relations hold ∀t ∈ N;

||Rt
0(G)|| = ||G||, (2.17)

||Rt
1(G)|| = 3t.||G||, (2.18)

||Rt
2(G)|| = ||G||+ (2t − 1)|G|, (2.19)

||Rt
3(G)|| = 3t(|G|+ ||G||)− 2t|G|, (2.20)

||Rt
4(G)|| = 2t.||G||, (2.21)

||Rt
5(G)|| = 4t.||G||, (2.22)

||Rt
6(G)|| = 2t.||G||+ t.2t−1.|G|, (2.23)
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||Rt
7(G)|| = 4t.||G||+ (2.4t−1 − 2t−1)|G|. (2.24)

Each relation can be easily verified by setting t = 1, checking the formula
works for one update, and solving a matrix difference equation to gain ||Rt

m(G)||.

2.6 The chromatic number

Thanks to the deterministic/local nature of the update models we can say a lot
about how the chromatic number of graphs change under our models.

The chromatic number of Rt
m(G) is bounded with t ∀m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6}. Let

χ(G) denote the chromatic number of the graph G, let us suppose that G has an
optimal proper colouring using the colours c0, c1, ..., cχ(G)−1.

It is not hard to see that R0(G), R1(G), R4(G) and R5(G) can each be given a
proper colouring within which each parent retains its original colour and each new
offspring is given the same colour as its parent. It follows that

χ(R0(G)) = χ(R1(G)) = χ(R4(G)) = χ(R5(G)) = χ(G). (2.25)

Provided χ(G) > 1, both R2(G) and R6(G) have the property that they may
be given a proper colouring within which every parent vertex retains it’s original
colour and each offspring is given the colour ci+1 mod χ(G) where ci it’s parent. It
follows that

χ(R2(G)) = χ(R6(G)) = max({2, χ(G)}). (2.26)

The chromatic number increases with time under models 3 and 7. The situa-
tion is more complicated than the previously mentioned models. R3(G) may be given
a proper colouring where each parent retains it’s initial colour and each offspring is
coloured with the new colour c∗, this implies

χ(R3(G)) ≤ χ(G) + 1. (2.27)

As we see from the argument in the next paragraph, this colouring is actually the
best possible.

Suppose R3(G) can be given a proper colouring using χ(G) colours, we will
see that this leads to contradiction. Any proper colouring of R3(G) with χ(G)
colours will include a vertex of V ×{1} which has a neighbour of every other colour
within V ×{1}. To see this note that the subgraph of R3(G) induced upon V ×{1} is
isomorphic to G and suppose that every vertex of colour c0 within V ×{1} is adjacent
to vertices of at most χ(G)−2 different colours within V ×{1}. In such a case every
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vertex of colour c0 within V × {1} could be repainted a different colour within
{c1, c2, ..., cχ(G)−1} and we would have a proper colouring of a graph isomorphic to
G with χ(G)− 1 colours, clearly a contradiction. The presence of this contradiction
means that however one tries to colour R3(G) with χ(G) colours there will always
be a vertex v∗1 within V × {1} which has neighbours within V × {1} of each of the
χ(G)−1 other colours. R3(G) will contain the offspring v∗0 of v∗1 and this offspring
will be adjacent to v∗1 and all of v∗1 ’s neighbours within V ×{1}, this means that
v∗0 will have at least one neighbour of every colour within {c0, c1, ..., cχ(G)−1} so
actually we must have that

χ(R3(G)) ≥ χ(G) + 1. (2.28)

R7(G) may be given a proper colouring where each parent retains it’s initial
colour, ci, and has a offspring which is coloured with a new colour ci+χ(G), this
implies that χ(R7(G)) ≤ 2.χ(G) . Also R3(G) is a partial subgraph of R7(G) and
so

χ(R7(G)) ≥ χ(R3(G)) = χ(G) + 1. (2.29)

More accurate determination of the value of χ(R7(G)) ∈ [χ(G) + 1, 2.χ(G)] for an
arbitrary graph G remains an open problem, for example with the pentagon C5 we
have χ(C5) = 3 and χ(R7(C5)) = 5.

2.7 The degree distribution

Now lets move on to a study of how the degree distributions of graphs evolve under
our models. The term ‘distribution’ used within this section is somewhat misleading
as it is usually used with respect to random processes, our processes are entirely
deterministic. When we say ‘degree distribution’ what we actually mean is ‘number
of vertices of any given degree’. deg(v) = |Ne(v)| denotes the degree of a vertex v.
Let Di(G) denote the number of vertices of degree i within G = (V,E). We can get
exact formula describing the degree distribution Di(R

t
m(G)) for each of our models

m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} except for the m = 3 case.
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2.7.1 The degree distribution of the m = 0 model

The degree distribution of R0(G) is easy to keep track of because R0(G) has just
the same distribution as G has, with the additional presence of |G| isolated vertices.
Each vertex of Rt

0(G) of the form v1t will have the same degree as it’s ancestor
vertex v had within G. On the other hand each vertex va with a 6= 1t will have
degree zero within Rt

0(G). It follows that

Di(R
t
0(G)) = Di(G) + δ0,i(2

t − 1)|G| (2.30)

where δi,j is the Kronecker delta.

2.7.2 The degree distribution of the m = 1 model

The way the degree distribution changes under model 1 follows a relatively simple
difference equation. Applying the R1 operator to a graph G has the effect of giving
each vertex v of G an offspring v0 which has the same degree as it’s ancestor v had
in G and so we write deg(v0) = deg(v). The vertex v will also survive on through
the R1 update to become a parent v1 of degree deg(v1) = 2.deg(v). This implies
that the partial difference equation

Di(R
t+1
1 (G)) = Di(R

t
1(G)) +Di/2(R

t
1(G)) (2.31)

holds.

An alternative route towards attaining the degree distribution of Rt
1(G), for

an arbitrary graph G, is to consider the degree distribution of [tadpole]t⊗. A vertex
a ∈ {0, 1}t within [tadpole]t⊗ will have neighbourhood

{b ∈ {0, 1}t : ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, ai = 0⇒ bi = 1}. (2.32)

If such an a holds n ones within it’s binary string then it’s neighbourhood will be
of size deg(a) = 2n. The number of strings within {0, 1}t with n ones is

(
t
n

)
.

It follows that if ∃n ∈ N ∪ {0} such that i = 2n then

Di([tadpole]t⊗) =

(
t

n

)
(2.33)

and otherwise
Di([tadpole]t⊗) = 0. (2.34)
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It is well known and easy to show that, for any two graphs G = (VG, EG) and
H = (VH , EH), the degree of the vertex vGvH within the Kronecker product G⊗H
will be deg(vGvH) = deg(vG).deg(vH), this implies remark 2.7.1.

Remark 2.7.1 ∀i ∈ N, for any pair of graphs G and H we have

Di(G⊗H) =
∑
j∈ζ(i)

Dj(G).Di/j(H) (2.35)

where ζ(i) is the set of all j ∈ N such that i
j
∈ N.

Using the degree distribution of [tadpole]t⊗, remark 2.7.1 and the fact that

Rt
1(G) = G⊗ [tadpole]t⊗ (2.36)

we obtain the formula

Di(R
t
1(G)) =

t∑
j=0

(
t

j

)
.Di.2−j(G) (2.37)

which gives the degree distribution of an arbitrary graph (where obviouslyDi.2−j(G) =
0 if i

2j
/∈ N).

2.7.3 The degree distribution of the m = 2 model

The R2 update causes any vertex v within G to become a parent vertex v1 of degree
deg(v1) = deg(v) + 1 whilst having a offspring v0 of degree deg(v0) = 1. It follows
that

D0(R2(G)) = 0, (2.38)

D1(R2(G)) = D0(G) + |G| (2.39)

and ∀i > 1
Di(R2(G)) = Di−1(G) (2.40)
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.

When our initial graph is the isolated point P we have

Di(R
t
2(P )) = (b2t−ic+ δi,t)(1− δi,0) + δi,0.δt,0. (2.41)

2.7.4 The degree distribution of the m = 3 model

The m = 3 model generates by far the most complicated and interesting degree
distribution of any of our eight models. The R3 update causes any vertex v to
become a parent vertex v1 of degree

deg(v1) = f(deg(v)) = 2deg(v) + 1 (2.42)

whilst having a offspring v0 of degree

deg(v0)) = g(deg(v)) = deg(v) + 1. (2.43)

Then degree distribution is hence described by the partial difference equation

Di(R
t+1
3 (G)) = Di−1(R

t
3(G)) +D i−1

2
(Rt

3(G)). (2.44)

An example plot is shown in figure 2.5, from this plot we can see that the
degree distribution under the m = 3 model appears to evolve towards a seemingly
fractal form with features reminiscent of the bifurcation diagram found to describe
features of the logistic map [80].

The degree of a vertex va in Rt
3(G) with

a = 0x11x20x3 ...1xm ∈ {0, 1}t (2.45)

will have degree
fxm ◦ ... ◦ gx3 ◦ fx2 ◦ gx1(deg(v)) (2.46)

where ◦ denotes functional composition.

Let δ(G) and ∆(G) denote the minimal and maximal degrees of vertices within
G respectively. In our m = 3 model we have

δ(Rt
3(G)) = gt(δ(G)) = δ(G) + t (2.47)

and
∆(Rt

3(G)) = f t(∆(G)) = 2t(∆(G) + 1)− 1. (2.48)
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Figure 2.5: A truncated plot showing the frequencies of all degree i ≤ 5000 vertices
within the graph R18

3 (P ) obtained by starting with an isolated vertex P and applying
R3 18 times.
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2.7.5 The degree distribution of the m = 4 model

Rt
4(G) consists of 2t disjoint copies of G, it follows that

Di(R
t
4(G)) = 2t.Di(G). (2.49)

2.7.6 The degree distribution of the m = 5 model

Rt
5(G) = G⊗ [dumbell]t⊗ (2.50)

where [dumbell]t⊗ consists of 2t vertices of degree 2t. We can use remark 2.7.1 to
gain that

Di(R
t
5(G)) = 2t.D i

2t
(G). (2.51)

2.7.7 The degree distribution of the m = 6 model

We determine the degree distribution of Rt
6(G) by considering the elementary degree

distribution encountered through evolving the isolated vertex. We then form an
analog of remark 2.7.1 which we use to determine the degree distribution of an
arbitrary graph. For any two graphs G and H it is well known and easy to show
that the degree of a vertex vGvH within the Cartesian product G � H will have
degree deg(vGvH) = deg(vG) + deg(vH), this leads to the following result.

Remark 2.7.2

Di(G�H) =
i∑

j=0

Dj(G).Di−j(H). (2.52)

Recall Rt
6(G) = G � [line]t� where [line]t� consists of 2t vertices of degree t.

We can use this, together with remark 2.7.2 to get

Di(R
t
6(G)) = 2t.Di−t(G). (2.53)
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2.7.8 The degree distribution of the m = 7 model

Rt
7(G) is the graph obtained by replacing each vertex of G with a complete graph on

2t vertices and then completely interconnecting each pair of complete graphs that
replaced a pair of adjacent vertices. It follows that

Di(R
t
7(G)) = 2t.D i+1−2t

2t
(G). (2.54)

2.8 Distance structure

Now lets turn towards consideration of the distance structure of our growing graphs.
In particular we concentrate on the evolution of the diameter and the average length
of a shortest path between a pair of vertices. Let d(u, v) denote the distance between
a pair of vertices u and v in a graph G = (V,E). Let ηi(G) denote the number of
ordered pairs (u, v) of vertices from G such that d(u, v) = i. We define the total
distance

L(G) =
∞∑
i=1

i.ηi(G) =
∑
u∈V

∑
v∈V

d(u, v) (2.55)

to be the sum of the distances between each ordered pair of vertices within G. The
average length

l(G) =
L(G)

|G|2
(2.56)

of a graph G is defined to be the expected distance between an ordered pair of
vertices chosen uniformly at random from G. The diameter of a graph is the maximal
distance between a pair of vertices within.

We are concerned with how the diameter and average length of Rt
m(G) evolve

with time t starting from some simple connected non trivial graph G. We neglect
to discuss the m = 0 and m = 4 models within which any graph will immediately
become disconnected and notions of distance become nonsensical.

2.8.1 Distance structure of the m = 2 model

We start by discussing how distances change under model 2. We do this before
considering model 1 because the m = 2 case is simpler, making it easier for the
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reader to understand our methods. Let u and v be a pair of vertices within G. After
applying the R2 update, if d(u, v) > 0 then d(u0, v0) = d(u, v) + 2, d(u0, v1) =
d(u, v) + 1, d(u1, v1) = d(u, v) and if d(u, v) = 0 then d(u0, v0) = d(u1, v1) = 0 and
d(u0, v1) = 1.

It follows that the total distance obeys the difference equation

L(Rt+1
2 (G)) = 4.L(Rt

2(G)) + 4.|Rt
2(G)|2 − 2|Rt

2(G)|. (2.57)

As t → ∞ we have |Rt
2(G)| → ∞ and so the average length increases linearly in

that
l(Rt+1

2 (G)) = l(Rt
2(G)) + 1. (2.58)

Clearly the diameter of R2(G) will always be two greater then the diameter of G.

2.8.2 Distance structure of the m = 1 model

The way distances evolve under model 1 is more complicated because we need to
keep track of triangles that occur within the structure. Fortunately this is not too
difficult to do and our quest to attain a formula for l(Rt

1(G)) leads to a matrix
difference equation which we can solve to find that l(Rt

1(G)) quickly approaches a
constant as t increases.

Let ∇(G) denote the set of edges which form part of triangles within G. In
other words ∇(G) is the set of all edges {u, v} of G such that the subgraph induced
upon u, v, w is a triangle C3 for some w ∈ V .

Each vertex v of G will get updated to become a parent and offspring such that
d(v0, v1) = 2. If u and v are vertices of G such that d(u, v) > 1 then d(u0, v0) =
d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = d(u, v). If d(u, v) = 1 and {u, v} ∈ ∇(G) then d(u0, v0) = 2,
d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = 1 and {u0, v1}, {u1, v1} ∈ ∇(R1(G)). If d(u, v) = 1 and
{u, v} /∈ ∇(G) then d(u0, v0) = 3, d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = 1 and {u0, v1}, {u1, v1} /∈
∇(R1(G)). The diameter of Rt

1(G) will be the maximum of the diameter of G and
3.

Let us use the shorthand

At = 2.|∇(Rt
1(G))| (2.59)

and
Bt = 2(||Rt

1(G)|| − |∇(Rt
1(G))|), (2.60)
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we then have the following difference equations;

η0(R
t+1
1 (G)) = 2η0(R

t
1(G)), (2.61)

At+1 = 3.At, (2.62)

Bt+1 = 3.Bt, (2.63)

η2(R
t+1
1 (G)) = 2η0(R

t
1(G)) + At + 4ηt2, (2.64)

η3(R
t+1
1 (G)) = Bt + 4η3(R

t
1(G)), (2.65)

∀i > 3, ηi(R
t+1
1 (G)) = 4ηi(R

t
1(G)). (2.66)

As t→∞ these equations give that

l(Rt
1(G)) = (η0(G))−2

[
2(η0(G) + A0 + η2(G)) + 3(B0 + η3(G)) +

∞∑
i=4

i.ηi(G)

]
.

(2.67)

2.8.3 Distance structure of the m = 3 model

Each vertex v of G will get updated under R3 to become such that d(v0, v1) = 1.
If u and v are vertices of G such that d(u, v) > 1 then d(u0, v0) = d(u0, v1) =
d(u1, v1) = d(u, v). If d(u, v) = 1 then d(u0, v0) = 2 and d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = 1.
This means we have the following difference equations;

η0(R
t+1
3 (G)) = 2η0(R

t
3(G)), (2.68)

η1(R
t+1
3 (G)) = 2η0(R

t
3(G)) + 3η1(R

t
3(G)), (2.69)

η2(R
t+1
3 (G)) = 4η2(R

t
3(G)) + η1(R

t
3(G)), (2.70)

∀i > 2, ηi(R
t+1
3 (G)) = 4ηi(R

t
3(G)). (2.71)

As t→∞ these equations give that

l(Rt
3(G)) = (η0(G))−2

[
2(η0(G) + η1(G) + η2(G)) +

∞∑
i=3

i.ηi(G)

]
. (2.72)

The diameter of Rt
3(G) will be the maximum of the diameter of G and 2.
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2.8.4 Distance structure of the m = 5 model

Let u and v be a pair of vertices in G. After applying the R5 update, if d(u, v) >
0 then d(u0, v0) = d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = d(u, v) whereas if d(u, v) = 0 then
d(u0, v0) = d(u1, v1) = 0 and d(u0, v1) = 2.

If follows that

L(Rt+1
5 (G)) = 4.L(Rt

5(G)) + 4|Rt
5(G)| (2.73)

and so as t → ∞ the average length l(Rt
5(G)) approaches a constant. Rt

5(G) will
have the same diameter as G.

2.8.5 Distance structure of the m = 6 model

For a pair of vertices u and v of G we have d(u0, v0) = d(u1, v1) = d(u, v) and
d(u0, v1) = d(u, v) + 1. This means ∀i ≥ 0 we have the difference equation

ηi(R
t+1
6 (G)) = 2(ηi(R

t
6(G)) + ηi−1(R

t
6(G))). (2.74)

As t→∞ this gives that

l(Rt+1
6 (G)) = l(Rt

6(G)) + 1/2. (2.75)

Clearly the diameter of R2(G) will always be one greater then the diameter of G.

2.8.6 Distance structure of the m = 7 model

Let u and v be a pair of vertices in G. After applying the R7 update, if d(u, v) >
0 then d(u0, v0) = d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = d(u, v) whereas if d(u, v) = 0 then
d(u0, v0) = d(u1, v1) = 0 and d(u0, v1) = 1.

If follows that

L(Rt+1
7 (G)) = 4.L(Rt

7(G)) + 2|Rt
7(G)| (2.76)

and so as t → ∞ the average length l(Rt
7(G)) approaches a constant. Rt

7(G) will
have the same diameter as G.
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2.9 Conclusions

These eight pure growth models form the skeleton for the bulk of this thesis. It is
good that we can describe many of their features analytically. We have been able
to do this largely thanks to the lack of long term structural interdependence within
our growing graphs together with the simple fashion in which they grow. Almost
certainly the most powerful result of this chapter is theorem 2.3.1. This is really a
combination of eight little theorems, and we can use it to describe many structural
features of our models. Having this result allows us to to get many interesting re-
sults which might have been difficult to attain by other methods. For example we
can view automorphisms of the graphs that grow under the m = 1 model as permu-
tations of the vertices binary string names. Dealing with relatively simple adaptive
graph models of this sort is pleasing because we can obtain many exact formulas for
properties that are difficult to calculate for many other models. For example in our
models the evolution of chromatic number and (in many cases) degree distributions
are relatively easily described for all time. The degree distribution encountered un-
der the m = 3 model is an exception to this. The remarkably complex form of this
distribution was an unexpected surprise. Gaining a greater understanding of this
distribution will be an interesting and challenging problem for future study. It is
interesting the structural evolution of our models can be viewed in so many different
ways. We can see them in the graphical way- as sequences of changing pictures, we
can describe them with binary strings, as described theorem 2.3.1 or in many cases
we can view them as the result of repeatedly applied graph products. There are a
great many problems which have yet to be tackled. Amongst the most fundamental
are the problem of determining preimages and the problem of determining all the
induced subgraphs of Rt

m(G) which are isomorphic to G. Models in chapters 3, 4
and 5 could all be viewed as generalisations of these models. Unsurprisingly there is
a myriad of other interesting models that could be investigated. We list a few ideas,
without going into too much detail.

2.9.1 Modified reproduction rules

In our models we decided that each vertex should have one offspring each update,
and the links given to each offspring followed the same rules. One can imagine a
host of other models, for example perhaps each vertex gives birth to three offspring
each update, perhaps each such triplet is connected together in a triangle and also
connected to its parent. Vertices could have several offspring that are linked up
in different ways. One mind bending concept is that each time step each vertex
simultaneously has eight offspring, one born with connectivity specified by each of
the eight models. Such a system would obviously have very complicated dynamics.
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It seems interesting to ask if such a system would eventually grow enough so that
it contains every finite graph as a subgraph. Its also interesting to ask what might
be the simplest adaptive graph model with this property. Perhaps the population
consists of several different kinds of vertices that have offspring of the same kind.
Perhaps the ‘kind’ of vertex determines which of the eight mechanisms it reproduces
by. There is no need for vertices to have offspring every time step. It might be
interesting to suppose, for example, that vertices only have offspring once every
seven time steps.

2.9.2 Sexual reproduction and merging

Within our models vertices reproduce in an asexual manner. An interesting mod-
ification might be to have vertices breed with their neighbours, having offspring
whose linkage depends upon that of both its parents. One could even introduce the
idea of male vertices and female vertices. If one wants to be able to do maths it is
important not to clutter models with too much realism. One throw away idea might
be that graphs get updated so that for every edge connecting a male and a female
we simultaneously add a brother and sister offspring, each of which get born with a
neighbourhood that is the union of their parents neighbourhoods. Another biologi-
cal sort of operation is merging, where vertices on the opposite ends of an edge come
together to form a super vertex with the union of the two vertices neighbourhoods.
We could incorporate this mechanism whilst maintaining determinism. For example
we could merge every edge then apply a growth operator in alternating fashion.

2.9.3 More exotic graphs

One obvious generalisation would be to apply our same rules to other kinds of graphs.
We could easily extend the model to deal with multi graphs or perhaps more general
matrices. Generalising to digraphs could be done without much effort. Perhaps our
models could be applied to more general objects like hypergraphs.

2.9.4 Adding a geometric aspect

Thinking of our vertices as embedded in some sort of space could create interesting
pictures. One obvious way to do this would be to imagine our vertices embedded in
R2 so that new offspring land near to their parents. Adding a feature like this could
help us to visualise processes in a more concrete way, it could also help to better
model real world processes- like animals or plants being born in the Wilderness. If we
go down this road its tempting to add ways in which the space that the vertices are
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embedded in might influence their development. Perhaps the space is paved with
areas that impeded or induce reproduction like deserts or gardens. Perhaps the
geometric distance between vertices affects their development. The danger is that
if we incorporate too many of these interesting features we may lose the simplicity
that makes our models mathematically appealing.

2.9.5 Adding stochasticity

The beauty of using deterministic models is that one can always add stochasticity
later, going the other way round is more difficult. We could inject stochasticity
directly into the update rules- maybe offspring are born connected to seventy per-
cent of their parents neighbours. We could make the update process asynchronous
or stochastic, maybe vertices only have offspring with probability p. If our graphs
represent social networks then adding the occasional random edge (or edge rewiring)
could be interesting. Random deletions of vertices could represent unexpected death.
Random additions of edges or vertices could represent other unexpected events. It
would certainly be interesting to see how adding stochasticity affects the develop-
ment of our models. If we add a little will it drastically affect the global dynamics
? If we add a lot will we see other interesting effects like mutating self replicators?

2.10 Proofs

Proof of theorem 2.3.1

Suppose G = (V,E) is our initial graph. Rm(G) has vertex set V × {0, 1}
and so Rt

m(G) has vertex set V × {0, 1}t. Let Φt
m(G) denote the actual edge set

of Rt
m(G). Let P t

m(G) denote the edge set that theorem 2.3.1 predicts Rt
m(G) will

have. We will show by induction that Φt
m(G) = P t

m(G) in all cases.

Setting t = 1 it can easily be checked that the edge set P 1
m(G) described by

the theorem is exactly the same as the actual edge set Φm(G) of Rm(G). This can
be seen for each model m by consulting the definition of Φm(G) from section 2.1.
The strategy of this proof will be to use induction. We know our result holds for
t = 1. What we will show, for each model m, is that if Φt

m(G) = P t
m(G) then

Φt+1
m (G) = P t+1

m (G). Assume that Φt
m(G) = P t

m(G) holds (for some generic t), we
will try to use this assumption to prove that Φt+1

m (G) = P t+1
m (G) holds in each case.

Suppose u, v ∈ V , a,b ∈ {0, 1}t and x, y ∈ {0, 1}t. We will use our assumption that
Φt
m(G) = P t

m(G) to prove {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
m (G) iff {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ P t+1

m (G)
for each model m.
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When m = 0 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
0 (G) is equivalent to

saying that {ua, vb} ∈ Φt
0(G) and x = y = 1 which is equivalent to saying that

{ua, vb} ∈ P t
0(G) and x = y = 1 which is equivalent to saying that {u, v} ∈ E

and a = b = 1t and x = y = 1 which is equivalent to saying that {u, v} ∈ E and
(ax) = (by) = 1t+1 which is equivalent to saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

0 (G).

When m = 1 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
1 (G) which is equivalent

to saying that {ua, vb} ∈ Φt
1(G) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) which is equivalent to saying that

{ua, vb} ∈ P t
1(G) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) which is equivalent to saying that {u, v} ∈ E,

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) which is equivalent to saying
that {u, v} ∈ E and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t+ 1} (ax)i, (by)i) 6= (0, 0) which is equivalent to
saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

1 (G).

When m = 2 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
2 (G) is equivalent to

saying that either [ {ua, vb} ∈ Φt
2(G) and x = y = 1 ] or [ ua = vb and x 6= y

] which is equivalent to saying that either [ {ua, vb} ∈ P t
2(G) and x = y = 1 ] or

[ ua = vb and x 6= y ] which is equivalent to saying that either (1) [ {u, v} ∈ E,
a = b = 1t and x = y = 1 ] or (2) [ u = v, ∃k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such that ak 6= bk and
∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} we have i < k ⇒ ai = bi, i > k ⇒ ai = bi = 1 and x = y = 1 ] or
(3)[ u = v, a = b and x 6= y ]. Saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

2 (G) is equivalent
to saying that either (4)[ {u, v} ∈ E and (ax) = (by) = 1t+1 ] or (5)[ u = v and
∃k′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., t + 1} such that (ax)k′ 6= (by)k′ and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t + 1} we have
i < k′ ⇒ (ax)i = (by)i and i > k′ ⇒ (ax)i = (by)i = 1 ]. Clearly statement
(1) is equivalent to statement (4), we also have that statement (2) is equivalent to
statement (5) with k′ < t+ 1 and statement (3) is equivalent to statement (5) with
k′ = t+ 1. It follows that {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1

2 (G) iff {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1
2 (G).

When m = 3 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
3 (G) is equivalent to

saying that either [ {ua, vb} ∈ Φt
3(G) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) ] or [ ua = vb and x 6= y

] which is equivalent to saying that either [ {ua, vb} ∈ P t
3(G) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) ]

or [ ua = vb and x 6= y ] which is equivalent to saying that either (1) [ {u, v} ∈ E,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) ] or (2) [ u = v and ∃k ∈
{1, 2, ..., t} such that ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} we have i < k ⇒ ai = bi, i = k ⇒ ai 6= bi
and i > k ⇒ (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0) and (x, y) 6= (0, 0) ] or (3)[ u = v, a = b and x 6= y
]. Saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

3 (G) is equivalent to saying that either (4)[
{u, v} ∈ E and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t + 1} we have ((ax)i, (by)i) 6= (0, 0) ] or (5)[ u = v,
∃k′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., t+ 1} such that ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t+ 1} we have i < k′ ⇒ (ax)i = (by)i,
i = k′ ⇒ (ax)i 6= (by)i and i > k′ ⇒ ((ax)i, (by)i) 6= (0, 0) ]. Clearly statement
(1) is equivalent to statement (4), we also have that statement (2) is equivalent to
statement (5) with k′ < t+ 1 and statement (3) is equivalent to statement (5) with
k′ = t+ 1. It follows that {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1

3 (G) iff {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1
3 (G).

When m = 4 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
4 (G) is equivalent to
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saying that {ua, vb} ∈ P t
4(G) and x = y which is equivalent to saying that {u, v} ∈

E, a = b and x = y which is equivalent to saying {u, v} ∈ E and (ax) = (by) which
is equivalent to saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

4 (G).

When m = 5 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
5 (G) is equivalent to

saying that {ua, vb} ∈ P t
5(G) which is equivalent to saying that {u, v} ∈ E which

is equivalent to saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1
5 (G).

When m = 6 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
6 (G) is equivalent to

saying that either [ {ua, vb} ∈ P t
6(G) and x = y ] or [ ua = vb and x 6= y ] which

is equivalent to saying that either (1) [ {u, v} ∈ E, a = b and x = y ] or (2) [
u = v, ∃!k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such that ak 6= bk and x = y ] or (3)[ u = v, a = b and
x 6= y ]. Saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

6 (G) is equivalent to saying that either
(4)[ {u, v} ∈ E and (ax) = (by) ] or (5)[ u = v and ∃!k′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., t+ 1} such that
(ax)k′ 6= (by)k′ ]. Clearly statement (1) is equivalent to statement (4), we also have
that statement (2) is equivalent to statement (5) with k′ < t+1 and statement (3) is
equivalent to statement (5) with k′ = t+1. It follows that {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1

6 (G)
iff {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

6 (G).

When m = 7 we have that saying {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1
7 (G) is equivalent to

saying that either [ {ua, vb} ∈ P t
7(G) ] or [ ua = vb and x 6= y ] which is equivalent

to saying that either (1) [ {u, v} ∈ E ] or (2) [ u = v, a 6= b ] or (3)[ u = v,
a = b and x 6= y ]. Saying that {u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

7 (G) is equivalent to saying
that either (4)[ {u, v} ∈ E ] or (5)[ u = v and (ax) 6= (by) ]. Clearly statement
(1) is equivalent to statement (4) and we also have that saying statement (5) is
equivalent to saying either (2) or (3). It follows that {(ua)x, (vb)y} ∈ Φt+1

7 (G) iff
{u(ax), v(by)} ∈ P t+1

7 (G).

So, to recap, we have shown for each model m that, assuming P t
m(G) = Φt

m(G)
implies that ∀uax, vby ∈ V × {0, 1}t+1, {uax, vby} ∈ Φt+1

m (G) ⇔ {uax, vby} ∈
P t+1
m (G) which hence implies that P t+1

m (G) = Φt+1
m (G). Now since we also proved

P 1
m(G) = Φ1

m(G) we can use induction with t to prove P t
m(G) = Φt

m(G), ∀t ∈ N. �

Proof of lemma 2.4.1

From the definition of automorphism ∀uG, vG ∈ VG we have {uG, vG} ∈ EG ⇔
{g(uG), g(vG)} ∈ EG and similarly {uH , vH} ∈ EH ⇔ {h(uH), h(vH)} ∈ EH . Now
uGuH and vGvH will be linked in G ⊗ H iff {uG, vG} ∈ EG and {uH , vH} ∈ EH ,
which occurs iff {g(uG), g(vG)} ∈ EG and {h(uH), h(vH)} ∈ EH , which occurs iff
f(uGuH) = (g(uG)h(uH)) and f(vGvH) = (g(vG)h(vH)) will be linked in G⊗H. �
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Proof of theorem 2.4.2

A pair of vertices a and b will be adjacent within [tadpole]t⊗ iff ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}
we have (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0). It is easy to see that if one applies some permutation p to
both a and b, shuffling the order in which the 0’s and 1’s appear in the strings, then
this will not affect the adjacency/non adjacency of the vertices. In other words a
and b will be adjacent in [tadpole]t⊗ iff p(a) and p(b) are adjacent in [tadpole]t⊗.
Applying such a permutation p to every vertex of [tadpole]t⊗ hence corresponds to
a graph automorphism. In subsection 2.7.2 we obtain the result that if a pair of ver-
tices/strings a and b hold a different number of 1’s in their binary strings then they
will have different degrees, meaning they will not be automorphically equivalent. So
a pair of vertices a and b will be automorphically equivalent in [tadpole]t⊗ iff they
hold the same number of 1’s in their strings. Hence the probability that a random
pair of vertices within [tadpole]t⊗ will be automorphically equivalent will be equal
to the probability that a pair of players score the same number of heads with t flips

of a coin, namely
t∑
i=0

(
t
i

)2
22t

, which is equal to
(2t
t )

22t by a well known identity [81]. �

Proof of theorem 2.4.3

For an independent set I ⊆ V the subgraph X ⊆ R1(G) induced upon the
vertex set VX ⊆ V × {0, 1} defined such that VX = {v0 : v ∈ I} ∪ {v1 : v ∈ V − I}
will clearly have the property that ∀v ∈ V, ∃x ∈ {0, 1} : vx ∈ VX . The mapping
f : VX 7→ V defined such that ∀vx ∈ VX , f(vx) = v will be an isomorphism from
X to G. There are hence at least as many independent sets I of G as there are
straightforward copies of G within R1(G).

Conversely a subgraph X = (VX , EX), of R1(G), which is isomorphic to G
and such that ∀v ∈ V, ∃x ∈ {0, 1} : vx ∈ VX must have the property that ∀v ∈ V ,
∃!xv ∈ {0, 1} such that vxv ∈ VX . The number of edges |EX | = |{{u, v} ∈ E :
(xu, xv) 6= (0, 0)}| of X must be equal to the number of edges |E| = ||G|| of G.
This means that ∀u, v ∈ V we have (xu, xv) = 0 ⇒ {u, v} /∈ E which means
I = {v ∈ V : xv = 0} is an independent set of G. There are hence at least as many
straightforward copies of G in R1(G) as there are independent sets I of G. �
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Chapter 3

Models of age capped
reproduction

3.1 Definition of models

In this chapter we suppose our vertices are mortal. Each time step each vertex has
an offspring, exactly as studied in chapter 2. The difference is that in this chapter
our vertices have ‘ages’. The age of a vertex is the amount of time passed since it
was born. When a vertices age exceeds some critical ‘age cap’ Q ∈ N it dies and gets
removed from the graph. Each graph G = (V,E) we consider in this chapter is ‘age
attributed’ in that each vertex v ∈ V is assigned some age(v) ∈ N0. For a model
type m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7} and age cap Q our update operator Tm,Q is defined so that
Tm,Q(G) is the graph obtained by taking G and performing the following procedure;

1) increase the age of each vertex by one,

2) apply the Rm operator, supposing that offspring are born at age zero,

3) remove each vertex of age greater than Q.

We study the evolution of T tm,Q(G) under different models m with different age caps
Q for different initial graphs G. Often we begin with an ‘age zero graph’ where all
vertices have age zero.

Let us consider an example, suppose we choose model type m = 1 and age
cap Q = 1. When we begin evolving the two vertex age zero complete graph we
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Figure 3.1: An illustration the graph which consists of two age zero vertices evolves
under the first two updates with the T1,1 operator, the numbers written next to the
vertices represent their ages.

encounter the dynamics pictured in figure 3.1.

Clearly Tm,Q(G) will always be a subgraph of Rm(G), the graph obtained by
performing pure reproduction. When we set our age cap Q as∞ our vertices become
effectively immortal and we recover our pure growth model in that Tm,∞(G) =
Rm(G). Whenever we consider a system with age cap Q we assume each vertex of
our initial graph has age ≤ Q.

3.2 The connection between age capped and pure

growth models

T tm,Q(G) will be the subgraph of Rt
m(G) induced upon a special subset of V ×{0, 1}t.

We hence think of vertices in T tm,Q(G) as having binary strings attached, in just the
same way as chapter 2. Every time a vertex survives the Tm,Q update it gets a
1 on the end of its name whilst new offspring get a 0 on the end of their name.
This means the size of the block of adjacent 1’s at the far right of a vertices name
corresponds exactly to its age, a notion formalised by theorem 3.2.1.

For a binary string a ∈ {0, 1}t we define lhs(a) to be the size of the block
of adjacent 1’s at the far left hand side of a and rhs(a) to be the sizes of the
blocks of adjacent 1’s at the far right of a. For example lhs(1100100) = 2 and
rhs(1100100) = 0. Let Wt

Q ⊆ {0, 1}t denote the set of all binary strings a ∈ {0, 1}t
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such that a does not contain a block of Q+ 1 adjacent 1’s.

Theorem 3.2.1 If G = (V,E) is an age zero graph then T tm,Q(G) is the subgraph
of Rt

m(G) induced upon the vertex set V ×Wt
Q, and each vertex va ∈ V ×Wt

Q has
age rhs(a).

3.2.1 Notes regarding Theorem 3.2.1

When we use theorem 3.2.1 in conjunction with theorem 2.3.1 we gain an instant
description of T tm,Q(G) for any age zero graph G = (V,E). These results tell us that
T tm,Q(G) will have vertex set V ×Wt

Q and edge set

{{ua, vb} ∈ Φt
m(G) : ua, vb ∈ V ×Wt

Q} (3.1)

where Φt
m(G) is as described in theorem 2.3.1.

An example application

Suppose we want to know what happens when we evolve a two vertex complete
graph for two time steps using growth model one with age cap one. In other words
we want to evaluate T 2

1,1(G) where G = (V,E) has vertex set V = {u, v} and edge
set E = {{u, v}}. Our results tell us that the resulting graph will have vertex set

V ×W2
1 = V × {00, 10, 01} = {u00, u10, u01, v00, v10, v01} (3.2)

and edge set {{u01, v10}, {u10, v01}} equal to the edges in Φ2
1(G) with both their

terminals in V ×W2
1.

Extension

Theorem 3.2.1 can be extended to deal with initial graphs G = (V,E) which hold
vertices of any age. In general T tm,Q(G) is the graph obtained by taking the subgraph
of Rt

m(G) induced upon the vertex set V ×Wt
Q and then removing each vertex va
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of the resulting graph such that age(v) + lhs(a) > Q. In this case the age of each
vertex va within T tm,Q(G) is such that

a = 1t ⇒ age(va) = age(v) + t (3.3)

and
a 6= 1t ⇒ age(va) = rhs(a). (3.4)

The governing string set

Theorem 3.2.1 highlights the importance of the set of binary strings Wt
Q in describ-

ing the form of T tm,Q(G). It is well worth noting a possible recursive definition of
Wt

Q that helps to explain the appearance of the Fibonacci like recursive formulas
we will encounter later on.

Theorem 3.2.2 ∀t, Q ∈ N we have

t < Q⇒Wt+1
Q = {0, 1}t+1 (3.5)

and
t ≥ Q⇒Wt+1

Q = ∪Qi=0(W
t−i
Q × 01i). (3.6)

Lack of long range dependence

Just like under the pure growth models our age capped reproduction models have
a lack of long range dependence regarding their evolution. To be more exact if
we choose any subgraph X ⊆ G then the subgraph of T tm,Q(G) induced upon the
descendants of X will be identical to the structure T tm,Q(X) we receive by taking
X itself as the initial graph. In other words the evolution of the structure X’s
descendants is independent of the structure of G−X.

Higher age cap implies larger graph

A relatively obvious consequence of theorem 3.2.1 is that if our age cap is higher
then our evolution process will yield larger graphs. To see this note

Q′ ≥ Q⇒Wt
Q ⊆Wt

Q′ ⇒ T tm,Q(G) ⊆ T tm,Q′(G). (3.7)
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The fact that T tm,Q(G) ⊆ Rt
m(G) has implications for the chromatic number in that

χ(T tm,Q(G)) ≤ χ(Rt
m(G)). (3.8)

3.3 The ages of the vertices

If you take an isolated vertex P and evolve it under our system with age cap one
then the number of vertices will grow as follows;

1,2,3,5,8,13,21,....

The Fibonacci numbers are famous. They occur in many places in mathematics and
nature [82]. It is therefore very pleasing that our biologically inspired growth models
contain these numbers. If one takes the ratio of subsequent pair of large Fibonacci
numbers the result approaches

λ1 =
1 + 51/2

2
, (3.9)

the golden ratio. Take the distance from the tip of your middle finger to your elbow,
divide it by the distance from the tip of your middle finger to your wrist, the result
should be close to the golden ratio. The golden ratio gives the proportions between
many parts of a well formed human body, it can be found in the spirals of sunflowers
or the spirals of the milky way. The golden ratio appears to describe many properties
of T tm,Q(G) too, especially when Q = 1.

When one knows about Leslie matrices [72] the appearance of the golden ratio
seems less mysterious. Leslie matrices can be used to describe many properties of
T tm,Q(G), for generic Q.

A Leslie matrix has the form


f0 f1 f2 · · · fQ
s0 0 0 · · · 0
0 s1 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · sQ 0
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where {s0, s1, ..., sQ} are the survival rates and {f0, f1, ..., fQ} are the fertility
rates.

Returning to consideration of our age capped model let us define the vector

nt = (nt0, n
t
1, ..., n

t
Q)T (3.10)

such that nti is the number of vertices of age i within T tm,Q(G).

nt satisfies the linear difference equation

nt+1 = L.nt (3.11)

where L is the (Q + 1) × (Q + 1) Leslie matrix with all survival rates and fertility
rates set as 1. The reason is that updating causes every age i < Q vertex to become
an age i+ 1 parent vertex and have an age zero offspring. An age Q vertex will die
under the update but it will leave behind an offspring of age 0.

L is primitive and has the characteristic polynomial

Q∑
i=0

xi = xQ+1. (3.12)

The maximal solution to this polynomial is L’s principle eigenvalue λQ which is also
known as the the Q+ 1 step- Fibonacci constant.

λ1 = 1+51/2

2
is the golden ratio, λ2 = 1.8393, λ3 = 1.9276, λ4 = 1.96559, as

Q → ∞ we have λQ → 2. The right eigenvector of L associated with λQ is of the
form

(1, λ−1
Q , λ−2

Q , ..., λ−QQ )T . (3.13)

For any initial graph G, as t → ∞ the vector nt will be such that ∀i ∈
{0, 1, ..., Q} we have

λQ.n
t−1
0 = nt+ii (3.14)

and this means that
|T t+1
m,Q(G)| = λQ.|T tm,Q(G)|. (3.15)

The n step Fibonacci numbers f
[n]
i are natural generalisations of the famous

Fibonacci numbers [83]. The numbers are defined so that

∀i ≤ 0, f
[n]
i = 0, (3.16)

f
[n]
1 = f

[n]
2 = 1 (3.17)
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and

∀i > 2, f
[n]
i =

n∑
j=1

f
[n]
i−j. (3.18)

The i+ 1th Q+ 1 step Fibonacci number f
[Q+1]
i+1 can be written in terms of L in that

f
[Q+1]
i+1 =

(
Li.d0

)
0

(3.19)

where
di = (δ0,i, δ1,i, ...., δQ,i)

T (3.20)

and δi,j is the Kronecker delta.

When G is an age zero graph the number of vertices within T tm,Q(G) which are
of age i is

nti = |G|.
(
Lt.d0

)
i

= |G|.f [Q+1]
t+1−i. (3.21)

Also |Wt
Q| = f

[Q+1]
t+2 and so we have

|T tm,Q(G)| = f
[Q+1]
t+2 .|G|. (3.22)

3.4 Aspects of the different age capped models

Before we discuss the specifics of the eight age capped models let us make a prelimi-
nary remark regarding isomorphisms. The graphs we deal with have ages attributed
to their vertices, and because of this we need to differentiate between isomorphisms
which preserve vertices ages and isomorphisms which do not. We say that a pair of
age attributed graphs G and H are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism from G to
H that maps each vertex to a vertex of the same age. We say that two such graphs
G and H are quasi isomorphic if their is a bijection between their vertex sets that
preserves adjacency and non adjacency but does not necessarily preserve ages.

3.4.1 Aspects of the age capped m = 0 model

Repeated application of T0,Q causes the initial connected graph to decay away whilst
creating an ever growing cloud of isolated vertices.

Suppose G is a connected age zero graph. In this case t ≤ Q implies that
T t0,Q(G) consists of a single age t connected component, quasi isomorphic to G,
together with a set of isolated vertices of age less then t. When t > Q all of the
vertices within T t0,Q(G) will be isolated.
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3.4.2 Aspects of the age capped m = 1 model

When we evolve graphs under model 1 we see interesting dynamics that are some-
times difficult to understand. In each case the number of isolated vertices increases
exponentially. When Q = 1 connected structures quickly become static. When
Q > 1 connected structures grow but the number of isolated vertices soon greatly
exceeds the number of connected vertices.

Connectivity within the m = 1 model

When we apply T1,Q each vertex of age Q has an offspring before being destroyed
whilst each vertex of age < Q will have an offspring and survive. The offspring of
a vertex v will end up connected to all of v’s neighbours that survive the update
process. So if all of v’s neighbours are of age Q in G then v0 will be isolated in
T1,Q(G). Edges of G that connect pairs of age Q vertices will be effectively removed
by T1,Q. The reason is that vertices on either end of such edges just get replaced by
their offspring in T1,Q(G), and new offspring are never interconnected. If G has a
cutset entirely consisting of edges connecting pairs of age Q vertices then such edges
will be effectively removed and large connected components may split in two, but as
we will see this ‘splitting phenomena’ can only occur during the first t time steps.

We say a graph is age mixed if it holds no edges which connect a pair of vertices
of the same age. For any G if t > Q then T t1,Q(G) is age mixed. The reason is that no
two offspring are ever born interconnected, after Q time steps all the original vertices
will have died so no vertex will have a neighbour of the same age. Updating an age
mixed graph will not increase the number of non trivial connected components it
has. It may create new isolated vertices but it will not sever connected components.

When G is an age mixed connected graph and Q = 1 applying T1,1 will add
isolated vertices but it will not effect the topology of the connected structure. The
reason is that such a G must be bipartite, with an age zero part X and one age
one part Y . When we apply T1,1 each vertex in Y effectively gets replaced by its
orphaned offspring. Vertices in X survive the update and also have offspring, but
these offspring will be isolated since all the neighbours they are born connected to
will be parent vertices in Y , and such vertices will get culled in stage 3) of the
update.

Number of isolated vertices in the age capped m = 1 model

Assume we begin from an age zero graph graph G = (V,E) with no isolated vertices,
how many isolated vertices will there be within T t1,Q(G) ? To answer the question
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we will use the theory of integer compositions.

A vertex va ∈ V ×Wt
Q will not be isolated in T t1,Q(G) iff a does not hold a

block of Q+ 1 adjacent zeros.

We can see this as follows. Since G holds no isolated vertices v must have at
least one neighbour, u∗, in G. According to theorem 3.2.1 and theorem 2.3.1 the
neighbourhood of va ∈ V ×Wt

Q, in T t1,Q(G), will be equal to the set

{ub : u ∈ Ne(v),∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...., t}, (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0)}. (3.23)

If a does not hold a block of Q+1 adjacent zeros then a ’s complement, ā (obtained
by turning each one into a zero, and visa versa), will not hold a block of Q + 1
adjacent ones, and hence will be a member of Wt

Q. This means that u∗ā will be a
neighbour of va in T t1,Q(G). On the other hand if va is such that a does hold a block
of Q+ 1 adjacent zeros then any potential neighbour ub of va must be such that b
holds a block of Q+ 1 adjacent ones (because neighbours are required to never have
zeros in the same positions within their strings) and Wt

Q holds no strings like this
by definition, so va must be isolated.

Let C(t, Q) denote the number of compositions of the integer t into positive
integer parts of size not greater then Q.

The number of non isolated vertices within T t1,Q(G) will be equal to |G| times
the number of strings in {0, 1}t of the form

0x01x10x2 ...0xn−11xn , (3.24)

with each xi ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} and
n∑
i=0

xi = t. (3.25)

There will be 2.C(t, Q) strings of this form so 2.|G|.C(t, Q) of T t1,Q(G)’s vertices will
be non isolated.

[84] gives the recursive formula for C(t, Q) that

∀t ≤ Q,C(t, Q) = 2t−1 (3.26)

and

∀t > Q,C(t, Q) =
t−1∑

i=t−Q

C(i, Q). (3.27)

There is a link with generalised Fibonacci numbers in that C(t, Q) = f
[Q]
t+1. It follows

that as t → ∞ we have that T t+1
1,Q (G) will have λQ−1 times as many non isolated

vertices as T t1,Q(G) has. The total number of vertices in T t1,Q(G) grows exponentially
at the greater rate of λQ, this means as t→∞ almost all of T t1,Q(G)’s vertices will
be isolated.
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More bounds on the chromatic number

We derived earlier that
χ(T t1,Q(G)) ≤ χ(Rt

m(G)). (3.28)

We can give more bounds on χ(T t1,Q(G)) by considering that ∀t > Q implies T t1,Q(G)
is age mixed. Once T t1,Q(G) has become age mixed it can be given a proper colouring
by colouring each vertex according to it’s age. So we have that t > Q implies
χ(T t1,Q(G)) ≤ Q. The maximal size of an independent set within T t1,Q(G) when
t > Q must be at least nt0.

3.4.3 Aspects of the age capped m = 2 model

Introducing an age cap into them = 2 model leads to a fascinating type of behaviour.
Whatever graph we begin we end up with a set of special tree graphs that grow up
and break into more tree graphs. What we arrive at is a self replicative process that
is simple enough to describe rigorously whilst complex enough to be of interest.

Whatever graph structure we begin with, tree like structures will grow out of
the nodes. After enough time has passed the initial graph, from which the trees
grew, will die of old age, and all that will be left is a disjoint set of trees. The most
central nodes in the trees will be the oldest. After enough time these central nodes
too will die, fragmenting the tree structures. Fragments left behind will resemble
earlier forms of their parent structure, these too will grow up and break, making
more trees. The numbers of these self replicating trees grows in a way described by
Leslie matrices.

Let P be graph which simply consists of a single isolated age zero vertex p.
We picture the early dynamics of T t2,2(P ) in figure 3.2.

Recall from subsection 2.4.3 that when k < t the subgraph Ψk ofRt
2(P ) induced

upon

{pa : a ∈ {0, 1}t, at−k = 0,∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} : i < t− k ⇒ ai = 1} (3.29)

will be isomorphic to Rk
2(P ). ∀k, k′ < t : k 6= k′ any path in Rt

2(P ) from a vertex in
Ψk to vertex within Ψk′ must pass through p1t.

Basically Rt
2(P ) contains several subgraphs, Ψk, each of which is isomorphic

to Rk
2(P ) for some k < t, and the oldest vertex p1t forms a conduit between these

subgraphs.
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Figure 3.2: The evolution of T t2,2(P ) over the first three time steps. Note how a tree
grows up and then breaks into several trees identical to those encountered at earlier
stages. Compare to figure 2.4.
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For t ≤ Q we will have that T t2,Q(P ) = Rt
2(P ). Consider TQ+1

2,Q (P ), this is the

graph obtained by removing all vertices of age greater than Q from R2(T
Q
2,Q(P )) =

RQ+1
2 (P ). The only vertex of RQ+1

2 (P ) which will have age greater than Q will be
p1t+1. The graph TQ+1

2,Q (P ) is obtained by taking RQ+1
2 (P ) and removing p1t+1 and

will hence consists of Q+ 1 connected components, namely

Ψ0,Ψ1, ...,ΨQ. (3.30)

Moreover Ψk will be isomorphic to Rk
2(P ) for each k ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}.

In other words when we evolve T t2,Q(P ) we will see a tree grow up over the
first Q time steps until, on the (Q + 1)th time step the oldest vertex p1t will get
removed, breaking the tree into several components. Each of these components will
look just like the first tree that grew up, at different stages in it’s history. Each of
these components will hence follow the same evolutionary path as the original tree
and grow up, then break, forming yet more trees of the form Rk

2(P ).

Suppose each connected component of G is isomorphic Rk
2(P ) for some k ∈

{0, 1, ..., Q}. Let Jk(G) denote the number of connected components of G which are
isomorphic Rk

2(P ), let us define the vector

J(G) = (J0(G), J1(G), ..., JQ(G))T . (3.31)

According to the arguments we just made each connected component of T2,Q(G)
will be isomorphic to Rk

2(P ) for some k ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} and J(T2,Q(G)) obeys the ma-
trix equation

J(T2,Q(G)) = Γ.J(G)

where Γ(3.32)is the (Q+ 1)× (Q+ 1) matrix

Γ =


0 0 · · · 0 1
1 0 · · · 0 1
0 1 · · · 0 1
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 · · · 1 1


.

Γ is isomorphic to the transpose of L which means that Γ is primitive with principle
eigenvalue λQ.
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The normalised right eigenvector h = (h0, h1, ..., hQ)T of Γ associated with λQ
will be such that ∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}

hk =

k∑
x=0

λ−xQ

Q∑
y=0

y∑
x=0

λ−xQ

=
1− λ−(k+1)

Q

Q+ 1 +

(
1−λ−(Q+1)

Q

1−λQ

) . (3.33)

hk is the probability that a randomly selected connected component of T2,Q(G)
will be isomorphic to Rk

2(P ). It can be checked that

Γ.h = λQ.h (3.34)

by recalling that λQ satisfies
Q∑
i=0

λiQ = λQ+1
Q . (3.35)

For any initial graph G we will have that if t > Q then each connected com-
ponent of T t2,Q(G) will be isomorphic to Rk

2(P ) for some k ∈ {0, 1, ..., k}.
We can see this as follows. After we apply the first update each vertex v will

have a zero age offspring v0. Consider the subgraph of T t2,Q(G) induced upon the

descendants of v0. This subgraph will clearly be isomorphic to T t−1
2,Q (P ). Now since

structural information does not get handed down to offspring in the m = 2 model the
only external neighbour this subgraph will have, in T t2,Q(G), will be to the vertex
v1t. However after t > Q time steps this ‘conduit’, v1t, will have died, and this
means our subgraph will be disjoint in T t2,Q(G). Since our subgraph will be of the

form T t−1
2,Q (P ) it will break into connected components isomorphic to Rk

2(P ) in the
same way as previously described. A similar argument tells us that any offspring
of the initial vertex v, born over the first Q time steps, will produce a similarly
independent litter of trees.

So to summarise we have shown that under repeated iteration of the T2,Q operator
any graph G will, within Q + 1 time steps, become such that every connected
component will be isomorphic to Rk

2(P ) for some k ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}. Once a graph
becomes this way subsequent application of the T2,Q operator will simply cause these
different trees to replicate so that their numbers multiply according to the equation

J(T t+1
2,Q (G)) = Γ.J(T t2,Q(G)). (3.36)

As t→∞ the number of connected components of T t+1
2,Q (G) which are isomor-

phic to Rk
2(P ) will be λQ times the number of connected components of T t2,Q(G)
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which are isomorphic to Rk
2(P ), ∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., k}, also, the probability that a ran-

domly selected connected component of T t2,Q(G) will be isomorphic to Rk
2(P ) will

converge to hk. We will use these facts later to calculate the degree distribution of
T t2,Q(G).

3.4.4 Aspects of the age capped m = 3 model

Growth model 3 induces complex growth patterns. It has similarities to model 1
in that offspring are not born interconnected. This allows us to formulate a similar
argument regarding age mixed graphs. If t > Q then T t3,Q(G) will be age mixed
for any initial graph G, by an analogous argument to that given within subsection
3.4.2. If G is a connected age mixed graph then T3,Q(G) will be a connected age
mixed graph.

Applying the T3,Q operation effectively removes every edge that connects a pair
of age Q vertices. A connected graph G will be such that T3,Q(G) is disconnected
iff G has an edge cutset which consists solely of edges which connect pairs of age Q
vertices.

Once T t3,Q(G) has become age mixed we can give it a proper colouring by
colouring each vertex according to it’s age, this means

t > Q⇒ χ(T t3,Q(G)) ≤ Q. (3.37)

The maximal size of an independent set within T t3,Q(G) when t > Q must be at least
nt0.

3.4.5 Aspects of the age capped m = 4 model

When mortality is included the growth under model 4 becomes more interesting.
Once again the initial graph copies itself, but it also grows older. If the initial graph
has different pieces of different ages then it will decay over time, the older parts will
die. Whilst the initial graph decays all structures will keep making age zero copies
of themselves.

When G is an age zero connected graph theorem 2.3.1 and theorem 3.2.1 give
us that T t4,Q(G) consists of

f
[Q+1]
t+2 = |W t

Q| (3.38)
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connected graphs, each of which is quasi isomorphic to G.

When our connected initial graph G holds vertices of different ages the situ-
ation becomes considerably more complex. As the initial graph disintegrates over
the first Q time steps it generates replicating copies of itself. Formally for each
i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}, the graph T t4,Q(G) will hold f

[Q+1]
t+1−i connected components quasi

isomorphic to the subgraph of G induced on vertices of age ≤ Q− i.

3.4.6 Aspects of the age capped m = 5 model

Model 5 does not get that much more interesting when we include mortality. Recall
that Rt

5(G) is simply the graph obtained by taking G = (V,E) and replacing each
vertex v ∈ V with a cluster Cv of 2t isolated vertices, and then connecting each
vertex of Cu to each vertex Cv whenever {u, v} ∈ E.

In a similar way T t5,Q(G) is simply the graph obtained by taking G = (V,E) and
replacing each age i vertex v ∈ V with a cluster Cv of (Lt+1.di)0 isolated vertices,
and then connecting each vertex of Cu to each vertex of Cv whenever {u, v} ∈ E.

3.4.7 Aspects of the age capped m = 6 model

When mortality is included the growth of graphs in model 6 becomes considerably
more complex. T6,Q(G) is the graph obtained by the following process;

1) Increase the age of each vertex within G by one,

2) Add a disjoint zero aged ‘offspring copy’ of G,

3) Add a link between each parent in the original graph and it’s offspring in the
offspring copy graph,

4) Remove each vertex of the original graph that has age greater than Q.
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The T6,Q model has the curious property that the next graph T t+1
6,Q (G) can be

constructed by sticking together the set of graphs that occurred upon time steps t,
t − 1, t − 2,...,t − Q, rather like the next Fibonacci number can be constructed by
adding together the previous few.

Let [G]i denote the subgraph of G induced upon all vertices of age i.

Theorem 3.4.1 For an age zero graph G, for t > Q, the graph T t+1
6,Q (G) can be

constructed as follows;

1) Take the disjoint union of the graphs T t6,Q(G), T t−1
6,Q (G),...,T t−Q6,Q (G),

2) ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} such that i > j add a link between each vertex within
T t−i6,Q (G) and it’s equivalent vertex in [T t−j6,Q (G)]i−j−1.

(Where we choose any quasi isomorphism f , from T t−i6,Q (G) to [T t−j6,Q (G)]i−j−1

(there will always be one) and we say x in T t−i6,Q (G) is ‘equivalent’ to a vertex y in

[T t−j6,Q (G)]i−j−1 iff f(x) = y.)

3) ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} change the age of every vertex that was initially in T t−i6,Q (G)
to become i.

An example of this kind of construction discussed in theorem 3.4.1 is shown
in figure 3.3. In this case T t+1

6,1 (G) can be constructed by adding links between the

age zero vertices of T t6,1(G) and their equivalent vertices in T t−1
6,1 (G). The vertices

that came from T t6,1(G) and T t−1
6,1 (G), in this construction, then become the vertices

of ages zero and one, respectively, in T t+1
6,1 (G).

3.4.8 Aspects of the age capped m = 7 model

Recall that Rt
7(G) is simply the graph obtained by taking G = (V,E) and replacing

each vertex v ∈ V with a complete graph Kv of 2t isolated vertices, and then
connecting each vertex of Ku to each vertex Kv whenever {u, v} ∈ E.

In a similar way T t7,Q(G) is simply the graph obtained by taking G = (V,E)
and replacing each age i vertex v ∈ V with a complete graph Kv on (Lt+1.di)0

isolated vertices, and then connecting each vertex of Ku to each vertex Kv whenever
{u, v} ∈ E.
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Figure 3.3: The evolution of T t6,1(P ) over the first three time steps. We have colour
coded the graphs to show how T 3

6,1(P ) can be constructed by glueing together T 2
6,1(P )

and T 1
6,1(P ).
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3.5 Age sampling vectors

Given only the degree distribution of a graph G it is not possible, without more
information, to derive an expression of the degree distribution of Tm,Q(G). In order
to keep track of the way degree distributions evolves it is necessary to take into
account higher order information. Age sampling vectors are one such form of higher
order information, they measure how the neighbourhood of a vertex samples from
different age groups.

Let S denote the (Q + 1) × (Q + 1) Leslie matrix with all survival rates set
at one and all fertility rates set at zero. Let F denote the (Q + 1)× (Q + 1) Leslie
matrix with all survival rates set at zero and all fertility rates set at one. Note that

L = S + F. (3.39)

The age sampling vector
X = (X0, X1, ..., XQ)T (3.40)

of a vertex v is defined so that Xi is the number of neighbours the vertex has of age
i.

Suppose our model type m has the base 2 representation γ2γ1γ0 ∈ {0, 1}3.
Applying the Tm,Q update will cause each vertex v to have an offspring v0 with age
sampling vector

om,age(v)(X) = (γ0S + γ2F).X + γ1(1− δage(v),Q).dage(v)+1 (3.41)

and also, provided age(v) < Q, the vertex v will also survive on through the Tm,Q
update to become a parent v1 with age sampling vector

pm(X) = (S + γ0F).X + γ1.d0. (3.42)

Age sampling vectors are powerful. Using theorems 2.3.1 and 3.2.1 we view
the structure T tm,Q(G) as a set of binary labeled vertices with a connectivity defined
by the model type m. The binary strings themselves represent the sequence of birth
and survival steps the lead to the form of a particular vertex at time t. Given
such a string we can compose operators om,i and pm in such a fashion that the
resulting operator computes the age sampling vector of the vertex in T tm,Q(G) from
its descendant’s vector in G.

Given a vertex va of T tm,Q(G) we can form a composition of functions pm and
om,i (based on the form of the string a) which allows us to express the age sampling
vector of va in terms of the age sampling vector of v. In particular suppose that v
has age sampling vector X and suppose that a ∈Wt

Q is of the form

a = 0x11y10x21y20x3 ...1y(n−1)0xn1yn . (3.43)
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Thus in this case the vector va in T tm,Q(G) will have age sampling vector

(pynm ◦oxn−1
m,0 ◦om,y(n−1)

◦py(n−1)
m ◦...◦ox3−1

m,0 ◦om,y2◦py2m◦o
x2−1
m,0 ◦om,y1◦py1m◦o

x1−1
m,0 ◦om,age(v))(X).

(3.44)

This theory allows us to calculate the age sampling vector of any vertex within
T tm,Q(G). For example m = 1 has a base 2 representation with γ1 = γ2 = 0, γ0 = 1
and so

p1(X) = (S + F).X = L.X (3.45)

and
∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q},o1,i(X) = S.X. (3.46)

Now if G is an age zero graph and v is a degree 4 vertex of G and Q = 2 then the
vertex v11010 in T 5

1,2(G) will have age sampling vector

S.L.S.L2.(4, 0, 0)T = (0, 12, 0)T . (3.47)

3.6 The ‘ages’ of the edges

As we have already stated its hard to understand how the edge structures grow
without considering ages. Even when we ask a simple question like How many
edges does T tm,Q(G) have ? We find it difficult to answer directly. There is another
question we can ask first. How many edges of T tm,Q(G) will connect vertices of age
i to vertices of age j ? This is the question we will tackle here.

∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} let eti be the vector formed by adding together the age sam-
pling vectors of all age i vertices within T tm,Q(G). It is easy to see that (eti)j = eti,j
will be the number of edges in T tm,Q(G) which connect age i vertices to age j vertices.

We may use our knowledge of how the age sampling vectors change under Tm,Q
to derive the following expressions for how eti changes with time;

et+1
0 =

Q∑
j=0

(γ0S + γ2F)etj + γ1(1− δj,Q)ntj.dj+1, (3.48)

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q},

et+1
i = (S + γ0.F).eti−1 + γ1.n

t
i−1.d0. (3.49)
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Recall that nti is the number of age i vertices within T tm,Q(G). Our equations
can be re expressed by forming a concatenation of relevant vectors and writing the
following difference equation involving a ‘matrix of matrices’.

Where Bi is the matrix such that ∀x, y ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} if x = 0, y = i then
Bi
x,y = 1 and otherwise Bi

x,y = 0. In other words Bi is the (Q+ 1)× (Q+ 1) matrix
with a one in the ith entry of the top row and zeros elsewhere.

We refer to the large matrix of matrices in the previous equation (printed
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landscape) as Mm because it depends on the base 2 representation γ2γ1γ0 of m.
It’s interesting to note the similarity of Mm’s form to that of the Leslie matrices it
contains. Note that we will always have eti,j = etj,i since our graphs are undirected.

The remainder of this section will consider our matrix equation involving Mm,
for different models m. We will consider eigenvalues and derive the asymptotic
growth rate of the number of edges in T tm,Q(G) for all models.

3.6.1 Edges when m = 0

When m = 0 we have γ0 = γ1 = γ2 = 0 and so the equations that describe the
evolution of eti are et+1

0 = 0 and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}

et+1
i = S.eti−1 (3.50)

. When t ≤ Q we have ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} that if i ≥ t and j ≥ t then eti,j = e0i−t,j−t
and otherwise eti,j = 0. When t > 0 we have ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} that eti,j = 0.

3.6.2 Edges when m = 1

When m = 1 we have γ0 = 1 and γ1 = γ2 = 0 and so the equation involving M1

loses it’s dependence on the number of vertices nti and we can write
et+1

0

et+1
1

et+1
2
...

et+1
Q

 =


S S S · · · S
L 0 0 · · · 0
0 L 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 L 0




et0
et1
et2
...

etQ


Clearly ∀i, j ≤ Q, eti,j = etj,i and when t > Q we will have that T t1,Q(G) becomes

age mixed and eti,i = 0, this means the above difference equation can be compressed
to become

ēt+1 = Aēt (3.51)

where

ēt = (et0,1, e
t
0,2, ..., e

t
0,Q, e

t
1,2, e

t
1,3, ..., e

t
1,Q, e

t
2,3, e

t
2,4, ..., e

t
2,Q, ..., ..., e

t
Q−1,Q)T (3.52)
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and the
(
Q+1

2

)
×
(
Q+1

2

)
matrix A encodes the equations ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} such that

i < j,

et+1
0,i =

i−2∑
n=0

etn,i−1 +

Q∑
n=i

eti−1,n (3.53)

and
et+1
i,j = eti−1,j−1. (3.54)

We will show that A is primitive ∀Q ∈ N. When Q = 1 clearly A is primitive.
When Q > 1 let U(AT) be the digraph with adjacency matrix AT, the vertex xi,j
of this digraph corresponds to the row/column of AT which describes the evolution
of eti,j. A theorem from [74] states that a matrix (with more then one element) is
primitive iff it’s digraph is strongly connected and contains two cycles of relatively
prime length. U(AT) is strongly connected because from any vertex xi,i+n there is a
path xi,i+n → x0,i+1 → x0,1 to x0,1 and from x0,1 there is a path x0,1 → x1,2 → ...→
xn−1,n−2 → x0,n → x1,n+1 → x2,n+2 → ... → xi,i+n to any vertex xi,i+n. U(AT) also
contains the cycles x0,1 ↔ x0,1 and x0,1 ↔ x0,2 which are of relatively prime length.
So AT is primitive and hence A is primitive.

According the Perron Frobenius theorem A hence has a unique positive princi-
ple eigenvalue µQ together with an associated eigenvector with all its entries positive.
This means as t→∞ the total number of edges increases so that

||T t+1
1,Q (G)|| = µQ.||T t1,Q(G)|| (3.55)

for any initial graph G.

µ1 = 1, µ2 = λ2 = 1.8393, µ3 = 2.3336, µ4 = 2.6077 and as Q→∞, µQ → 3.

µQ must increase monotonically with Q; to see this suppose G is an age zero
graph and Q′ ≥ Q, in such a case T t1,Q(G) ⊆ T t1,Q′(G) by our remarks in subsection
3.2.1. It follows that the asymptotic growth rate of the number of edges under T1,Q′

model must be at least as large as that under T1,Q. λQ also increases monotonically
with Q and µ3 > 2 = λ∞ which means that when Q > 2 we have µQ > λQ and as
t → ∞ the average degree of a vertex in T t1,Q(G) approaches infinity. When Q = 2
the average degree of a vertex approaches a constant but the average degree of a
connected vertex again tends to infinity. When Q = 1 the average degree of a vertex
tends to zero whilst the average degree of a connected vertex tends to a constant.
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3.6.3 Edges when m = 2

When m = 2 we have γ1 = 1 and γ0 = γ2 = 0 and so we have

et+1
0 =

Q−1∑
j=0

ntj.dj+1, (3.56)

and ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q},
et+1
i = S.eti−1 + nti−1.d0. (3.57)

When t > Q we will have that T t2,Q(G) is age mixed and so eti,i = 0, ∀i ∈
{0, 1, ..., Q}. Once the system becomes age mixed we have ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} : i < j
we have et+1

0,i = nti−1 and et+1
i,j = eti−1,j−1. This means that ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} : i < j

we have eti,j = nt−i−1
j−i−1 and so as t→∞ we will have

||T t+1
2,Q (G)|| = λQ.||T t2,Q(G)||. (3.58)

3.6.4 Edges when m = 3

The evolution of the edge distribution under T3,Q is similar to that under T1,Q,
the difference being that under T3,Q offspring are born connected to their parents.
This means that the difference equations which describes the evolution of the edge
distribution under T2,Q model will have an extra dependence upon the number of
vertices of different ages.

After t > Q time steps T t3,Q(G) will become age mixed and then we will have
that ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} such that i < j,

et+1
0,i =

i−2∑
n=0

etn,i−1 +

Q∑
n=i

eti−1,n + nti−1

and et+1
i,j = eti−1,j−1.(3.59)This can be written as the matrix difference equation(

ēt+1

nt+1

)
=

(
A S
0 L

)(
ēt

nt

)
As t → ∞ the terms nti of the vertex distribution increase exponentially at

the rate λQ and the eti,j terms in the edge distribution will increase exponentially
at at least a rate of µQ (being reinforced by the vertex distribution), if Q > 1 then
µQ ≥ λQ and so we have

||T t+1
3,Q (G)|| = µQ.||T t3,Q(G)||. (3.60)
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3.6.5 Edges when m = 4

For any initial graph G we will have that when t > Q each edge of T t4,Q(G) will
connect a pair of vertices of the same age so i 6= j ⇒ eti,j = 0. Indeed in this case
we will have that

et+1
0,0 =

Q∑
j=0

etj,j (3.61)

and et+1
i,i = eti−1,i−1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}. Clearly this is an equation that could be

written with the Leslie matrix L and so as t→∞ we have

||T t+1
4,Q (G)|| = λQ.||T t4,Q(G)||. (3.62)

3.6.6 Edges when m = 5

When m = 5 we have γ1 = 0 and γ0 = γ2 = 1 and so our ‘matrix of matrices’
equation loses it’s dependence on the number of vertices nti and we can write

et+1
0

et+1
1

et+1
2
...

et+1
Q

 =


L L L · · · L
L 0 0 · · · 0
0 L 0 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 0 L 0




et0
et1
et2
...

etQ


The matrix in the above equation is clearly L ⊗ L, the Kronecker product of

the matrix L with itself. A well known fact about Kronecker products [?] is that the
eigenvalues of the product are the products of the eigenvalues, also, the associated
eigenvectors of the product are the Kronecker products of the eigenvectors of the
original matrices. This means that M5 is primitive with principle eigenvalue λ2

Q.
The right eigenvector of M5 associated with λ2

Q is the Kronecker product of

(1, λ−1
Q , λ−2

Q , ..., λ−QQ )T (3.63)

with itself. It follows that for any graph G we will have as t→∞ that

||T t+1
5,Q (G)|| = λ2

Q.||T t5,Q(G)|| (3.64)

and ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} we will have

et+1
i,j = λ2

Q.e
t
i,j (3.65)

and
eti,j = λ−i−jQ .et0,0. (3.66)
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3.6.7 Edges when m = 6

Under the T6,Q update every edge between an age i vertex u and an age j vertex v
in G will yield an edge the zero age offspring u0 and v0 in T6,Q(G) and (provided
i, j < Q) will also yield and edge between the age i + 1 vertex u1 and the age
j + 1 vertex v1 in T6,Q(G). Actually et+1

0,0 = ||T t6,Q(G)|| and ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q}
et+1
i,j = eti−1,j−1. Every edge that connects an age i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q} vertex to an age

zero vertex in T t6,Q(G) is an edge that connects a parent v1 to its offspring v0 for

some age i− 1 vertex v in G and this means that et+1
0,i = nti−1.

So we have that

||T t+1
6,Q (G)|| =

Q∑
i=0

Q∑
j=i

et+1
i,j =

Q∑
i=0

et+1
i,i +

Q−1∑
i=0

Q∑
j=i+1

et+1
i,j =

Q∑
i=0

||T t−i6,Q (G)||+
Q−1∑
i=0

Q−i−1∑
j=0

nt−ij .

(3.67)

As we will see later in subsection 3.7.7 as t→∞ the minimal degree behaves
so that δ(T t6,Q(G))→∞ which means the average degree of a vertex in T t6,Q(G) also
tends to infinity and we have that

Q∑
i=0

||T t−i6,Q (G)|| �
Q−1∑
i=0

|T t−i6,Q (G)| >
Q−1∑
i=0

Q−i−1∑
j=0

nt−ij (3.68)

so
||T t+1

6,Q (G)|| = λQ.||T t6,Q(G)||. (3.69)

3.6.8 Edges when m = 7

When m = 7 we have γ0 = γ1 = γ2 = 1 so the situation is similar to that discussed
in the m = 5 case except that there is an extra dependence upon nti caused by the
presence of edges linking offspring to their parents.

et+1
0

et+1
1

et+1
2
...

et+1
Q

nt+1


=



L L L · · · L S
L 0 0 · · · 0 B0

0 L 0 · · · 0 B1

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

0 0 · · · L 0 BQ−1

0 0 · · · 0 0 L





et0
et1
et2
...

etQ
nt


.

Recall that we dealt with the m = 1 model by reducing the large matrix
equation to a smaller one, involving a matrix called A. When we dealt with the m =
3 model we simply took the equation involving A and added an extra dependence on
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nt (which basically just meant adding a small extra block to the bottom right of the
matrix). We then noted that the growth rate of the number of edges according to A
was greater then the principle eigenvalue of the added block, and so we concluded
that the asymptotic growth rate of the number of edges in the m = 3 model is the
same as that within the m = 1 model, because the additional dependence of the age
distribution of the vertices has an asymptotically negligible effect.

We may perform an analogous trick to show that the number of edges in the
m = 7 model grows in a very similar way to in the m = 5 model. Recall that
we expressed the evolution of the et vector within the m = 5 model as a matrix
equation involving the matrix L ⊗ L. Noting that we always have that eti,j = etj,i
we could re express the evolution of the m = 5 model as the equation êt+1 = A∗êt

where

êt = (et0,0, e
t
0,1, ..., e

t
0,Q, e

t
1,1, e

t
1,2, ..., e

t
1,Q, e

t
2,2, ..., e

t
2,Q, ..., ..., e

t
Q,Q)T (3.70)

and A∗ is a primitive matrix with principle eigenvalue λ2
Q.

Now we can see that êt evolves under the m = 7 model according to the
equation (

êt+1

nt+1

)
=

(
A∗ S
0 L

)(
êt

nt

)
Now since λ2

Q > λQ we will have

||T t+1
7,Q (G)|| = λ2

Q.||T t7,Q(G)||. (3.71)

3.7 Age capped degree distributions

In attaining formulas for the growth rates of the number of edges we have gained
some information about the degree distributions. There is much more to be said, for
some of our models we can derive formulas to describe the entire degree distributions
for generic Q, for others it is difficult except in special cases like Q = 1 and Q =∞.
In all cases we are able to attain the asymptotic growth rates of the maximal degree
∆(T tm,Q(G)) and the minimal degree δ(T tm,Q(G)). Recall that Di(G) denotes the
number of vertices with degree i in G.
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3.7.1 Degrees when m = 0

Any initial graph G will disintegrate over the course of the first Q updates with T0,Q

until only singletons remain. Basically t > Q implies that

i = 0⇒ Di(T
t
0,Q(G)) = |T t0,Q(G)| (3.72)

and
i 6= 0⇒ Di(T

t
0,Q(G)) = 0. (3.73)

3.7.2 Degrees when m = 1

Despite some effort we have been unable to derive a general formula for the degree
distribution of T t1,Q(G). Firstly it is worth reiterating that the number of isolated
vertices within T t1,Q(G) for large t will be vastly greater than the number of vertices
in T t1,Q(G) with any positive degree.

One approach towards obtaining an exact degree distribution of T t1,Q(G) would
be to use our theory of age sampling vectors. Suppose for simplicity that we begin
an age zero graph G = (V,E). In this case T t1,Q(G) will have vertex set V ×Wt

Q

and so the set of age sampling vectors of T t1,Q(G) will be

∪v∈V {s.(deg(v)d0) : s ∈ JtQ} (3.74)

where JtQ is the set of all matrices of the form

Lx0 .Sy0 .Lx1 .Sy1 ...Lxn .Syn (3.75)

with each xi ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} and each yi ∈ N0 and

n∑
i=0

xi +
n∑
i=0

yi = t. (3.76)

It appears from computational simulations that when t and i are both quite
large we have that

DbλQ−1.ic(T
t
1,Q(G)) = λ−1

Q−1.Di(T
t
1,Q(G)) (3.77)

so it appears, at the high end, as if the distribution obeys a geometric law. Ver-
tices within this distribution will sometimes have neighbours of every other age and
sometimes only have neighbours of less than Q different ages. Computer simulations
have failed to spot much solid pattern between the ages of vertices and their degree.
Whilst it seems there is some pattern in the degree distribution at the high degrees,
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the behavior of the distribution of the lower degree vertices is more mysterious. For
example it appears that when Q > 1 there will be less degree 1 vertices than degree
2 vertices when t is large.

As already discussed when Q = 1 the situation is much simpler because after
two time steps any initial graph will become age mixed, and once it does subsequent
updates with T1,1 will not effect the structure on the connect vertices. So basically
as t→∞ we will have

i > 0⇒ Di(T
t+1
1,1 (G)) = Di(T

t
1,1(G)) (3.78)

and

D0(T
t+1
1,1 (G)) = λ1.D0(T

t
1,1(G)).

Regarding minimal and maximal degree suppose G is an age zero graph. The
vertex ua ∈ V ×Wt

Q with a = (0Q1)t will have minimal degree amongst the non

isolated vertices in T
t(Q+1)
1,Q (G), this vertex will be of age one with age sampling vector

deg(u).d0. The vertex vb with b = (1Q0)t will have maximal degree in T
t(Q+1)
1,Q (G),

such a vertex will be of age zero with age sampling vector

deg(v).(0, f
[Q]
tQ+1, f

[Q]
tQ , f

[Q]
tQ−1, ...., f

[Q]
tQ+2−Q)T , (3.79)

hence as t→∞ we have

∆(T
(t+1)(Q+1)
1,Q (G) = λQQ−1.∆(T

t(Q+1)
1,Q (G)). (3.80)

3.7.3 Degrees when m = 2

We can completely derive the asymptotic form of the degree distribution of T t2,Q(G).
According to subsection 3.4.3 when t > Q every connected component of T t2,Q(G)
will be isomorphic to Ri

2(P ) for some i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} and the number of connected
components Ji(T

t
2,Q(G)) which are isomorphic to Ri

2(P ) will grow according to the
equation

J(T t+1
2,Q (G)) = Γ.J(T t2,Q(G)). (3.81)

As t → ∞ the number of connected components of each of the Q + 1 differ-
ent types will grow at λQ and the probability that a randomly selected connected
component will be isomorphic to Ri

2(P ) will be

hi =
1− λ−(i+1)

Q

Q+ 1 +

(
1−λ−(Q+1)

Q

1−λQ

) . (3.82)
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Recall from subsection 2.7.3 that |Ri
2(P )| = 2i and

Dk(R
i
2(P )) = (b2i−kc+ δk,i)(1− δk,0) + δi,0.δk,0. (3.83)

Now the probability
Dk(T

t
2,Q(G))

|T t2,Q(G)| that a randomly selected vertex of T t2,Q(G) will

be of degree k will be equal to [the probability that a randomly selected vertex of
T t2,Q(G) belongs to a connected component isomorphic to Ri

2(P )] times [the proba-
bility that a randomly selected vertex of Ri

2(P ) will have degree k], summed over
all i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}.

As t→∞ the probability that a randomly selected vertex of T t2,Q(G) belongs
to a connected component isomorphic to Ri

2(P ) is

hi.2
i

Q∑
r=0

hr.2
r

=
2i(1− λ−(i+1)

Q )
Q∑
r=0

2r.(1− λ−(r+1)
Q )

=
2i(1− λ−(i+1)

Q )

ΩQ

(3.84)

where

ΩQ = 2Q+1 − 1 + λ−1
Q

(
1− ( 2

λQ
)Q+1

( 2
λQ

)− 1

)
. (3.85)

The probability that a randomly selected vertex of Ri
2(P ) will be of degree k will be

(b2i−kc+ δk,i)(1− δk,0) + δi,0.δk,0
2i

. (3.86)

Hence as t→∞ we have

Dk(T
t
2,Q(G))

|T t2,Q(G)|
=

Q∑
i=0

(
2i(1− λ−(i+1)

Q )

ΩQ

)(
(b2i−kc+ δk,i)(1− δk,0) + δi,0.δk,0

2i

)
(3.87)

So for any initial graph G as t→∞ we have

k /∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., Q} ⇒
Dk(T

t
2,Q(G))

|T t2,Q(G)|
= 0 (3.88)

D0(T
t
2,Q(G))

|T t2,Q(G)|
=

1− λ−1
Q

ΩQ

, (3.89)

DQ(T t2,Q(G))

|T t2,Q(G)|
=

2(1− λ−(Q+1)
Q )

ΩQ

, (3.90)

and ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., Q− 1},

Dk(T
t
2,Q(G))

|T t2,Q(G)|
=

2

ΩQ

2Q−k − λ−(k+1)
Q − λkQ.


(

2
λQ

)Q−k
− 1(

2
λQ

)
− 1


 (3.91)
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3.7.4 Degrees when m = 3

In general it seems that the degree distribution of T t3,Q(G) is even further out of
reach than that of the T t1,Q(G) model. For large t and large degree i it appears
that the degree distribution of T t3,Q(G) obeys a similar geometric law to that in the
m = 1, but we only say this from computer evidence. We can get descriptions of
the minimal and maximal degree, using our method of age sampling vectors. When
Q = 1 we can also attain an expression for the degree distribution. The way we do
this is to form and solve a simple partial difference equation which tracks how the
number of vertices with a given age sampling vector changes over time.

Under the T3,Q model the vertex ua with a = 0t(Q+1) will have minimal degree

in T
t(Q+1)
3,Q (G) and will be of age zero with age sampling vector deg(u)(0, 1, 1, ..., 1)T .

This means we have
δ(T

t(Q+1)
3,Q (G)) = Q.δ(G). (3.92)

The vertex vb with b = (1Q0)t will have maximal degree in T
t(Q+1)
3,Q (G) and will

be of age zero. As t → ∞ the additional attachment of offspring to their parents
that distinguishes the m = 3 model from the m = 1 model only induces a negligible
alteration to the relative form of the entries within the age sampling vector vb
meaning that we again have

∆(T
(t+1)(Q+1)
3,Q (G)) = λQQ−1.∆(T

t(Q+1)
3,Q (G)). (3.93)

In the case where Q = 1 we can gain the exact form of the degree distribution of
T t3,Q(G) for all t for any initial graph G.

Performing an update with the T3,1 operator upon an age mixed graph G is
equivalent to performing the following operations;

1) Change the age x ∈ {0, 1} of each vertex in G to become x+ 1 mod 2.

2) For every age one vertex v add an age zero vertex that is only connected to v.

Let N t
x(d) denote the number of vertices of age x and degree d in T t3,1(G). Our

degree distribution is given by

Dd(T
t
3,1(G)) = N t

0(d) +N t
1(d). (3.94)

If our initial graph G is age mixed graph with no singletons then ∀t ≥ 0 we have

N t+1
1 (1) = 0, (3.95)
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N t+1
0 (1) = N t

1(1) +
∞∑
i=1

N t
0(i) = N t

1(1) + nt0 (3.96)

, and
∀d > 1, N t+1

0 (d) = N t
1(d) (3.97)

and
N t+1

1 (d) = N t
0(d− 1). (3.98)

Solving these equations gives that ∀t, d > 0 ∀x ∈ {0, 1} we have

d >
t+ x+ 1

2
⇒ N t

x(d) = (1− δ1,xδ1,d)N0
t+x mod 2 (d− b (t+ x)/2c) , (3.99)

d =
t+ x+ 1

2
⇒ N t

x(d) = n0
0 +N0

1 (1) (3.100)

and

d <
t+ x+ 1

2
⇒ N t

x(d) = nt+x+1−2d
0 . (3.101)

3.7.5 Degrees when m = 4

For any initial age zero graph G we will simply have that T t4,Q(G) consists of f
[Q+1]
t+2 =

|W t
Q| connected graphs, each of which is quasi isomorphic to G. It follows from this

that
Di(T

t
4,Q(G)) = f

[Q+1]
t+2 .Di(G). (3.102)

When we begin with an arbitrary initial graph the situation is a little more
complex because the initial graph will disintegrate over the first Q time steps, but
in any case we will always have that as t→∞,

Di(T
t+1
4,Q (G)) = λQDi(T

t
4,Q(G)). (3.103)

3.7.6 Degrees when m = 5

Recall that when G = (V,E) is an age zero graph T t5,m(G) the graph obtained by
taking G = (V,E) and replacing each age i vertex v ∈ V with a cluster Cv of

f
[Q+1]
t+2 isolated vertices, and then connecting each vertex of Cu to each vertex Cv

whenever {u, v} ∈ E. In this case each vertex va in T t5,m(G) will be such that

deg(va) = f
[Q+1]
t+2 .deg(v). It follows that

Di(T
t
5,m(G)) = f

[Q+1]
t+2 .D i

f
[Q+1]
t+2

(G). (3.104)

The situation with an arbitrary initial graph is very similar and the asymptotic grow
rates are the same.
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3.7.7 Degrees when m = 6

Attainment degree distribution of T t6,Q(G) for general t and Q might be possible
with a lot of effort. In general it seems like a difficult problem but there are at least
three possible approaches.

The first would be to use theorem 3.2.1 and consider the graph with vertex set
Wt

Q with two strings adjacent iff they differ by exactly one entry, this will give us a

graph isomorphic to T t−1
6,Q (line) (provided we consider the graph line as having one

zero aged vertex and one vertex of age 1). If we can obtain the degree distribution
of T t−1

6,Q (line) we can then obtain the degree distribution of T t6,Q(G) for an arbitrary
age zero graph G using the fact that

T t6,Q(G) = G� T t−1
6,Q (line) (3.105)

together with remark 2.7.1. This was the approach we used to find the degree
distribution in the Q = 1 case, although it seems painful to imagine using a similar
combinatorial method for higher values of Q.

The second possible approach would be to somehow make use of theorem 3.4.1
regarding how to construct T t+1

6,Q (G) by gluing together the graphs which occurred
over the previous Q+ 1 time steps.

The third possible approach would be to use our results about age sampling
vectors, this also yields recurrence relations however dealing with the distributions
of high dimensional vectors seems complicated.

It appears from computer simulations that the limiting degree distribution of
T t6,Q(G) forms a rather narrow peak shape (looking at a plot of degree vs frequency).
As Q increases the peak narrows until it becomes infinitely thin when Q → ∞
(because it describes the degree distribution of the hypercube- which is regular).

The vertex ua with a = (1Q0)t will be a vertex of minimal degree in T
t(Q+1)
6,Q (G)

and will be of age zero with age sampling vector deg(u)(t.Q.d0 + d1). This means
we have

δ(T
t(Q+1)
6,Q (G)) = (t.Q+ 1)δ(G). (3.106)

The vertex vb with a = 0t(Q+1) will have maximal degree in T
t(Q+1)
6,Q (G) and will be

of age zero with age sampling vector deg(v)(t(Q+ 1)d0 + d1). This means

∆(T
t(Q+1)
6,Q (G)) = (t(Q+ 1) + 1)∆(G). (3.107)

Let us consider the case when Q = 1. The degree of a vertex a in T t−1
6,1 (line)

will be equal to the number of other strings in Wt
1 that can be yielded by changing
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exactly one entry in a. The degree distribution of T t−1
6,Q (line) can be found using the

theory of compositions to be such that ∀t > 0, ∀k ≥ 0,

Dk(T
t−1
6,1 (line))) = δt,kδt,1+δt,k+2δt−1,k+(t−2)δt−2,k+ξ

t
k+2

t∑
L=1

ξt−Lk+1−L+
t∑

L=1

t∑
R=1

ξt−L−Rk+2−L−R,

(3.108)
where

ξtk =

d t
2
e∑

n=2

n−1∑
β1=0

n−1∑
β2=0

δt+β1+2−2.n,kF (t− n, n− 1, β1, β2) (3.109)

and

F (n,m, β1, β2) =

(
β1 + β2

β1

)(
m

β1 + β2

)[
δn,β1+2.β2δm,β1+β2 +

(
n+ β1 − 2m− 1

m− β1 − β2 − 1

)]
.

(3.110)

Full proof of this is lengthly and complicated. A sketch of the proof is given below.
Since we don’t build on this result so the reader would be well justified skipping
attempts to understand it.

The first entry of the expression for Dk(T
t−1
6,1 (line)) takes account of the fact

that the vertex 1 in T t−1
6,1 (line) will have degree k = 1. The second entry takes into

account that if t = k then the vertex 0t of T t−1
6,1 (line) will have degree k. The third

entry takes into account that when k = t − 1 all the strings with the entry at one
end set as 1 and all other entries set at 0 will have degree k. The fourth entry takes
into account that if k = t − 2 then there will be t − 2 strings a ∈ Wt

1 such that
a1 = at = 0 and ∃!i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t− 1} : ai = 1 and each such string will have degree
k. The fifth entry ξtk gives the number of strings a ∈ Wt

1 of degree k such that
a1 = at = 1. To see this note that if a string a ∈ Wt

1 begins and ends with 1 and
contains exactly n 1’s, β1 blocks of adjacent 0’s of size one, β2 blocks of adjacent
0’s of size two and all other blocks of adjacent 0’s of size greater then two, then it
will have degree t + β1 + 2 − 2n in T t−1

6,1 (line). The number of such strings will be
F (t−n, n− 1, β1, β2) which is the number of compositions of t−n into n− 1 parts,
β1 of which are or size one, β2 of which are of size two and the other parts are of
size greater then two. The fact that F (n,m, β1, β2) is the number of compositions
of n into m positive parts, β1 of which are of size one, β2 of which of of size two
and the other m − β1 − β2 parts are of size greater then two can be determined
using the fact from [86] that the number of composition of n into m parts of size
≥ g is

(
n−(g−1)m−1

m−1

)
. ξtk is hence the number of strings in T t−1

6,1 (line) that both start
and end with 1 and have degree k. The sixth term uses these results to count the
number of strings in Wt

1 which contain at least two 1’s and have a 0 on one end
and a 1 on the other end and have degree k. The seventh term in the expression for
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Dk(T
t−1
6,1 (line)) again uses our composition results to count the number of strings in

Wt
1 which both start and end with 0 and contain at least two 1 ’s and have degree

k.

3.7.8 Degrees when m = 7

When G = (V,E) is an age zero graph T t7,m(G) the graph obtained by taking G =

(V,E) and replacing each age i vertex v ∈ V with a complete graph Kv on f
[Q+1]
t+2

vertices, and then connecting each vertex of Ku to each vertex Kv whenever {u, v} ∈
E. In this case each vertex va in T t7,m(G) will be such that deg(va) = f

[Q+1]
t+2 (f

[Q+1]
t+2 −

1).deg(v). It follows that

Di(T
t
7,m(G)) = f

[Q+1]
t+2 .D i

f
[Q+1]
t+2 (f

[Q+1]
t+2 −1)

(G). (3.111)

The situation with an arbitrary initial graph is very similar and the asymptotic grow
rates are the same.

3.8 Distances within the age capped models

When we introduce mortality our graphs seem to get longer. Diameter and average
path length become greater (usually). This seems to be a result of the death of old
vertices (which tend to be more central), this decreases the ease with which one can
travel between the extremities. The way the diameter and average distance grows
under our various age capped models seems relatively straight forward. It appears,
from extensive computer simulations, that as t→∞ the average length l(T tm,Q(G))
and the diameter of T tm,Q(G) either approach a constant or increase linearly with t
for all m and Q.

We explore the case with Q = 1 for models with m ∈ {3, 5, 6, 7} where T tm,1(G)
tends to remain connected and notions of distance continue to make sense. One again
we need to keep track of ages. We form partial difference equation and solve them.

Let U t
i,j denote the sum of the distances d(u, v) between each ordered pair of

vertices (u, v) from T tm,Q(G) such that either u is of age i, v is of age j or u is of age
j, v is of age i. When Q = 1 the average length is given by

l(T tm,1(G)) =
U t

0,0 + U t
0,1 + U t

1,1

(nt0 + nt1)
2

. (3.112)
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3.8.1 Distances when Q = 1 and m = 3

Suppose that G is a connected age mixed graph, if u and v are age zero vertices of G
then, after applying the T3,1 update, d(u1, v1) = d(u, v), d(u0, v1) = d(u, v) + 1 and
(provided u 6= v), d(u0, v0) = d(u, v) + 2. If u is age zero and v is age one in T3,1(G)
then after the update we have d(u1, v0) = d(u, v) and d(u0, v0) = d(u, v) + 1. If u
and v are both of age one then after the update d(u0, v0) = d(u, v). The diameter
of T t3,1(G) will increase by two every two time steps and moreover the system obeys
the equations

U t+1
0,0 = U t

0,0 + U t
0,1 + U t

1,1 + 2.nt0(n
t
0 + nt1 − 1), (3.113)

U t+1
0,1 = U t

0,1 + 2(U t
0,0 + nt0.n

t
0) (3.114)

and
U t+1

1,1 = U t
0,0. (3.115)

These equations imply that as t→∞ the average length increases linearly in that

l(T t+1
3,1 (G)) = l(T t3,1(G)) +

8 + 14.λ1

10 + 15.λ1

. (3.116)

3.8.2 Distances when Q = 1 and m = 5

For a connected graph G = (V,E) any pair of distinct vertices u, v ∈ V of age less
than Q will get updated under T5,1 to become such that d(u0, u0) = d(u1, u1) = 0,
d(u0, u1) = 2 and d(u0, v0) = d(u0, v1) = d(u1, v1) = d(u, v). If u is age Q and v
is age less than Q then d(u0, v0) = d(u0, v1) = d(u, v). If u and v are both age Q
then d(u0, v0) = d(u, v). It follows from that we have the equations

U t+1
0,0 = U t

0,0 + U t
0,1 + U t

1,1, (3.117)

U t+1
0,1 = U t

0,1 + 2.U t
0,0 + 4.nt0 (3.118)

and
U t+1

1,1 = U t
0,0. (3.119)

These equations imply that as t → ∞ the average length approaches a constant.
The diameter of T t5,1(G) will also become constant once it has exceeded 2.

3.8.3 Distances when Q = 1 and m = 6

We say a graph is zero spanning if there is a shortest path between each pair of age
zero vertices that only passes through age zero vertices. Updating any connected
graph with T6,1 will always yield a zero spanning graph. Supposing that T t6,1(G) is a
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zero spanning graph, if u and v are age zero vertices of T t6,1(G) then after updating
with T6,1 we will have d(u1, v1) = d(u0, v0) = d(u, v) and d(u0, v1) = d(u, v) + 1. If
u is age zero and v is age one in G then after the update we will have d(u1, v0) =
d(u, v) + 1 and d(u0, v0) = d(u, v). If u and v are both age one vertices of G then
after updating we will have d(u0, v0) = d(u, v). The diameter of T t6,1(G) increases
by one every time step and the system obeys the equations

U t+1
0,0 = U t

0,0 + U t
0,1 + U t

1,1, (3.120)

U t+1
0,1 = U t

0,1 + 2(U t
0,0 + nt0(n

t
0 + nt1))

and U t+1
1,1 = U t

0,0.(3.121)These equations imply that as t → ∞ the average length
increases linearly in that

l(T t+1
6,1 (G)) = l(T t6,1(G)) +

2

5
. (3.122)

The diameter of T t6,1(G) will increase by one every time step once the graph becomes
zero spanning.

3.8.4 Distances when Q = 1 and m = 7

Under the m = 7 model T t7,1(G) contains T t7,1(G) as a partial subgraph so the
diameter and average path length quickly approach a constant.

3.9 Conclusions

Incorporating mortality makes our growth models more complicated but we can still
describe the evolution of many graph properties. Thanks to theorem 3.2.1 we can
use binary strings to provide instant descriptions of all of the growing graphs we
encounter. However just because we can express the vertex and edge sets of our
graphs does not mean we can easily describe all their properties. We have experi-
enced considerably more difficulty describing the evolution of degree distributions
under age capped models. Under model 1 we cannot describe how the degree dis-
tribution evolves for finite Q > 1. Under model 3 we cannot say much about the
degree distribution at all. The reason the degree distributions are so hard to describe
is their interdependence upon the ages of the vertices. In order to describe them
accurately it seems we must keep track of high dimensional partial difference equa-
tions involving age sampling vectors that just seem too difficult to solve analytically.
Employing the theory of Leslie matrices has allowed us to describe many age based
features of our graphs. The most obvious application is in the description of the
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number of vertices of different ages. Knowledge of Leslie matrices have also allowed
us to describe the evolution of the number of edges within our growing graphs. Par-
tial difference equations also appeared to describe the evolution of distances within
our model. We have only really being able to solve these equations when Q = 1 so
far but we may be able to go further later. The partial distance equations describ-
ing the average path length of the Q = 1 systems studied are interesting because
they look complicated and non linear and yet they all have linear solutions of sim-
ilar forms (sometimes with gradients described in terms of the golden ratio). The
fact that all the average path lengths seem to increase linearly is something that it
would be nice to prove in general. Perhaps the most straightforwardly interesting
phenomenon we encountered within this chapter was the self replicating trees found
to arise under the m = 2 model. The fact that we can provide a complete descrip-
tion of the evolution of these structures (and the long term degree distribution) is
pleasing), particularly since the evolution can be described naturally using Leslie
matrices and generalised Fibonacci constants. So what generalisations can we make
to these age capped reproduction models ? Age capped models are closely related to
Leslie’s population model, which has been found very useful in population modeling.
It therefore seems sensible to discuss a few ways that we can bring our models closer
to Leslie’s model.

3.9.1 Developing the connection with Leslie’s model

In section 3.3 we discussed how the number of vertices of different ages in our model is
described by a Leslie matrix difference equation. The survival rates and the fertility
rates in this matrix are set at 1. Leslie’s model is used to describe large populations
in the real world, but in nature its often nonsensical to think that each vertex one
offspring every time step, its too simple. When the Leslie’s model is applied to the
real world scientists study the subject population, and decide on survival rates and
fertility rates that describe the population accurately. Could we not then modify
things so our population of vertices develops in a way described by more arbitrary
Leslie matrices ?

Consider the Leslie matrix below0 3 1
1 0 0
0 0.7 0


Such a matrix is more complicated than the ones that appear to describe our

models. How then might we bend our models to fit ? Perhaps age zero vertices
have no offspring, perhaps age one vertices have three offspring, interconnected in
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a triangle (and connected to their parents in accordance with some model type m),
and perhaps age 2 vertices only have a single offspring. There is no reason we can’t
set up a model this way, we might even be able to apply our analytical tools, the
system is, so far, deterministic. The problem is in how we might take account of
generalised survival rates, typically such rates will fall within the interval [0, 1]. We
could take account of such effects by introducing stochasticity, having age 1 vertices
live on with a probability 0.7 for example, but this seems unfortunate. There is no
problem with stochasticity per se but it does not really fit in with the spirit of our
models, and when introduced a lot of our techniques become inapplicable. I prefer
to hold back from introducing stochasticity as long as possible, safe in the knowledge
that any deterministic ideas could easily be made stochastic later. One way that
determinism could be maintained is to not bother. If we keep survival rates set at
one then we preserve determinism. We could do this while introducing extra death
effects in other deterministic ways. We could for example incorporate fitness based
culling (next chapter). This kind of approach might make more sense, surely the
mortality rate of real organisms depends upon the ever adapting landscape in which
they live.

3.9.2 Other culling mechanisms

In this chapter we have demonstrated that introducing culling mechanisms can
greatly enrich the behaviour of our models. The trick is to introduce simple de-
terministic mechanisms that kill vertices under certain conditions. What other
mechanisms might we introduce ? The mechanisms within the next chapter- game
theoretical fitness based culling are one possibility. Vertices can be culled upon topo-
logical criterion, like the degree capped systems of chapter 5. The idea of culling
based upon topology is pleasing because we do not need to introduce new constructs
such as age or strategy. How else could we cull graphs based upon topology ? De-
gree based culling is a radius zero rule- only the vertex itself is considered. We
could introduce a radius one rule, perhaps we look at the motif induced upon the
immediate neighbours of a vertex, culling when this motif has a particular form.
This opens the door to a diverse world of models, it also approaches the more gen-
eral field of graph rewrite systems. Are there any more down to earth mechanisms
by which vertices could be culled ? Organisms die of old age because their parts
get overused, much like a central pipe in a plumbing system might need to be re-
placed. If we imagine traffic flowing through our networks then perhaps we could
say vertices get destroyed if too much traffic flows through them. Such a system
would be interesting, particularly within the context of wireless sensor networks,
where the batteries in networks of sensors run down according to how much they
are used to relay data. We could study such a system simplistically, without having
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to explicitly model traffic, by considering paths. We could cull any particular vertex
iff there is more than some predetermined number of shortest paths, between node
within their connected component, that pass through that particular vertex. Imag-
ining that vertices get destroyed for being too central is an interesting idea. The
core of our graphs would rot away, I would be surprised if some of our eight growth
mechanisms did not induce self replicating structures under such systems.

3.9.3 Limited offspring numbers and degrading gene pools

Our age capped systems are restricted because vertices cannot live too long. We
could imagine other simple restrictions that could make for interesting dynamics.
What if vertices could only foster a certain number of offspring within their lives
? this would surely yield a large class of interesting deterministic models. Another
restriction we might explore could be a degrading gene pool. What if vertices could
only produce a chain- parent, child, grandchild etc. of a given length. This would
be equivalent to just running the original, pure growth model, for a fixed number of
time steps. If we make this ‘growth potential’ of a vertices variable though (possibly
random) it could yield other interesting models.

3.10 Proofs

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1

Since G is age zero and Q ≥ 0 the Tm,Q update will cause each vertex v ∈ V
of G will have an age zero offspring v0 and survive on as an age one parent v1. So
Tm,Q(G) is the subgraph of Rm(G) induced upon vertex set V × {0, 1} = V ×W1

Q

and the age of each vertex va in Tm,Q(G) is rhs(a). This shows our theorem holds
when t = 1. We will use proof by induction. Suppose our theorem holds for some
generic t. We will show that this implies it holds for t+ 1.

When we apply the Rm to graph T tm,Q(G) we obtain the graph Rm(T tm,Q(G)).
This is the subgraph of Rt+1

m (G) induced upon V ×Wt
Q×{0, 1}. Consider a vertex

va in T tm,Q(G). According to our assumption that our theorem holds at time t the
age of va will be rhs(a). The effect of applying Rm upon such a vertex is that it
will have an offspring va0 and survive on as a parent va1, in Rm(T tm,Q(G)). Now
rhs(a1) = rhs(a) + 1 and rhs(a0) = 0. This means the way our strings change
naturally keep track of the ages of the vertices they represent. Stages 1) and 2)
of the Tm,Q update process cause each vertex va to have an age zero offspring va0
whilst surviving on as a parent va1 of age one greater than va’s age. This age
changing is clearly tracked by the rhs operator. Stage 3) of the Tm,Q operation is
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to remove each vertex of age greater than Q. When we apply this stage we are
effectively removing each vertex vax of Rm(T tm,Q(G)) such that rhs(ax) > Q.

T t+1
m,Q(G) = Tm,Q(T tm,Q(G)) is the graph obtained by taking Rm(T tm,Q(G)) and

removing each vertex vax such that rhs(ax) > Q. In other words T t+1
m,Q(G) is the

subgraph of Rt+1
m (G) induced upon the vertex set V ×{ax ∈Wt

Q×{0, 1} : rhs(ax) ≤
Q}. Now clearly {ax ∈Wt

Q × {0, 1} : rhs(ax) ≤ Q} = Wt+1
Q . �

Proof of theorem 3.2.2

When t < Q clearly {0, 1}t+1 contains no strings which hold a block of Q + 1
adjacent 1’s and so {0, 1}t+1 = Wt+1

Q .

When t ≥ Q we will have ∪Qi=0(W
t−i
Q × 01i) ⊆ Wt+1

Q , to see this note ∀i ∈
{0, 1, ..., Q} ∀a ∈ Wt−i

Q that a01i ∈ {0, 1}t+1 contains no blocks of Q + 1 adjacent

1’s and so a01i ∈Wt+1
Q . Conversely to see that Wt+1

Q ⊆ ∪Qi=0(W
t−i
Q × 01i) note that

∀b ∈ Wt+1
Q ∃i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} such that rhs(b) = i and so ∃a ∈ Wt−i

Q such that
b = a01i. �.

Proof of theorem 3.4.1

When G is an age zero graph and t ≥ Q we have, according to theorems 2.3.1
and 3.2.1, T t+1

6,Q (G) has vertex set V ×Wt+1
Q and any pair of vertices ua and vb will

be adjacent in T t+1
6,Q (G) iff u = v and ∃!k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t+ 1} : ak 6= bk. Now according

to theorem 3.2.2 we have Wt+1
Q = ∪Qi=0(W

t−i
Q × {01i}).

∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q} : i > j there is a quasi isomorphism fi,j from T t−i6,Q (G)

to [T t−j6,Q ]i−j−1 defined such that ∀va ∈ V ×Wt−i
Q we have fi,j(va) = va01i−j−1 ∈

V ×Wt−j
Q .

There is also a quasi isomorphism gi from T t−i6,Q (G) to the subgraph of T t+1
6,Q (G)

induced upon V ×Wt−i
Q ×{01i} defined such that ∀va ∈ V ×Wt−i we have gi(va) =

va01i.

Now consider the graph H which is constructed by taking the disjoint union
of the graphs T t6,Q(G), T t−1

6,Q (G),...,T t−Q6,Q (G) and then, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., Q}, taking each
vertex va within T t−i(G) and adding an edge from va to each vertex fi,j(va) such
that j ∈ {0, 1, ..., i− 1}.

The will be a quasi isomorphism F from H to T t+1
6,Q (G) defined as follows;
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∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., t}, for each vertex va of the connected component T t−i6,Q (G) of H let
F (va) = gi(va).

To see that F is a quasi isomorphism note that the neighbourhood of generic
a vertex va which lies within the subgraph T t−im,Q(G) of H will have neighbour-

hood back(va) ∪ mid(va) ∪ fwd(va) where back(va) = {va[1,t−j] ∈ V ×Wt−j
Q :

j ∈ {i + 1, i + 2, ..., Q}, rhs(a) ≥ j − i − 1}, mid(va) = {vb ∈ V × Wt−i
Q :

∃!k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t − i}, ak 6= bk} and fwd(va) = {va01i−j−1 ∈ V ×Wt−j
Q : j ∈

{0, 1, ..., i− 1}}. The neighbourhood of the vertex F (va) = va01i in T t6,Q(G) will be
BACK(va01i)∪MID(va01i)∪FWD(va01i) where BACK(va01i) = {va[1,t−j]01j ∈
V ×Wt−j

Q × {01j} : j ∈ {i + 1, i + 2, ..., Q}, rhs(a) ≥ j − i − 1}, MID(va01i) =

{vb01i ∈ V ×Wt−i
Q × {01i} : ∃!k ∈ {1, 2, ..., t − i}, ak 6= bk} and FWD(va01i) =

{va01i−j−101j ∈ V ×Wt−j
Q ×{01j} : j ∈ {0, 1, ..., i− 1}}. Clearly F acts a bijection

of va’s neighbourhood, sending back to BACK, mid to MID and fwd to FWD.

Let us construct the graph H ′ by taking H and changing the age of each vertex
of H which was initially in T t−i6,Q (G) to i, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., t}. In this case F will be a

proper isomorphism from H ′ to T t+1
6,Q (G). �
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Chapter 4

Fitness constrained reproduction
models

In this chapter we think of the vertices in our graphs as players involved in some
game. The game is specified by a k×k payoff matrix M such that ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}
we have that Mi,j is the payoff that a player employing strategy i receives against
an employer of strategy j. Each graph G = (V,E) that we consider in this chapter
will be ‘strategy attributed’ in the sense that each of G’s vertices v is assigned some
strategy φ(v) ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}.

The fitness
fit(v) =

∑
u∈Ne(v)

Mφ(v),φ(u) (4.1)

of a vertex v is the total payoff that it receives when it employs its strategy in a
game with each neighbour.

In chapter 2 we introduced a set of graph operators {Ri : i ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7}} that
acted upon graphs by giving each vertex an offspring that is born with a neighbour-
hood that depends upon the model type m (and the parents neighbourhood).

In this chapter we extend the domain of our Rm operators to encompass strat-
egy attributed graphs. In particular we suppose that for any strategy attributed
graph G we have, ∀m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7}, that Rm(G) is the graph obtained by taking
G and simultaneously giving each vertex an offspring that is born with the same
strategy as its parent and a neighbourhood determined by the model type m (in
exactly the same way as in section 2.1 ).

For a ‘fitness threshold’ τ ∈ R we define the operator Cτ such that for any
graph G (with vertices playing some game) we have that Cτ (G) is the graph obtained
by removing every vertex of fitness less than τ from G. Our update operator U is
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Figure 4.1: An example of an update

defined so that
U(G) = Cτ (Rm(G)) = (Cτ ◦Rm)(G). (4.2)

In other words U(G) is the graph obtained by taking G, applying Rm (supposing
offspring are born with the same strategy as their parent) and then removing each
vertex of fitness less than τ .

In this chapter we are interested in the evolution of the graph U t(G) with time
t under different games M, fitness threshold τ ∈ R, model types m ∈ {0, 1, ..., 7}
and initial graph G.

Our studies are still in their early stages. It seems that under certain growth
mechanisms the development of structures can be very simple. Under others it can
be very complex (for example when m = 1 and τ < 0). In this chapter we will make
a very brief exploration of the different dynamics. A lot of information is required
to set off one of these systems. To specify a two strategy system, for example, one
must specify the four entries of the payoff matrix M, the fitness threshold τ , initial
graph structure and the way initial vertices are allocated strategies.

4.0.1 An example

Figure 4.1 illustrates of what happens when we update an example graph under a
game with the payoff matrix (

−3 4
0 2

)
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when m = 1 and the fitness threshold is τ = 2. The black vertices represent em-
ployers of strategy 1 and the white represent employers of strategy 2. The numbers
show the fitnesses of the vertices. After the reproduction stage the culling stage acts
to remove the two vertices that have fitness 1.

4.1 The dynamics when m = 0

When m = 0 the graph U(G) is the graph obtained by taking G, giving each vertex
an isolated offspring, then removing every vertex of fitness less than τ . When τ > 0
the newborn offspring will not survive (because they are born with fitness 0) and
so U(G) = Cτ (G). When τ ≤ 0 we will have that U(G) is the disjoint union of
Cτ (G) with the graph obtained by taking G and removing every edge. Clearly the
connected component of U t(G) will either vanish or shrink to some fixed size. When
τ ≤ 0 almost all of the vertices in U t(G) will be isolated as t→∞.

4.2 The dynamics when m = 1

When we employ growth mechanism 1 we can observe lots of different kinds of
behaviour. If m = 1 then U(G) is the graph obtained by taking G, giving every
vertex an offspring (born with the same neighbourhood and strategy as its parent)
and then removing each vertex of fitness less than τ . A vertex v will survive the
U update iff fit(v) ≥ τ

2
whilst v’s offspring will be present after the U update iff

fit(v) ≥ τ .

The complexity of U t(G)’s dynamics depends largely upon the sign of the
fitness threshold τ . When τ = 0 the dynamics are relatively easy to describe,
structures either grow forever or fizzle away to nothing. When τ > 0 it seems
(although we cannot prove) that connected structures either grow forever, fizzle
away, or become fixed. When τ < 0 the situation is mesmerising. Dynamics of
enormous complexity can ensue, even from very simple initial structures. Under
games with few strategies we can end up with giant sets holding thousands of kinds
of connected structures that grow and replicate themselves in complex ways.

4.2.1 When τ = 0

The easiest case is when τ = 0, in this case we have

U(G) = (C0 ◦R1)(G) = (R1 ◦ C0)(G). (4.3)
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Swapping round the order of culling and reproduction allows us to gain the expres-
sion

U t(G) = (C0 ◦R)t(G) = Rt ◦ Ct
0(G). (4.4)

So in other words U t(G) is the graph obtained by taking G and applying the culling
operator to it t times and then applying the reproduction operator to the resulting
graph t times.

A vertex v in G will reproduce forever under U t iff it does not get removed
by the C∞0 operation. This means every finite graph will either die out or reach a
regime of unbounded growth.

4.2.2 When τ > 0

When τ > 0 it seems that the long term behaviour of U t(G) is again quite restricted.
We conjecture that any graph G will evolve under U t towards either a null state
or some mixture of fixed subgraphs and subgraphs that grow forever (in that the
number descended vertices doubles every time step). Computer simulations are our
main reason for believing this however we do have a theorem that demonstrates
some restrictions when M is non negative.

Theorem 4.2.1 If m = 1, τ > 0 and M has no negative entries then for any initial
graph G we will have

Rt
1 ◦ Ct

τ (G) ⊆ U t(G) ⊆ Rt
1 ◦ C τ

2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(G). (4.5)

So basically vertices of G that get removed by the

C τ
2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(4.6)

operation, as t→∞, will certainly not enter a regime of unrestricted reproduction.
On the other hand vertices that survive the Ct

τ operation, as t → ∞, will surely
reproduce forever. Somewhere between these two extremes are vertices that become
infertile and immortal (i.e. static). When all vertices are static the graph will be
fixed under the U update, this occurs iff each vertex has a fitness in [ τ

2
, τ).

4.2.3 When τ < 0

When τ < 0 exotic dynamics can occur [1]. In addition to the null, fixed and
unbounded growth behaviour types that we found before, when τ < 0, we encounter
a new type of behaviour - self replication. Self replicating structures occur even in
one strategy games.
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When all the vertices of the initial graph employ a strategy that scores a
payoff of -1 against itself and τ = −Q, for some Q ∈ N, we recover the degree
capped reproduction model discussed in chapter 5. This is a system of fantastic
complexity. Its existence as a one strategy case makes our goal of understanding
the dynamics induced by arbitrary games seem distant (if not unreachable).

Reduction

Since we study degree capped reproduction systems closely it is important to note
that we can sometimes reduce complicated looking fitness constrained reproduction
systems to simpler degree capped reproduction systems. As graphs evolve under
U t, with τ < 0, occasionally a connected component will appear that has all its
vertices playing the same strategy. If such a strategy gains a negative payoff against
itself then the dynamics which ensue will be exactly those found under some degree
capped reproduction system.

Many other cases can be reduced to degree capped reproduction, for example
consider the situation with τ < 0 and payoff matrix

M =


−a1 −a2 · · · −ak
−a1 −a2 · · · −ak

...
...

...
−a1 −a2 · · · −ak


where ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} we have ai ∈ N.

Suppose we wish to evolve a strategy assigned graph G under such a system.
Let us introduce a new strategy b that scores a payoff of −1 against itself. ∀i ∈
{1, 2, ..., k} we replace each vertex v employing strategy i with a cluster Cv of ai
isolated vertices employing b. We completely interconnect any pair of these new
made clusters iff the vertices they replaced were connected in G. It is not hard
to see that the vertices within these new clusters will remain ‘locked together’ and
evolve in the same way. The reason is that they will be automorphically equivalent.
If {u, v} is an edge of the original graph G then the vertex u will contribute a payoff
of Mφ(v),φ(u) = −aφ(u) to v’s fitness. After the replacement operation each vertex
within the Cv cluster will receive a payoff of aφ(u)Mb,b = −aφ(u) from playing with
each member of Cu. So our replacement essentially reduces our fitness constrained
reproducing graph model to a degree capped reproduction model with degree cap
Q = −τ . Clusters will evolve under degree capped reproduction just like the vertices
they replaced would in the original system.
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Figure 4.2: The two vertex complete graph evolving under our game with p = 4.
Arrows represent updates.

Large class of trivial replicators

Let us consider an example with game

M =

(
−p −2
−p −2

)

and fitness threshold τ = −3p where p ∈ N.

Suppose we take a graph which consists of a single employer of strategy 1
that is connected to a single employer of strategy 2. When we evolve such a graph
under our system, with p = 4, we will encounter the dynamics depicted in figure
4.2. Within this figure black and white represent employers of strategies 1 and 2
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respectively. The figure shows the initial graph growing into a star like shape with
several ‘arms’. After t = 4 updates the central node becomes over stressed and this
star will break up into 4 copies of the initial graph. Many self replicating isolated
vertices are also generated.

In general the initial graph pictured in figure 4.2 will evolve under the system
to produce p copies of itself (together with some isolated vertices) over the first p
time steps. The system is interesting because it demonstrates the existence of self
replicating structures of all periods. Another point of interest is that such systems
can always be reduced to degree capped reproduction systems. Theorem 5.3.3,
discussed later, was discovered by applying such a reduction.

Searching for games that promote self replication

The problem with studying such self replicative systems is not that they are hard
to find, or too dull to tell us anything. The problem is absolutely the opposite,
when τ < 0 huge swaths of the payoff matrix space correspond to systems within
which vastly complex self replicative processes emerge. We have already discussed
how many games can be reduced to degree capped reproduction systems. But what
about other self replicative behaviour, suppose for example we consider two strategy
games, will we find any self replicative processes which cannot be emulated by
degree capped reproduction models ? How abundant might games that promote
such processes be ? We investigated such issues by using a computer to randomly
explore the space of two strategy game dynamics.

We initiated a random search to find two strategy symmetric games that pro-
mote self replication. We used a computer program to repeatedly generate random
points (x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]2 and Erdos-Renyi random graphs (on 4 vertices with aver-
age degree 2) with vertices randomly assigned strategy 1 or strategy 2 (with equal
probabilities). We evolved such graphs for 5 time steps using the payoff matrix(

x y
y x

)
with threshold τ = −1. The points (x, y) plotted in figure 4.3 correspond to games
under which self replicators were detected (within the first 5 time steps). Mono-
strategy replicators (where all vertices use the same strategy) evolve just like graphs
under degree capped reproduction. Multi-strategy replicators hold employers of
both strategies and may evolve in different ways. The plot in figure 4.3 was made
by sampling the game space 7000 times. The plot shows that self replicators occur
when either x or y is negative. The dynamics of these replicative processes tend to
get more complex as (x, y)→ (0, 0).
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Figure 4.3: A plot showing symmetric games found to give rise to self replicating
structures. The plot was made by repeatedly running our model under random
symmetric payoff matrices. Points represent games where mono-strategy replicators
were found, squares represent games where multi-strategy replicators were found.
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Figure 4.4: A phase space diagram showing a two strategy example where a tree
graph copies itself whilst continually throwing off smaller graphs that grow forever.
Black and white represent employers of strategies 1 and 2 respectively. We have
neglected to show the isolated vertices.

An interesting example

Searching the space of possible two strategy games we came across an example
(figure 4.4) of a graph which replicates itself whilst continually spitting off graphs
that grow indefinitely. Using the game with payoff matrix(

−2 0
−1 −1

)
with τ = −5, starting from the tree shown at the top left of figure 4.4 gives rise
to the phase diagram shown. The tree graphs self replicates with period 2 whilst
continually spitting off graphs that hold one vertex of each strategy. We can show
that these two vertex complete graphs will grow in size forever.

The two vertex complete graph has no edges connecting a pair of vertices with
the same strategy and clearly this property will be preserved under subsequent up-
dates. If we disregard newly created isolated vertices then updating such structures
is equivalent to simultaneously giving every black vertex an offspring connected to
all of its parents neighbours of degree < 3 and giving every white vertex of degree
< 3 an offspring with the same neighbourhood as its parent. The update process
involves no edge or vertex deletions so our graph will remain connected. Moreover
each white vertex of degree < 3 will give rise to a white offspring vertex of degree
< 3, this ensures that our connected graph will grow in size every time step.
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Our example proves that the phase diagram associated with self replicators
need not be finite. The existence of this type of behaviour has some interesting
implications. Imagine taking our example and replacing the zero entry in the top
right of the payoff matrix with a very small negative number. In such a scenario
we would again see the tree like graph self replicate with period 2 whilst throwing
off two vertex complete graphs. The graphs thrown out would grow in size for a
very long time until they eventually break into a vast collection of graphs which
would probably replicate one another. It’s very possible that this set would contain
similar devices to the initial graph, throwing off more seeds that give rise to other
vast families of structures.

Searching the space of games and initial graphs is difficult. Even with two
strategies the space of games is four dimensional. The main problem though is the
exponential growth of evolving graphs, this makes it hard to run most systems for
more than about 10 time steps. Perhaps finite games exist under which one may
emulate arbitrary computations by selecting appropriate initial graphs.

4.3 The dynamics when m = 2

The dynamics of U t(G) whenm = 2 are very similar to those discussed in subsections
2.4.3 and 3.4.3. Updating has the effect of giving each vertex an offspring that is
only connected to the parent and then removing each vertex of fitness below τ .

Offspring are only born connected to their parents and so repeated updates
cause tree structures to sprout out of the initial graph structure (which may itself
disintegrate). The fundamental form of the tree that will grow out of a vertex em-
ploying a given strategy is just dependent upon how the vertex develops in isolation
(a vertices structural surroundings does not influence its descendants dynamics).

Suppose our initial graph P is an isolated vertex that employs a strategy that
receives a payoff s against itself.

When s < τ our graph will not be fit enough to make it past the first culling
stage, in this case we will just have that U(P ) is the empty graph.

When s ≥ τ and s ≥ 0 we will have U t(P ) = Rt
2(P ) for all t so our graph will

grow forever exactly as discussed in subsection 2.4.3.

When s ≥ τ and s < 0 our tree will grow as normal until the degree of the
original vertex gets too large and our tree breaks into several smaller trees. Updating
within this scenario is equivalent to giving every vertex an offspring connected to its
parent and then removing every vertex of degree > τ

s
. Our graph will replicate itself

under this regime in a similar way to the systems we encountered in subsection
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3.4.3. Under this regime any connected component of the form Rk
2(P ) with k ∈

{0, 1, ..., bτ/sc − 1} will get updated to become U(Rk
2(P )) = Rk+1

2 (P ). On the

other hand when we update the graph R
bτ/sc
2 (P ) with U it breaks into a set of

connected components. This set holds two disjoint copies of Rk
2(P ), for each k ∈

{0, 1, ..., bτ/sc − 1}, and nothing else.

4.4 The dynamics of the m = 3 model

Applying the U update to a graph with m = 3 is equivalent to giving each vertex
an offspring with the same strategy as its parent that is just connected to its parent
and its parents neighbours, and then removing every vertex with fitness below τ .

This is a system of immense complexity, perhaps the most complex system we
study. Recall from figure 2.5 that even pure growth under model 3 generates degree
distributions that are very hard to understand. When we incorporate game theory
based culling we see dynamics of much greater complexity.

When τ ≥ 0 it may be that the dynamics of U t(G) are restricted to eventual
pure growth, fixture, or destruction, much like the m = 1 model. Our studies are
still in very early stages and our conjecture is unfounded. One thing we can be sure
of is that rich and complicated self replicative processes are abundant under this
model when τ < 0.

To see this suppose we begin with an initial graph P which consists of a single
isolated vertex. Suppose the vertex employs a strategy that scores a payoff of −1
against itself. Figure 4.5 depicts the phase diagram we encounter from evolving this
system with fitness threshold τ = −5.

Figure 4.5 clearly depicts a complex self replicative process, and it seems re-
markable that such a complicated process might ensue from such symmetric and
trivial initial conditions. The way we update under this system could be viewed in
the following manner;

1) Simultaneously give each vertex an offspring that is born connected to its parent
and its parents neighbours

2) Remove each vertex of degree greater than Q = 5
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Figure 4.5: A phase space diagram showing the dynamics that ensue when we begin
with an isolated vertex employing a strategy that scores −1 against itself, with
τ = −5, using the m = 3 growth mechanism
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Looking at it this way the system pictured in figure 4.5 could be viewed as an offshoot
of degree capped reproduction - a variant where offspring are born connected to their
parents. Such a system makes more realistic toy models of animal social networks
thanks to the inclusion of an edge linking parents to their offspring is more realistic.
The system also avoids the generation of clouds of singletons -a feature difficult
to give real world context to. Suffice to say these one strategy m = 3 model self
replicating systems also increase in complexity with degree cap Q, the phase space
when Q > 10 is too large for my computer program to exhaustively explore.

4.5 The dynamics when m = 4

When m = 4 we have that U(G) is the graph obtained by taking two disjoint copies
of G and then removing every vertex of fitness less than τ . After repeated updates
U t(G) will just consist of 2t disjoint copies of Ct

τ (G).

4.6 The dynamics when m = 5

Updating a graph when m = 5 consists of giving every vertex an offspring that is
connected to its parents neighbours and the new offspring of its parents neighbours,
then removing each vertex of fitness below τ . Thanks to the fact that each vertex
is automorphically equivalent to its offspring in R5(G) we can perform a trick that
gives a relatively simple description of U t(G)’s dynamics.

Applying the R5 update will cause each vertex v to yield a parent vertex v1
and a child vertex v0 which will both have double the fitness that v had before.
This means that

U(G) = Cτ ◦R5(G) = R5 ◦ C τ
2
(G) (4.7)

which leads us to the fact that

U t(G) = Rt
5 ◦ C τ

2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(G). (4.8)

In other words U t(G) is the graph obtained by taking G and removing all the vertices
that have fitness less than τ

21 then removing all the vertices that have fitness less
than τ

22 ... etc ... then removing all the vertices that have fitness less than τ
2t

then
taking the resulting graph and applying the R5 growth operator to it t times.

This gives us a way to quickly determine the fate of descendants of initial
vertices. If a vertex survives the

C τ
2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(4.9)
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operation, as t → ∞, then its descendants are destined to multiply forever. If
an initial vertex does not survive this culling operation then its descendants are
destined to eventually die out.

4.7 The dynamics when m = 6

Updating a graph G under the m = 6 model consists of making an ‘offspring copy’
of G, linking each vertex with its offspring in the offspring copy, and then removing
every vertex that has fitness below τ . The symmetry between parents and their
offspring allows us to do a trick similar to that used to simplify the m = 5 case.

Let Cn,τ be defined such that for any strategy attributed graph G we have that
Cn,τ (G) is the graph obtained by taking G and removing each vertex v such that
fit(v) + n.Mφ(v),φ(v) < τ .

After the R6 update both the offspring and the surviving parent will have the
fitness of their original vertex plus the score that their strategy gets against itself
(the effect of the ‘umbilical connection’ between parent and offspring). This means

U(G) = C0,τ ◦R6(G) = R6 ◦ C1,τ (G) (4.10)

from which it follows that

U t(G) = Rt
6 ◦ Ct,τ ◦ Ct−1,τ ◦ ... ◦ C1,τ (G). (4.11)

This means that again one can say in advance whether the descendants of initial
vertices will die out or multiply forever.

4.8 The dynamics when m = 7

Updating a graph with m = 7 consists of giving every vertex an offspring with the
same strategy that is connected to its parent, its parents neighbours and the new
offspring of its parents neighbours, and then removing every vertex of fitness less
than τ . Again symmetry allows us to do a trick that gives us a simpler view of the
dynamics.

For any vertex v of fitness fit(v) in G both v and v’s offspring within R7(G)
will have fitness 2.f it(v) + Mφ(v),φ(v). Let

hy(x) = 2x+ y
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and let C∗r,τ (G)(4.12)be the graph obtained by taking G and removing every vertex
such that

hrMφ(v),φ(v)
(fit(v)) < τ. (4.13)

In this case we will have that

U(G) = C∗0,τ ◦R7(G) = R7 ◦ C∗1,τ (G) (4.14)

which means that

U t(G) = Rt
7 ◦ C∗t,τ ◦ C∗t−1,τ ◦ ... ◦ C∗1,τ (G) (4.15)

so again we can determine the fate our our initial vertices descendants without
explicitly running the system.

4.9 Conclusions

Although still in their early stages our studies of fitness constrained reproduction
models have revealed lots of interesting behaviour and powerful simplifications. We
have achieved powerful simplifications of all the fitness constrained reproduction
models except for those employing growth mechanisms 1,2 and 3. Such simplifica-
tion results reveal strong dynamical restrictions upon the possible behaviour of our
models. These results imply that the complexity of dynamics under these models (in
some sense) decreases over time. In order to make better use of our simplification
results we need to gain more understanding of how graphs change under repeated
application of the culling operation Cτ . If we can understand this issue we will be
able to approach more tradition game theoretic questions like how do graphs evolve
under prisoner’s dilemma ? under various growth mechanisms.

Although some mechanisms induce very simple dynamics other growth mech-
anisms (namely 1 and 3) produce dynamics of great complexity and interest. The
fact that self replicative processes are so abundant within these models, even start-
ing from very simple initial conditions, is very pleasing. We devote chapter 5 to the
one strategy self replicative cases that occur under the m = 1 model. We have yet
to make a strong effort to understand the dynamics of the m = 3 model (although
I imagine they will be even more puzzling and interesting). Now let us discuss a
few possible generalisations of fitness constrained reproduction which we may study
more closely in the future.
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4.9.1 Other ways of constraining fitness

In our systems we need to specify a game and a fitness threshold. This gives us a
wide range of systems to study but it also causes problems. One problem is that
the parameter space is high dimensional - this makes it difficult to make a rigorous
exploration. Consider for example two strategy games- if one wanted to use a
computer to explore the range of behaviour of such systems then one would have to
divide up the five dimensional space (four matrix entries plus fitness threshold) into
a grid and then explore the grid point by point, evolving lots of graphs with lots of
initial conditions for large amounts of time. Having to specify a game and a fitness
threshold also make it difficult to connect with more traditional game theory. For
example if we want to study the dynamics of prisoner’s dilemma we cannot easily
compare our results, about the emergence of cooperation say, with results in other
systems- the reason is that our systems depend heavily on an extra variable (the
fitness threshold). Is there a way we can remove this dependence, making our system
less complicated ? The answer is yes. One approach would be to consider systems
where culling is determined through relative criterion. For example vertices get
culled iff their fitness is less than the average fitness of their neighbours. Another
approach could be to imagine a randomly varying fitness threshold. Introducing
stochasticity in this way might be more realistic, it would also cause mutations- an
interesting combination with self replication.

Many other manipulations of fitness measure could be investigated. We could
limit the size of our population by imagining that individuals become less fit as the
population gets larger. This would make our systems much easier to simulate and
might be a better way to model limited resource scenarios. We could suppose the
fitness of vertices gets lower the larger their connected component is. We could grow
graphs with desired properties by rewarding graph structures for growing in ways we
want. For example we could say that vertices that belong to triangles get a reward.

We could manipulate our model in more radical ways. In our current culling
mechanism vertices are ‘checked’ to see if they have high enough fitness, and if
they do then they survive with no penalties. We could instead suppose that the
fitness of vertices adds up over time, so vertices store fitness like a bank. Perhaps
when vertices reproduce they lose fitness - paying the cost of raising offspring. A
generalised system where vertices lose fitness constantly over time, gain fitness in
games, and lose fitness through reproduction would be very interesting. Such a
system would retain determinism, incorporate age based dynamics and might retain
some tractability.
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4.9.2 Including stochasticity

We have discovered many self replicative processes in our systems. Many of these
are very complicated but we have yet to discover a process that we can prove is
truly open ended (in that it gives rise to an unbounded multitude of different self
replicative structures). Perhaps introducing stochasticity would remedy this. Com-
plicated life forms come about from imperfect self replicative actions - replication
with mutation.

One natural way to incorporate mutation would be to suppose that, with
some low probability, a vertex might be born with a new strategy- one that varies
from its parent’s strategy in some random way. This would doubtlessly make for
very interesting dynamics and could lead to the generation of truly open ended self
replicative processes.

More conventional ways to introduce stochasticity like unreliable updating,
random rewiring or random destruction could also be investigated. It would be very
interesting to see the effects of these kind of additions. Would the larger self repli-
cating structures become unstable so that only small structures like squares could
successfully self replicate ? or would the addition of randomness allow complicated
self replicative structures to evolve towards even greater intricacy ?

If such stochastic, evolving, self replicative processes could be generated then I
imagine that their dynamics would be difficult to analyse mathematically. By doing
computer simulations though, perhaps behavioral patterns could be found to apply
across the spectrum of models. If so such patterns may describe real world self
replicative processes as well.

4.10 Proofs

Proof of theorem 4.2.1

For any subgraph X ⊆ G we will have R1(X) ⊆ R1(G). Since M is non
negative the total payoff that any vertex v of X receives against its neighbours in X
will be less than or equal to the total payoff, fit(v), that v gets against all players.
This implies Cτ (X) ⊆ Cτ (G). What this all means is that

X ⊆ G⇒ U(X) ⊆ U(G) (4.16)

and
X ⊆ G⇒ R1 ◦ Cτ (X) ⊆ R1 ◦ Cτ (G) (4.17)

.
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Consider the U = Cτ ◦ R1 operation. Any vertex v will survive U to become
v1 iff fit(v) ≥ τ

2
, and such a vertex will have a surviving offspring v0 iff fit(v) ≥ τ .

Now consider the R1 ◦ Cτ operation. If fit(v) ≥ τ then a vertex v will survive the
R1 ◦ Cτ operation as a parent v1 with offspring v0. If fit(v) < τ then neither v0
nor v1 will be present after the R1 ◦Cτ operation. These conditions together imply
that R1 ◦Cτ (G) ⊆ U(G). We can use this, together with 4.16 and 4.17, to prove by
induction that ∀t ∈ N that (Cτ ◦R1)

t(G) ⊆ U t(G).

Now consider the R1 ◦C τ
2

operation. If fit(v) ≥ τ
2

then a vertex v will survive
the R1 ◦ C τ

2
operation as a parent v1 with offspring v0. If fit(v) < τ

2
then neither

v0 nor v1 will be present after the R1 ◦ C τ
2

operation. Clearly this then implies
that U(G) ⊆ R1 ◦ C τ

2
. We can use this, together with 4.16 and 4.17, to prove by

induction that ∀t ∈ N that U t(G) ⊆ Rt
1 ◦ C τ

2t
◦ C τ

2t−1
◦ ... ◦ C τ

2
(G) . �
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Chapter 5

Degree Capped reproduction

5.1 Definitions

In this chapter we study dynamical systems where graphs grow (under the m = 1
model, see section 2.1) and vertices of high degree get culled [1]. For a degree cap
Q ∈ N let us define the update operator DQ such that for any graph G = (V,E) we
have that DQ(G) is the graph obtained by taking G and performing the following
operations;

Stage 1 Reproduction: Simultaneously give every vertex an offspring with the same
neighbourhood as its parent.

Stage 2 Culling: Remove every vertex of degree greater than Q.

We are interested in the dynamics of Dt
Q(G) for different degree cap values Q and

different initial graphs G. We define the operator CQ such that CQ(G) is the graph
obtained by taking G and removing every vertex of degree greater than Q. We then
write

DQ(G) = CQ(R1(G)). (5.1)

Our results from chapter 2 are of use here, in particular as Q → ∞ we have
DQ(G) = R1(G). Degree capped reproduction systems are actually a subset of
fitness constrained reproduction systems (see subsection 4.2.3) and this means we
can make use of results from chapter 4.

Under degree capped reproduction graphs tend to grow and break into other
graphs. Phase diagrams represent how connected structures produce one another
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Figure 5.1: A phase space diagram showing the dynamics of the two vertex complete
graph when Q = 2.

using arrows. The arrows pointing out of a graph point towards the connected
graphs produced by updating it. The numbers on the arrows correspond to the
numbers of such graphs produced.

5.2 Dynamics of the two vertex complete graph

One reasonable question is how does the two vertex complete graph evolve under Dt
Q

for different values of Q. As we shall see this innocent sounding question has a very
complex answer.

Suppose we set Q = 2 and begin with the two vertex complete graph. Under
the first update our graph becomes a graph of twice the size, under the second
update this graph breaks up into two copies of the original graph and two isolated
vertices. Isolated vertices copy themselves every time step whilst the two vertex
complete graphs replicate every two time steps. The situation is illustrated by the
phase diagram in figure 5.1.

Evolving the two vertex complete graph with Q = 4 yields more complicated
dynamics. As figure 5.2 shows the initial graph will grow in size over the first 3
updates to become a ‘sun shaped graph’ and then breaks into 6 more two vertex
complete graphs. The two vertex complete graphs will continue to replicate with
period 4 forever. Some structures also throw off isolated vertices which copy them-
selves every time step. A description of the dynamics of general graphs when Q = 4
is given later. We only examine the dynamics under even values of Q. The reason is
that the dynamics when Q = 2n are very similar to the dynamics when Q = 2n+ 1.

Evolving the two vertex complete graph with Q = 6 yields different behaviour.
As figure 5.3 shows the initial graph remains in one piece for the first 5 updates and
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Figure 5.2: A phase space diagram showing the dynamics of the two vertex complete
graph when Q = 4.
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Figure 5.3: A phase space diagram showing the dynamics of the two vertex complete
graph when Q = 6. We have neglected to depict the production of isolated vertices.
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then breaks up into 6 ‘cross shaped’ graphs. These cross shaped graphs grow up
over the next two updates before breaking into a mixture of two vertex complete
graphs and ‘sun shaped’ graphs (that also replicate themselves with a lower period).
If the way this simple graph evolves when Q = 6 is surprising then the case when
Q = 8 is truly remarkable.

When we run the degree capped reproduction system with Q = 8, starting
from the two vertex complete graph, we end up with a self replicating soup of 210
different kinds of graphs which reproduce one another in very complicated ways.
Many of these graphs are very large with lots of symmetries. The phase diagram in
figure 5.4 is strongly connected so that any one of these 210 graphs will give rise to
the entire ecosystem.

When Q = 10 the two vertex complete graph process eventually generates
a soup of 723 different types of graphs that replicate one another in enormously
complicated ways as shown in figure 5.5. Interestingly in the Q = 10 case the two
vertex complete graph does not replicate itself, it just grows to break up into a set
of other self replicating graphs.

Despite much study of degree capped systems, for many initial graphs and
different values of Q, many mysteries remain regarding general behavior. It appears
that any initial graph eventually evolves to break up into a set of self replicating
graphs which continue to reproduce themselves and fixed graphs which remain static
under further updates (although we have yet to prove that finite initial conditions
imply finite phase diagrams).

Degree capped reproduction systems may be of some biological interest. If we
think of the vertices as animals, connected if they share some resource, our update
process corresponds to giving every animal an offspring that shares resources with
the same individuals as its parent and then killing all animals that share resources
with too many other animals.

Living things are complicated structures that grow and change based on simple
local interactions at microscopic level, and somehow they are able to reproduce
themselves. Our game theoretic system can also produce self replicating structures
which interact in complex ways despite, being based on very simple local update
rules.
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Figure 5.4: A phase diagram depicting the dynamics of the two vertex complete
graph when Q = 8. The nodes in the diagram represent connected graphs (some
as large as 1000 vertices). We have neglected to depict the production of isolated
vertices)
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Figure 5.5: A phase diagram depicting the dynamics of the two vertex complete
graph when Q = 10. The nodes in the diagram represent connected graphs. We
have neglected to depict the production of isolated vertices

5.3 Algebraic study

Whatever mechanisms are responsible for making degree capped reproduction dy-
namics so complex and interesting also seem to keep many of its secrets hidden.
This could be a consequence of Wolfram’s principle of computational equivalence
[50]. Despite the complexity we have gained some algebraic results. For the remain-
der of this chapter we will take it for granted that any initial graph G we load into
a system with degree cap Q has all of its vertices of degree less than or equal to Q.

5.3.1 Fixed points

Graphs are never really invariant under degree capped reproduction but sometimes
DQ(G) only consists of a connected component isomorphic to G plus some iso-
lated vertices. Perhaps the best phrase to describe this phenomena is ‘period 1 self
replicator’- applying a single update produces a copy of the original graph plus some
extra material.

Conjecture 5.3.1 For a connected graph G = (V,E) we have that DQ(G) has a
connected component that is isomorphic to G iff G is a bipartite graph with parts
X, Y ⊆ V such that ∀v ∈ V we have

deg(v) ∈ [0,
Q

2
]⇒ v ∈ X (5.2)
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and

deg(v) ∈ (
Q

2
, Q]⇒ v ∈ Y. (5.3)

5.3.2 The dynamics of regular graphs

From looking at a few examples one can quickly see that the dynamics of degree
capped reproduction are very sensitive to the structure of the initial graph. Al-
though saying this one should note that Dt

Q(G)’s dynamics only depend upon the
degree/distance structure of G. This means that large classes of graph have (in
some sense) equivalent dynamics. For example any pair of regular graphs of the
same degree will evolve in a very similar way under Dt

Q.

Let Hr denote any r- regular graph (where all vertices have degree r) and let
⊗ denote the Kronecker product.

Lemma 5.3.2
DQ.r(G⊗Hr) = Hr ⊗DQ(G) (5.4)

When r ≤ Q
2

we have

Dt
Q(Hr) = Dt−1

Q (R1(Hr)) = Dt−1
Q (tadpole⊗Hr) = Dt−1

Q
r

(tadpole)⊗Hr. (5.5)

Where tadpole is the graph pictured in figure 2.3. This is a powerful result, it states
how we can use knowledge of the dynamics of Dt

Q
r

(tadpole) to gain a description

of the dynamics of any r regular graph under degree cap Q.

5.3.3 A large class of trivial self replicators

The self replicating structures that occur under degree capped reproduction come in
two flavors. Trivial self replicators are connected structures which copy themselves
but do not produce any other structures (apart from isolated vertices). Non trivial
self replicators reproduce themselves whilst making other connected graphs in the
process. Non trivial self replicators are undoubtedly more interesting because they
can be responsible for the generation of vast ecosystems like we saw in figure 5.4.
The following theorem identifies a very large class of trivial self replicators. The
result was found by using the reduction result from section 4.2.3 to reduce systems
of the kind pictured in figure 4.2 into degree capped reproduction system.
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Theorem 5.3.3 For p,Q ∈ N, if G = (V,E) is a connected bipartite graph with
parts X, Y ⊆ V such that ∀v ∈ V we have

v ∈ X ⇒ deg(v) ∈
(
Q

4
,
Q

2

]
(5.6)

and

v ∈ Y ⇒ deg(v) ∈
(
Q

2p
,

Q

2(p− 1)

]
(5.7)

then Dp
Q(G) will just consist of p disjoint copies of G together with some singletons

whilst 0 ≤ t < p implies that Dt
Q(G) just consists of a single connected component

together with some singletons.

5.3.4 Putting binary strings to use

According to theorem 2.3.1 when we update a graph G = (V,E) under pure re-
production t times we get the graph Rt

1(G) with vertex set V × {0, 1}t and edge
set

{{ua, vb} : {u, v} ∈ E,∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0)}. (5.8)

For any binary string a ∈ {0, 1}t let

N(a) = {b ∈ {0, 1}t : ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}, (ai, bi) 6= (0, 0)}. (5.9)

Given any vertex v with neighbourhood Ne(v) the neighbourhood of the vertex va
in Rt

1(G) will be Ne(v)×N(a).

Dt
Q(G) can be thought of as the subgraph of Rt

1(G) induced upon some subset
S of V ×{0, 1}t. For any given vertex v ∈ V of the initial graph we let Ωt

Q(v) be the
set of all strings a ∈ {0, 1}t such that va belongs to the subset S. In other words
for any vertex v of the initial graph G we can think of Ωt

Q(v) as the set of all binary
strings that describe the birth/survival history of descendants of v within Dt

Q(G).

For G = (V,E) we have that Dt
Q(G) has vertex set

∪v∈V {va : a ∈ Ωt
Q(G)} (5.10)

and edge set

{{va, ub} : {u, v} ∈ E, a ∈ Ωt
Q(u),b ∈ Ωt

Q(v), a ∈ N(b)}. (5.11)

Since knowledge of Ωt
Q(v), for each v ∈ V , amounts to knowledge of the structure

of Dt
Q(G) the obvious question to ask is how does Ωt

Q(v) evolve ?. Answering this
question is not easy, but investigating the issue reveals something about the sort of
mechanism responsible for generating the complexity.
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5.3.5 The way Ωt
Q(v) evolves

For a vertex v with a neighbourhood Ne(v) we have that Ωt
Q(v) evolves so that;

Ωt+1
Q (v) = [Ωt

Q(v)× {0}] ∪ [{a ∈ Ωt
Q(v) : |Ne(va)| ≤ Q

2
} × {1}].(5.12)

where the degree |Ne(va)| of v’s descendant va within Dt
Q(G) is

|Ne(va)| =
∑

u∈Ne(V )

|Ωt
Q(u) ∩N(a)| =

∑
b∈N(a)

|{u ∈ Ne(v) : b ∈ Ωt
Q(u)}|. (5.13)

Using these recursions we can determine the conditions that specify the nature
of Ωt

Q(v) for the first few time steps.

0 ∈ Ω1
Q(v) always,

1 ∈ Ω1
Q(v)⇔ |Ne(v)| ≤ Q

2
.

So every vertex has a offspring and a vertex survives as a parent provided it has
degree ≤ Q

2
.

00 ∈ Ω2
Q(v) always.

01 ∈ Ω2
Q(v) ⇔ 0 ∈ Ω1

Q(v) and |Ne(v0)| ≤ Q
2
⇔ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : 1 ∈ Ω1

Q(u)}| ≤ Q
2

⇔ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q
2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

10 ∈ Ω2
Q(v)⇔ 1 ∈ Ω1

Q(v)⇔ |Ne(v)| ≤ Q
2

11 ∈ Ω2
Q(v) ⇔ 1 ∈ Ω1

Q(v) and |Ne(v1)| ≤ Q
2
⇔ 1 ∈ Ω1

Q(v) and |{u ∈ Ne(v) : 0 ∈
Ω1
Q(u)}| + |{u ∈ Ne(v) : 1 ∈ Ω1

Q(u)}| ≤ Q
2
⇔ |Ne(v)| ≤ Q

2
and |Ne(v)| + |{u ∈

Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q
2
}| ≤ Q

2
⇔ |Ne(v)|+ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

These conditions can be ordered by implication in that

11 ∈ Ω2
Q ⇒ 10 ∈ Ω2

Q(v)⇒ 01 ∈ Ω2
Q(v)⇒ 00 ∈ Ω2

Q(v). (5.14)

We can continue to do the three time step case, as summarised below.
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000 ∈ Ω3
Q(v) always.

010 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇔ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

100 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇔ |Ne(v)| ≤ Q

2
.

110 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇔ |Ne(v)|+ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

001 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇔ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)|+ |{z ∈ Ne(u) : |Ne(z)| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

011 ∈ Ω3
Q(v) ⇔ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q

2
}| + |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| + |{z ∈

Ne(u) : |Ne(z)| ≤ Q
2
}| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

101 ∈ Ω3
Q(v) ⇔ |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |{z ∈ Ne(u) : |Ne(z)| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
}| + |{u ∈ Ne(v) :

|Ne(u)|+ |{z ∈ Ne(u) : |Ne(z)| ≤ Q
2
}| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

111 ∈ Ω3
Q(v) ⇔ |Ne(v)| + |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| ≤ Q

2
}| + |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |{z ∈

Ne(u) : |Ne(z)| ≤ Q
2
}| ≤ Q

2
}| + |{u ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(u)| + |{z ∈ Ne(u) : |Ne(z)| ≤

Q
2
}| ≤ Q

2
}| ≤ Q

2
.

Unfortunately these expressions cannot be given a linear ordering of implication
that holds in general. The best possible is as follows;

111 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇒ 110 ∈ ω3

Q(v)⇒ 101 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇒ [110 ∈ Ω3

Q(v) and 011 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)].

[110 ∈ Ω3
Q(v) or 011 ∈ Ω3

Q(v)]⇒ 010 ∈ Ω3
Q(v)⇒ 001 ∈ Ω3

Q(v)⇒ 000 ∈ Ω3
Q(v).

If we think of our connected graphs as organisms (which may not be unreasonable,
since they can adapt, self replicate and behave in complex ways) then the rules that
determine the nature of Ωt

Q(v) could be thought of something like DNA, determining
how the organisms develop at the microscopic level depending upon how the initial
cells (vertices) are arranged.

The ever increasing complexity of the nested neighbourhood relations that de-
cide a given binary strings presence within Ωt

Q(v) mirrors the complexity we see from
running the system. We can describe the way the nested neighbourhood relations
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follow from one another in an algorithmic way, but first we must make quite a few
definitions.

Suppose we have a nested neighbourhood relation

S(v) ≡ (
∑
i∈IS

|{x ∈ Ne(v) : si(x)}| ≤ Q

2
). (5.15)

We might encounter such a relation in an expression like

S(v)⇔ a ∈ Ωt
Q(v). (5.16)

In other words perhaps S(v) is shorthand for some set of local structural constraints
that v must adhere too in order to produce the descendant va in Dt

Q(G). What
exactly S(v) says is that the number of neighbours x that satisfy relation si, summed
over a set of relations {si : i ∈ I}, is less than or equal to Q

2
. Note that the letter x

within this expression is a dummy variable, we could just have well used any other
character in its place without changing the meaning. For a nested neighbourhood
relation like S(v) let us define the operator W such that

W (S)(v) ≡ (|{y ∈ Ne(v) : (
∑
i∈IS

|{x ∈ Ne(y) : si(x)}| ≤ Q

2
)}| ≤ Q

2
). (5.17)

So now W (S)(v) says that the number of neighbours of v satisfying relation S is
less than or equal to Q

2
. We define the ⊕ operation such that for any condition like

S(v), and a similar relation

P (v) ≡ (
∑
i∈IP

|{x ∈ Ne(v) : pi(x)}| ≤ Q

2
) (5.18)

we have

S(v)⊕ P (v) ≡ (
∑
i∈IS

|{x ∈ Ne(v) : si(x)}|+
∑
i∈IP

|{x ∈ Ne(v) : pi(x)}| ≤ Q

2
). (5.19)

For a set of nested neighbourhood relations L = {L1, L2, ..., Ln} we define

⊕Li∈LLi = L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ ...⊕ Ln. (5.20)

Now for a binary string a ∈ {0, 1}t let J(a)(v) be the nested neighbourhood relation
equivalent to a’s existence in Ωt

Q(v). Now we can state our result, which yields an
algorithmic approach to determining all nested neighbourhood relations.

J(1)(v) ≡ |Ne(v)| ≤ Q

2
(5.21)
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and
J(0)(v) ≡ ø (5.22)

( always satisfied).
For any a ∈ {0, 1}t we have

J(a0)(v) ≡ J(a)(v) (5.23)

and
J(a1)(v) ≡ ⊕b∈N(a)W (J(b))(v). (5.24)

To see how this works suppose we want to know J(11)(v) i.e. suppose we want to
attain the nested neighbourhood relation that is equivalent to 11 ∈ Ω2

Q(v). In this
case N(1) = {0, 1} and so J(11)(v) ≡ W (J(1))(v) ⊕W (J(0))(v) is equivalent to
(|{y ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(y)| ≤ Q

2
}| + |{y ∈ Ne(v) : ø}| ≤ Q

2
) which is equivalent to

(|{y ∈ Ne(v) : |Ne(y)| ≤ Q
2
}|+ |Ne(v)| ≤ Q

2
).

5.3.6 Direct self replicators

We say that a connected graph G = (V,E) is a direct self replicator of period p iff
there exists a mapping F : V 7→ {0, 1}p such that ∀u, v ∈ V we have F(v) ∈ Ωp

Q(v)
and

{u, v} ∈ E ⇒ N(F(v)) ∩ Ωp
Q(u) = F(u) (5.25)

, and p is the minimal positive integer for which this is true.

Intuitively a direct self replicator is a connected graph that produces a copy
of itself (induced on {v ∈ F(v) : v ∈ V } ⊆ V × {0, 1}p) within which each vertex is
in an exactly equivalent position to its ancestor in the original graph.

Theorem 5.3.4 A connected graph G = (V,E) is directly self replicating with period
2 iff G is bipartite with each vertex of degree (Q

4
, Q

2
]. D2

Q(G) will consist of 2 copies
of G and |G| isolated vertices.

When a self replicator is not direct it seems to usually be responsible for
throwing off other connected structures whilst it replicates itself. An example of a
non direct self replicating structure when Q = 4 is shown in figure 5.6.

In this case the descendants of {3, 6} will form a 2 vertex complete graph whilst
the sets {1, 2} and {4, 5} will each be responsible for the generation of another copy
of the original graph. Figure 5.7 shows the full dynamics that ensue from this graph
(amongst other things).
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Figure 5.6: A non direct self replicator when Q = 4.

Long term dynamics when Q = 4

Extensive simulations have lead us to conjecture about the long term dynamics of
an arbitrary graph under the Q = 4 degree capped model. When we disregard
singletons, as we do, we find that a graph is fixed under the degree capped model iff
it holds no edges connecting a pair of vertices of degree ≤ Q

2
and no edges connecting

a pair of vertices of degree > Q
2

. In the Q = 4 case the set of fixed graphs is hence
the set of bipartite graphs with all vertices in one part having degree in {1, 2} and
all vertices in the other part having degree in {3, 4}. We also find that any polygon
graph on an even number of vertices (such as a square or a hexagon) will repeatedly
bifurcate, copying itself every two time steps. It appears as though if we evolve
any finite initial graph for long enough the only persistent structures will be these
fixed bipartite graphs, bifurcating even polygon graphs and a small set of additional
graphs. The phase space associated with these additional graphs is illustrated in
figure 5.7 (neglecting isolated vertices). Our conjecture that these are the only
persistent structures is supported by the fact that these are the only graphs one
discovers by running every initial graph with 6 or less vertices. If the conjecture is
true then finding the eigenvalues associated with the phase diagram in figure 5.7 will
give us an accurate description long term dynamics of any sufficiently complicated
initial graph.

5.3.7 Introducing stochasticity

It is important to ask whether the self replicating structures found within our models
are resilient to the introduction of stochasticity/asynchrony in the update process.
Cellular automata can give rise to similar types of emergent behaviour but intro-
ducing stochasticity tends to destroy it. We performed a computer experiment that
verifies that some of our models can produce self replicative behaviour which is re-
silient to certain kinds of stochasticity. In our modified stochastic degree capped
model we choose some degree cap Q and update probability p. To update under
this system we simultaneously give each vertex an offspring (with the same neigh-
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Figure 5.7: A phase diagram showing the dynamics of all non trivial self replicating
structures believed to arise within the Q = 4 system, isolated vertices have been
neglected.
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Figure 5.8: An example showing how number of isomorphic pairs of connected
components grows with time when Q = 4 and p = 0.7, starting from a two vertex
complete graph.

bourhood as its parent) with probability p and then any vertex of degree greater
than Q gets removed with probability p.

In this Q = 4 case when p ≥ 0.6 most graphs still eventually evolve into a soup
of self replicating graphs that increase in number exponentially. When 0.6 > p > 0.4
we tend to get periodic appearances of similar graphs that seem to diverge back into
diversity before they are able to reproduce. When p ≤ 0.4 the system tends to
break, rare vertices tends to gain very large degrees and then get destroyed, this
effect tends to destroy all the edge structures.

There are many other ways one could introduce stochasticity (like adding or
subtracting random edges or vertices) and many issues with respect to self repli-
cation that could be studied. Our simple computer experiment demonstrates that
the self replicative processes observed are not merely artifacts of the simultane-
ous/deterministic nature of our model but instead persist in the presence of sub-
stantial levels of noise.

5.4 Conclusions

So to summarise we have introduced degree capped reproduction as a simple biolog-
ically inspired model that can nevertheless produce very complicated self replicative
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processes. We demonstrated this by our analysis of the dynamics of the two vertex
complete graph. In truth we have achieved little more than this demonstration. We
have a few results to classify a few low period trivial replicators but these are of little
interest in comparison to the abundance of fascinating non trivial self replicators.
We have found equivalence in the behaviour of different regular graphs but we have
yet to find more general conditions about when different graphs will evolve in the
same way. We have conjectured about the long term phase space of Q = 4 sys-
tems but we cannot prove the conjecture without greater understanding. In order
to understand things better we need to answer more fundamental questions.

Does finite initial graph and finite Q imply finite phase diagram ? Do finite
Q exist so that Dt

Q(G) can represent any computation by choosing an appropriate
initial graph ? These are important questions we would very much like to answer,
and they seem related to other questions like What is the maximal replicative period
(or phase diagram size) associated with a graph under a given Q ? How does the
degree distribution evolve ? What is the average growth rate in number of vertices
? Are there bounds upon diameter ? These questions are all interlinked but so far
we have not attained any analytical answers. If one considers the great increase in
complexity between Q = 6 dynamics and Q = 8 dynamics (figure 5.4) perhaps this
is not too surprising. Maybe degree capped reproduction are just too complicated to
understand in a complete way. Our best achievements with respect to these systems
have just been to demonstrate their enormous complexity and their resilience to
stochasticity. Since degree capped reproduction models possess these features they
might be able to teach us about interesting real world processes. Processes where
families of complicated self replicating structures emerge from simple initial forms -
processes like the takeoff of new technology or the origins of life. We will now discuss
a few generalisations of degree capped reproduction models that we may study in
the future.

5.4.1 Modified update rules

The fact that these easily defined systems tend to display complicated self replicative
behaviour is the thing that makes them interesting. When we see this kind of
behaviour it is natural to ask what other simply defined systems might display self
replicative behaviour. There are many reasons we might want to find such systems.
Perhaps we can find a complex self replicative adaptive graph system with even
simpler rule specification. Such a system might be easier to analyse mathematically
and better demonstrate how simple adaptive graph models can induce very complex
dynamics. Another reason to search for other self replicative adaptive graph models
would be to try to find a more interesting phenomena. A simple system within which
a small initial graph evolves to become an ecosystem of arbitrary size and diversity
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would be a very interesting thing to study. Perhaps the most powerful motivation for
exploring the space of simple self replicative rules is to try to find patterns and laws
that apply to many self replicative processes. There are many statistics that could
be cataloged in efforts to find such patterns - statistics centered around relating the
phase space topology to the topology of individual graphs therein.

There is of course an infinite number of adaptive graph models- we cannot
search through them all. The main challenge seems to be isolating a slice of the
model space that is wide enough to include really interesting behaviour whilst narrow
enough to be rigorously explored by computer. Since we know our degree capped
model can generate complex self replicative behaviour this seems like a good place to
start. Degree capped reproduction systems have vertices reproduce using mechanism
1 whilst culling vertices that exceed the degree cap. Rather then only culling vertices
whose degree exceeds the cap a generalisation would be to define some I ⊆ R and
have vertices culled iff their degree falls within I. We could also define systems
of this sort that employ growth mechanism 3 (we know that this can produce self
replicative processes from section 4.4). Investigating the dynamics of models where
vertices reproduce and get culled if they have degrees within arbitrary integer sets
would be interesting. We could for example prespecify the ‘culling integer set’ I so
that n ∈ I with probability p for any n ∈ N0. We could then investigate how the
dynamics of our models tend to vary with p. A slightly greater generalisation of our
degree capped reproduction models would be to have vertices reproduce via different
growth mechanisms m dependent upon their degree. Such a generalised model would
be defined by a culling integer set I ⊆ R and a mapping f : N0 7→ {0, 1, ..., 7}.
An update would consist of giving every vertex of degree n an offspring born with
connectivity as defined by the Rf(n) growth mechanism, ∀n ∈ N0, and then removing
every vertex of the resulting graph with degree in I. Degree capped reproduction
rules decide the fate of vertices by checking their degree. We could define more
general update mechanisms where effects get triggered if the subgraph induced upon
vertices up to a given distance away has a given form. Such effects might include
destruction or replacement with other motifs. The class of models of this sort (graph
grammars) is huge, it will doubtlessly include pockets of intuitive and interesting
models, like our degree capped reproduction systems, but without a very efficient
computer program and a good method of searching we risk getting lost in a very
large space of models.

One more quite tempting idea is to have lots of different types of vertices,
say ones of different colours, that reproduce according to different mechanisms, get
culled under different conditions and their offspring (born with the same colour) have
tendencies to connect to some colours but not others. This is kind of generalisation
of the game theory based mechanisms discussed in chapter 4. We could include
the possibility that occasionally mutant offspring are produced, offspring of a new
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colour that behave in new ways. If we let such systems evolve for long enough they
will probably gravitate towards a pure growth mode- forming one giant connected
component (a type of behaviour that is not particularly interesting). If instead we
impose an extra condition, like say periodically destroy connected components on
more than 10 vertices, then pure growth would no longer be favorable and our model
may evolve its rules to some type of self replicative behaviour. Whether complex or
simple behaviour would dominate or whether general principles might describe such
evolutionary systems are interesting questions.

5.4.2 Introducing stochasticity

As we discussed in subsection 5.3.7 the introduction of stochasticity can make our
models more interesting. It seems as though the self replicative processes within our
models are quite resilient to stochasticity, and this is good news. If a self replicative
loop begins it will produce fast growing numbers of copies. Added stochasticity
will cause a few of these copies to be mutated, allowing them to cross barriers and
explore other self replicative forms. The way that self replicative processes begin
in the presence of stochasticity may also be of biological interest. Starting from
a random soup the number of identical components keeps increasing then dying
back until eventually enough structures co-exist for a replicative takeoff (figure 5.8).
Perhaps the organisms at life’s origin also suffered a series of ‘false starts’ of ever
increasing magnitude before the number of organisms with self replicative tenancies
started to increase exponentially. Perhaps this sort of barrier crossing behaviour
describes how other real world replicative processes begin as well.

The way we measured the ‘amount’ of self replication occurring in subsection
5.3.7 was to count the number of pairs of isomorphic connected components. If this
number keeps increasing it stands to reason that somehow connected components
are reproducing themselves. If one takes such a looser view of self replication then
one can see it occur in other unexpected situations. Consider Erdos- Renyi random
graphs for example. When the number of edges is small Erods-Renyi graphs do
not tend to be very well connected- they tend to consist of many small connected
components such as triangles. The number of isolated triangles in such an Erdos-
Renyi graph will likely increase if one adds more vertices and edges (whilst keeping
the average degree the same). So we are adding material to the global graph whilst
we are observing an increase in the number of isomorphic isolated subgraphs, is this
self replication ? The obvious answer would be no because we are introducing the
vertices and edges from outside, so in no sense are our connected components being
‘born of themselves’. But is this just semantics ? If we suppose that each time step
we introduce one offspring for each existing vertex, and suppose the offspring are
randomly connected to maintain the low average degree of the Erdos-Renyi graph
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then essentially our connected components are self replicating. We haven’t really
changed anything about our Erdos-Renyi graph except that we have imagined that
the vertices are born within the system rather then entering from the outside.

5.5 Proofs

Half proof of conjecture 5.3.1

We can prove the if part but not the only if part (although I think this is also
true).

The if part can be proved as follows. When we update any graph any vertex
of degree ≤ Q

2
will yield both a parent and a offspring whilst each vertex of degree

> Q
2

will leave behind a offspring (but the parent will get culled). Now consider the
situation where the graph G adheres to the bipartite condition stated. Each vertex
within Y will only leave behind a offspring whilst each vertex that was in X will
leave behind a offspring and a surviving parent. Now since the graph is bipartite
and X,Y are the parts we will have that each (offspring) vertex that came from
Y will be connected to all of the surviving parents from X, meanwhile all of the
offspring that came from X will be isolated. It follows that DQ(G) will consist of a
connected component isomorphic to G together with |X| isolated vertices. �

Proof of lemma 5.3.2

Recall DQ(G) = CQ(R1(G)) and note from subsection 2.4.2 that we have
R1(G) = G⊗ tadpole, where tadpole is the graph pictured in figure 2.3. A vertex
(uG, uH) within the Kronecker product, G⊗H, of G and H will have a degree equal
to the degree of uG (in G) times the degree of uH (in H). So we have CQ.r(G⊗Hr) =
Hr ⊗ CQ(G). Since ⊗ is associative we have DQ.r(G ⊗Hr) = CQ.r(R1(G ⊗Hr)) =
CQ.r(tadpole⊗G⊗Hr) = Hr ⊗ CQ(tadpole⊗G) = Hr ⊗DQ(G).

Proof of theorem 5.3.3

The result is shown to be true for p = 1 within the half proof of conjecture
5.3.1. We assume p > 1 and perform our proof inductively by tracking patterns of
the development of the binary strings that identify the subset of V × {0, 1}t that
Dt
Q(G) is induced on.

Let dti = (δ1,i, δ2,i, ...., δt,i) and d̄ti = (1−δ1,i, 1−δ2,i, ...., 1−δt,i) where δi,j is the
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Kronecker delta. Let ζt ⊆ {0, 1}t be defined as ζt = {dti : i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}} (the set of
all t length strings with exactly one 1 entry). Similarly let µt = {d̄ti : i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t}}
(the set of all t length strings with exactly one 0 entry).

Suppose G is a bipartite graph that adheres to the restrictions above. In such
a case DQ(G) = R1(G). Alternatively one could say that DQ(G) is the subgraph of
R1(G) induced upon vertex set V × {0, 1}.

Let us use the shorthand con(t) to denote the condition that Dt
Q(G) is the

subgraph of R1(G) induced upon vertex set [X × (ζt ∪ {0t})] ∪ [Y × {0, 1}t].
We have shown that con(t) holds for t = 1, we wish to show that if t ≤ p− 2

and con(t) then con(t+ 1).

Suppose con(t) holds. Let us partition up the vertices that lie within Y ×{0, 1}t
by writing Y ×{0, 1}t = [Y ×I t]∪ [Y ×µt]∪ [Y ×{1t}] where I t = {0, 1}t− [µt∪{1t}]
is just the set of all t length binary strings that hold more than one 0 entry.

Let us consider a vertex xa ∈ X × [ζt ∪ {0t}] that belongs to Dt
Q(G). There

are two possibilities. The first is that a = 0t in which case the vertex will have a
neighbourhood Ne(xa) = {y1t : y ∈ Ne(x)} which means that the degree deg(xa)
of xa in Dt

Q(G) will be the same as the degree of x in G, which is clearly ≤ Q
2

which

implies that xa0 and xa1 will both be present in Dt+1
Q (G). The second possibility

is that xa ∈ X × ζt which implies that there will be some i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such that
a = dti. In this case the vertex xa will have neighbourhood Ne(xa) = {y1t : y ∈
Ne(x)} ∪ {yd̄ti : y ∈ Ne(x)} and hence will have a degree deg(xa) that is twice the
degree that x had in G. Such a degree must be greater than Q

2
and hence xa0 will

be present in Dt+1
Q (G) whilst xa1 will not.

So what we have shown is that if con(t) holds then each vertex xa ∈ X×ζt will
just leave behind an orphan xa0 in Dt+1

Q (G) whilst each xa ∈ X×{0t} will generate

a offspring xa0 and a surviving parent vertex xa1 in Dt+1
Q (G). It follows from this

that there will be some S ⊆ {0, 1}t+1 such that Dt+1
Q (G) will be the subgraph of

Rt+1
1 (G) induced upon the vertex set [X×(ζt+1∪{0t+1})]∪[Y ×S]. In other words we

have shown that, as far as descendants of X go, it looks like our con(t)⇒ con(t+1)
argument is working.

Now let us consider a vertex ya ∈ Y ×{0, 1}t. We will consider whether or not
such a vertex will survive another DQ update to survive on in Dt+1

Q (G) as a parent
ya1.

ya ∈ Y × I t implies that ya is isolated in Dt
Q(G) (because a neighbour cant

have a 0 in the same place in its string, but this string has a pair of 0’s and it can
only be connected to vertices from X but con(t) says no vertex in X has more than
one 1, so the potential neighbours don’t have enough 1’s to be actual neighbours).
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In such a case deg(ya) ≤ Q
2

so ya0 and ya1 will both be present in Dt+1
Q (G).

Now suppose ya ∈ Y × µt. In this case there will be some i ∈ {1, 2, ..., t} such
that a = d̄ti. Now the neighbourhood of ya in Dt

Q(G) will be Ne(ya) = {xdti : x ∈
Ne(y)} so the degree |Ne(ya)| = deg(ya) of ya in Dt

Q(G) will be the same as the

degree deg(y) of y in G which is ≤ Q
2

by definition. This means that ya0 and ya1
will both be present in Dt+1

Q (G).

ya ∈ Y × 1t implies that the neighbourhood of ya in Dt
Q(G) will be Ne(ya) =

{x1t : x ∈ Ne(y)} ∪ xa : x ∈ Ne(y), a ∈ ζt} so the degree |Ne(ya)| = deg(ya) of ya
in Dt

Q(G) will be (t+1)deg(y) which is ≤ Q
2

provided t ≤ p−2, and in such a case ya0

and ya1 will both be present in Dt+1
Q (G). Its important to note that when t = p− 1

we will have that such a vertex will have degree deg(ya) = (t + 1)deg(y) > Q
2

and
in this case ya0 will be present in Dt+1

Q (G) whilst ya1 will not.

So we have shown that when t ≤ p − 2 we will have that each vertex in
Y × {0, 1}t will have a offspring and survive on as a parent and so con(t + 1) will
hold. Note also from the last paragraph that if t = p − 1 holds instead then we
will have that Dt+1

Q (G) will be the subgraph of Rt+1
1 (G) induced upon the vertex set

[X × (ζt ∪ {0})] ∪ [Y × ({0, 1}t+1 − 1t)].

Our arguments characterize the full development of the binary strings during
the development of these replicators. This information could be used to determine
all sots of properties of graphs evolution. We will look at the binary strings and
prove that Dt

Q(G) consists of one connected component, plus some singletons, when
t < p and consists of p copies of G plus some singletons when t = p.

Let us introduce one more piece of notation. ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ., , , t} let gti = {xdti :
x ∈ X} ∪ {yd̄ti : y ∈ Y }.

When t < p i.e. when con(t) holds Dt
Q(G) will be the subgraph of Rt

1(G)
induced upon the vertex set [{x0t : x ∈ X}]∪[{y1t : y ∈ Y }]∪[{ya : a ∈ I t}]∪[∪ti=1g

t
i ]

which we denote as Zt.

Firstly the subgraph of Rt
1(G) induced upon the vertex set gi will be isomorphic

to G. This is not difficult to see. Any vertex xa ∈ gi such that x ∈ X will have the
form a = dti and hence will have a neighbourhood Ne(xa) = {yd̄ti : y ∈ Ne(x)} in
gi. Conversely any vertex yd̄ti ∈ gi will have neighbourhood Ne(yd̄ti) = {xdti : x ∈
Ne(y)} in gi. So each such gi is isomorphic to G.

The set of vertices of Zt − gi that are neighbours of vertices of gi will be
{y1t : y ∈ Y }. In fact for each vertex xdti ∈ gi : x ∈ X will have a neighbourhood
{yd̄ti : y ∈ Ne(x)} ∪ {y1t : y ∈ Ne(x)} in Zt whilst each yd̄ti ∈ gi : y ∈ Y will
have neighbourhood {xdti : x ∈ Ne(y)} in Zt. Every vertex y1t : y ∈ Y will have
a neighbourhood {xa ∈ gi : x ∈ Ne(v)} ∪ {x0t : x ∈ Ne(y)} in Zt. Every vertex
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x0t : x ∈ X will have a neighbourhood {y1t : y ∈ Ne(x)} in Zt. Every vertex
ya : y ∈ Y, a ∈ I t will be isolated in Zt.

It follows from that if one removes the vertices {ya : y ∈ Y, a ∈ I t} from Zt

then one will be left with a connected graph. Essentially the vertices {y1t : y ∈ Y }
act as a bridge between the different gi parts the vertices {y1t : y ∈ Y } also act to
keep the vertices {x0t : x ∈ X} connected to the rest of the component.

We have already shown that when con(t) holds Dt
Q(G) will be isomorphic to Zt.

We have also shown that con(1) holds and if t ≤ p−2 then con(t)⇒ con(t+ 1). We
can hence use induction to prove that con(t) holds ∀t ≤ p− 1 so that Dt

Q(G) = Zt.
Now we already say that when t = p− 1 descendants of X will develop just as they
did before, but descendants of Y will not, because vertices {y1t+1 : y ∈ Y } will
not be present in Dt+1

Q (G). What this means is that when t = p − 1 we will have

Dt+1
Q (G) = Zt+1−{y1t+1 : y ∈ Y }. Now by considering the connectivity of Zt+1 we

can see that removal of {y1t+1 : y ∈ Y } will cause Zt+1 to fragment, leaving behind
t− 1 + 1 = p connected components gti that are each isomorphic to G together with
isolated vertices {x0t+1 : x ∈ X} ∪ {ya : y ∈ Y, a ∈ I t+1}. �

Proof of theorem 5.3.4

Let G = (V,E) be a bipartite graph with each vertex of degree in (Q
4
, Q

2
].

Clearly DQ(G) = R1(G) so ∀v ∈ V , Ω1
Q(v) = {0, 1}. Now |Ne(v0)| = |{u ∈ Ne(v) :

1 ∈ Ω1
Q(u)}| = |Ne(v)| whilst |Ne(v1)| = |{u ∈ Ne(v) : 1 ∈ Ω1

Q(u)}| + |{u ∈
Ne(v) : 0 ∈ Ω1

Q(u)}| = 2|Ne(v)|. Clearly then ∀v ∈ V , Ω2
Q(v) = {00, 01, 10}. If

the parts of the bipartite graph G are called X and Y and we have ∀v ∈ V that
v ∈ X ⇒ F(v) = 01 and v ∈ Y ⇒ F(v) = 10 then this F specifies a directly
replicated copy of G within D2

Q(G). In other words the subgraph of D2
Q(G) induced

upon {vF(v) : v ∈ V } is a connected component isomorphic to G. The other copy
of G within D2

Q(G) is specified by setting F(v) = 10, ∀v ∈ X, and F(v) = 01,
∀v ∈ Y . This proves the if part, to see the only if part suppose that G is a directly
self replicating graph of period 2. Suppose ∃v ∈ V such that F(v) = 11 in this case
we must have ∀u ∈ Ne(v) that F(v) = 00 and ∀z ∈ Ne(u), F(v) = 00 .. etc. and
we get a chain of implication which implies that g is bipartite with vertices v in one
part such that F(v) = 00 and vertices v in the other part such that F(v) = 11. This
actually implies that G is a period 1 direct self replicator (i.e. a fixed point of DQ,
see conjecture 5.3.1) which contradicts our assumption that G is a period 2 direct
self replicator. This argument implies that if G is a period 2 direct self replicator
then we must have that F(v) ∈ {01, 10} ∀v ∈ V . Lets suppose then (without loss of
generality) that F(v) = 01 for some v ∈ V . This then implies that ∀u ∈ Ne(v) that
F(u) = 10 which in turn implies that ∀z ∈ Ne(u), F(u) = 01... and so this chain of
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implication implies that G is a bipartite graph. Also one can see from the results
from subsection 5.3.5 that Ω2

Q(v) = {00, 01, 10} ⇔ deg(v) ∈ (Q
4
, Q

2
]. �
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Chapter 6

Best response games

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we study best response games. These are a class of games on
graphs where vertices keep updating their strategy to the best response to their
surroundings. Such systems have been studied before, most notably in [68], [69],
where it is proved that any two strategy game on any graph structure will evolve
to a fixed or period 2 orbit. We focus on best response games on very simple graph
structures and ask the question of what happens when more than 2 strategies are
present.

6.1.1 Cellular automata

Cellular automata are systems in which we have a graph (often a regular graph)
and the vertices of the graph take discrete states. The state of each vertex updates
with time, usually in parallel, in a deterministic way which depends upon the states
of the vertices’s neighbours.

Wolfram [50] discovered 256 cellular automata that run on a line or circle
graph, each of these automata is specified by an update rule involving two states,
0 and 1. Over discrete time steps the value assigned to a each site i gets updated
simultaneously to a state f(xi−1, xi, xi+1) where f : {0, 1}3 7→ {0, 1} is the update
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rule, xi is the sites current state, and xi−1 and xi+1 are the states of the vertices
to its immediate left and right. Each of Wolfram’s rules is given a numerical code
a0 +2a1 +4a2 +8a3 +16a4 +32a5 +64a6 +128a7, which describes the rule mapping f
in that f(0, 0, 0) = a0, f(0, 0, 1) = a1, f(0, 1, 0) = a2, f(0, 1, 1) = a3, f(1, 0, 0) = a4,
f(1, 0, 1) = a5, f(1, 1, 0) = a6 and f(1, 1, 1) = a7. Best response games are cellular
automata and several of Wolfram’s 256 cellular automata appear in the consideration
of best response games on the circle.

For a set S let us define Pd(S) to be the set of all size d multi sets of elements
from S i.e. Pd(S) is the set of all unordered d-tuples {s1, s2, ...., sd} of members of
S, including those d-tuples containing more than one of the same element. Let us
define a regular automata as a quad

(G,S,Φ0(G), F ), (6.1)

where G = (V,E) is a regular degree d graph, S is a set of states, Φ0(G) is an
assignment of a state si ∈ S to each v ∈ V (the initial configuration) and F :
Pd(S) 7→ S is the update function/rule.

Such a regular automata begins with each vertex in the state specified by
Φ0(G) and at any time step t ∈ N0, the future state of any vertex v ∈ V , at time
t+ 1 will be

φt+1(v) = F ({s1, s2, ..., sd}) (6.2)

where
{s1, s2, ..., sd} = {φt(u)|u ∈ Ne(v)} (6.3)

is the set of states of v’s neighbours at time t.

6.1.2 Best response games

A game (ζ,M) consists of a set of strategies ζ = {1, 2, ..., k} which we label
with integers, together with a k×k payoff matrix M such that Mi,j ∈ R is the payoff
that a player receives from employing the ith strategy against the jth strategy.

In a best response game we have a graph G = (V,E), the vertices of which
represent players in a similar way to in chapter 4. At time t each vertex v ∈ V
employs a strategy φt(v) ∈ ζ. The total payoff∑

u∈Ne(v)

Mφt(v),φt(u) (6.4)
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of a vertex v at time t is the sum of payoffs that v receives from using its strategy
in a game with each neighboring player (note that total payoff is the same thing as
fitness, defined in chapter 4). Best response games evolve so that at any time t ∈ N0

each vertex simultaneously updates its strategy, so that at time t+ 1 it will employ
the strategy that would have maximized its total payoff, given what its neighbours
played, at time t. In other words each player simultaneously updates to play the
strategy that is the best response to its current surroundings.

We only consider best response games on regular graphs. We think of best
response games as quads

(G, ζ,Φ0(G),M), (6.5)

where G = (V,E) is a regular degree d graph, ζ is a set of strategies, Φ0(G) is an
assignment of a initial strategy φ0(v) ∈ ζ to each vertex v ∈ V and M is a payoff
matrix. Each such best response game is a regular automata (G, ζ,Φ0(G), F ), where
our update function F is induced by the payoff matrix M in that, for every unordered
d-tuple of strategies {s1, s2, ..., sd} ∈ Pd(ζ), we have F ({s1, s2, ..., sd}) is the strategy
in {α ∈ ζ} that maximizes

d∑
i=1

Mα,si , (6.6)

in other words F ({s1, s2, ..., sd}) is the strategy that is the best response to the local
strategy configuration {s1, s2, ..., sd}.

Note that in rare cases the payoff matrix could be such that two strategies are
tied as best responses to a possible local strategy configuration {s1, s2, ..., sd}. In
such a case F ({s1, s2, ..., sd}) is not be properly defined, because

d∑
i=1

Mα,si (6.7)

has no unique maximum with respect to α ∈ ζ. Such a problem can always be
alleviated by an infinitesimal perturbation of the elements in the payoff matrix M,
we always assume our matrix is such that this problem never occurs.

The goals of our project are two fold, we want to find out what sort of update
functions F can be induced by k strategy games on degree d graphs and we want to
understand how the induced automata will evolve with time.
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Figure 6.1: A space time plot showing the evolution of the Hawk - Dove example
game on the circle.

6.1.3 Two example best response games on the circle

The circle graph Cn is the graph with vertex set {v0, v1, ..., vn−1} and edge set
such that vi is adjacent to vj iff |i− j| = 1 mod n.

Every best response game (Cn, ζ,Φ
0(Cn),M) on the circle is a regular au-

tomata (Cn, ζ,Φ
0(Cn), F ), where the strategy φt+1(vi) employed by vertex vi ∈ Cn

at time t+ 1 will be

F ({φt(vi−1 mod n), φt(vi+1 mod n}), (6.8)

the strategy that maximizes the vertices’s total payoff against its neighbours strate-
gies φt(vi−1 mod n) and φt(vi+1 mod n).

The payoff matrix

M =

(
1 0
4 −2

)
is an example of a Hawk - Dove game (also known as the game of chicken

[60]), where 1 is the passive dove strategy and 2 is the aggressive hawk strategy. Let
us consider the best response game (Cn, ζ,Φ

0(Cn),M), where ζ = {1, 2} and M is
as above. This system corresponds to the regular automata (Cn, ζ,Φ

0(Cn), F ) with
update function F ({1, 1}) = 2, F ({1, 2}) = 2 and F ({2, 2}) = 1. We can picture
how this automata will evolve, on a 60 vertex circle C60 , from an example random
initial strategy configuration Φ0(Cn), with a space time plot as pictured in figure
6.1.

A space time plot [50] is a grid where the x axis is the index of the vertex of
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Figure 6.2: A space time plot showing the evolution of the three strategy game from
random initial conditions.

the circle and the y axis is the time step. Red blocks denote employers of strategy 2
whilst blue blocks represent employers of strategy 1. In our game a player adjacent
to an employer of dove and and employer of hawk gets updated to play the hawk
strategy, hence if a block on our space time plot has a red block on its left and a
blue block on its right then the block above it will be red. The system corresponds
to Wolframs cellular automata number 95, which is well known to have simple
dynamics, with every initial configuration evolving quickly to a fixed point or period
2 orbit.

Much more complicated dynamics can occur, for example when the 3 strategy
game with strategy set ζ = {1, 2, 3} and payoff matrix

M =

 3 94 46
33 85 66
52 2 67

 , is used in a best response game on the circle we get

dynamics like those shown in figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 shows the evolution of the system from a random initial configu-
ration on a 60 vertex circle over 60 time steps. In this case red blocks represent
strategy 1, green blocks represent strategy 2 and blue blocks represent strategy 3 .
Although the pattern of evolution appears random it is entirely deterministic, and
when we start the system from an initial configuration with one player employing
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Figure 6.3: A space time plot showing the evolution of the three strategy game from
simple initial conditions.

strategy 2 and all other players employing strategy 3 we get a space time plot (figure
6.3) that is Sierpinski’s gasket.

The cellular automata induced by this game can actually be reduced to the
two state cellular automata that is Wolframs cellular automata number 90. When
this automata runs on an infinite circle it has chaotic dynamics (when one thinks
of the automata as a dynamical system on a symbolic space), this was shown by
Kurka [77].

In this thesis we enumerate all of the possible update functions F that can be
induced by 2,3 or 4 strategy best response games on the circle by consideration of the
convex geometry behind best response game. Understanding this convex geometry
allows one to understand how the update rules of arbitrary best response games are
induced.
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6.2 The convex geometry behind best response

games

For a game (ζ,M), let us think of each strategy i ∈ ζ = {1, 2, ..., k} as a unit
vector

e(i) = (δ1,i, δ2,i, ...., δk,i) ∈ Rk, (6.9)

where δi,j is the Kronecker delta.

The strategy space ∆ ⊆ Rk is the convex hull of the set of unit strategy vectors
{e(i)|i ∈ ζ}. The points

x = (x1, x2, ..., xk) ∈ ∆ (6.10)

are probability distributions over the set of strategies ζ so that xi is the fraction of
the ith strategy employed in the strategy vector x.

The affine hull of {e(i)|i ∈ ζ} forms the extended strategy space S which we
can write as

S = {x ∈ Rk|xxT = 1}. (6.11)

S is isomorphic to Rk−1 and ∆ ⊂ S so we think of ∆ as a k − 1 dimensional unit
simplex, with the k unit strategy vectors e(i) as its vertices. For each pair of strategy
vectors x,y ∈ S the payoff one receives from playing x against y is

xMyT . (6.12)

The best response set to any strategy vector x ∈ S is the set of pure strategies
i such that ∀j ∈ ζ

e(i)MyT ≥ e(j)MyT . (6.13)

The ith best response region Ri ⊆ S is the set of all points in S that have a
best response set equal to i ∈ ζ, in other words Ri is the set of points x ∈ S where

[Mx]i > [Mx]j,∀j ∈ ζ − i. (6.14)

Every k strategy game (ζ,M) induces a partition of S into m ≤ k convex best
response regions Ri.

Let Td ⊂ ∆ be the set of all points x ∈ ∆ that can be written as∑
i∈D

e(i)

d
(6.15)
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for some D ∈ Pd(ζ) (where our sum takes into account that some elements may
occur in D several times). Then the set of points of Td will be partitioned up into
different best response regions Ri ∩ Td and the nature of the partition determines
the update function F of the regular automata that occurs when the game (ζ,M)
is used for a best response game on a d regular graph. We say that the partition of
Td into different best response regions Ri ∩Td is the best response partition of Td

induced by the game (ζ,M).

Suppose we have a generic best response game (G, ζ,Φ0(G),M), where G is a
regular degree d graph, then this will be a regular automata (G, ζ,Φ0(G), F ) where
∀D ∈ Pd(ζ), we have that F (D) will be the strategy j ∈ ζ such that∑

i∈D

e(i)

d
∈ Rj. (6.16)

Consider for example the Hawk - Dove game discussed in the previous section,
this is a two strategy game and hence our strategy space ∆ is the unit line. We
can plot the payoffs one receives from playing strategy 1 and 2 against the different
strategy vectors x ∈ ∆ as shown in figure 6.4.

One can see that this induces a convex partition of the unit line ∆ into two
best response regions R1 and R2. The update function F , when the game is played
on the circle, is determined by considering how the points of

T2 = {(1, 0), (1/2, 1/2), (0, 1)} (6.17)

are partitioned up into these best response regions. For example (1/2, 1/2) ∈ R2 so
F{1, 2} = 2.

For a 3 strategy game the simplex ∆ is the unit triangle, again we can plot the
payoffs one receives from playing each of the 3 strategies in ζ against each strategy
vector in ∆, we do this with the x-y plane representing the different strategy vectors,
and the z coordinate representing the payoffs one receives from employing different
strategies from ζ against the vectors (see figure 6.5).

Again this induces a partition of the simplex ∆ into convex regions, and again
the update function F is determined by how this partition divides up the points of
Td into different convex best response regions.

Our example game from the previous section induces the best response parti-
tion of T2 shown below.

We can now state the central result of this chapter.
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Figure 6.4: A plot showing the payoff received from using pure strategies against
mixed strategies in the Hawk - Dove game.
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Figure 6.5: A plot showing the payoffs received from using pure strategies against
mixed strategies in an example three strategy game.

Figure 6.6: The partition of the two dimensional simplex ∆ corresponding to the
three strategy game discussed in section 6.1.3.
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Theorem 6.2.1 ∀d, k > 0

A partition of the points of Td (within the k − 1 dimensional simplex ∆) into
m ≤ k subsets Wi ⊆ Td is the best response partition of Td induced by some k
strategy game (ζ,M) iff the convex hulls of every distinct pair of subsets Wi and
Wj in the partition do not intersect.

Theorem 6.2.1 allows us to determine when a given k state regular automata
is a best response game and hence allows us to enumerate best response games,
we prove it later after a more detailed description of the geometry of best response
partitions. The remainder of this section is heavily based upon a personal communi-
cation [87] received from my supervisor Chris Cannings who describes the geometry
of best response partitions particularly succinctly.

Given a non-singular payoff matrix M we can find a partition of the (k −
1)-dimensional space S into (open) best response regions Ri. Perhaps the word
‘division’ is better then the word ‘partition’, almost all the points of S will lie in the
interior of some region but some points will lie within the closed boundary between
regions, so in this sense our arrangement is not strictly a partition (we will use
the term partition regardless). First we will consider best response partitions of S.
Later we will consider how such partitions divide up the points of the simplex of
attainable strategies

∆ = {x ∈ S : x ≥ 0}. (6.18)

For each pair i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} : i 6= j let H(i, j) ⊂ S be the set of all x ∈ S
where

[Mx]i = [Mx]j. (6.19)

The hyperplane H(i, j) is the set where the payoffs to pure strategies i and j are
equal. Since M is non-singular this hyperplane has dimension k−2. The hyperplane
divides S into two regions, one where the payoff to pure strategy i exceeds that to
pure strategy j, and the other where the payoff to pure strategy j exceeds that to
pure strategy i. Each of the n(n−1)

2
pairs {i, j} define such a dividing hyperplane.

The set
∪i,j∈{1,2,...,k}:i 6=jH(i, j) (6.20)

of all of these hyperplanes together divide up the space S into the k! distinct regions
corresponding to the distinct orderings of the k payoffs at each point. The best re-
sponse region Ri is the union of (k−1)! of these k! regions, and these are necessarily
contiguous. The set of regions correspond to the orderings of {1, 2, . . . , k}, i.e. the
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permutations. The Caley graph of the group Sk under the generator set of transposi-
tion of adjacent elements corresponds to the adjacency of the Ri. Each transposition
corresponds to the crossing of a hyperplane where there is equality of the payoffs for
the elements which are transposed. For example, the Caley graph for S3 is a hexagon
with sequence of orderings (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (3, 1, 2), (3, 2, 1), (2, 3, 1), (2, 1, 3) around
the vertices, while S4 under these transpositions corresponds to the edges of the
truncated octahedron.

Alternately we can consider the sets

B(i) = {1, 2, . . . , k} − {i}, (6.21)

and H(B(i)) is the set of x ∈ S where the payoffs to the elements of B(i) are equal.
Since M is singular there exists a unique value

x∗ =
M−1l

lTM−1l
(6.22)

(A Nash equilibrium of the system). Each H(B(i)) passes through x∗ and on one
side the payoff to i is greater than that to all the others, and on the other side it
is less. We consider the set of k rays consisting of x(k) and that part of H(B(i))
where the payoff to i is less than the payoff to the other strategies, Ui. Since our
matrix is non-singular the set of rays form a basis for the simplex. For some set
V ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , k} the convex combination of the corresponding rays, ∪i∈VUi is the
set where there is equality of the payoffs to the set of payoffs indexed by the elements
not in V, all elements in V having lower payoffs. The regions Ri are the interiors
of the (closed) regions generated by convex combinations of points from V = B(i).
Each of these k closed regions is bounded by (k − 1) rays.

Thus we have that the division of the unit simplex into the k best response
regions is simply achieved by taking a point in the hyperplane containing the unit
simplex, and k rays emanating from that point with the condition that the reflection
of any ray in the central point lies in the convex hull of the other (k − 1) rays.

The converse of the above argument is simply that if we have a subdivision
of the hyperplane containing the unit simplex according to the above rule then we
can find a unique matrix which corresponds to those rays. Of course in the context
of a game on a circle there will be many sets of rays which produce the same best
response regions, and thus many payoff matrices. Suppose then that we are given the
specification of the rays as a set of linearly independent vectors ui for i = 1, 2, . . . , k
and form the matrix U which has the columns equal to the ui, then we select any
matrix A with ith column which have equal entries except for the diagonal entry
which is smaller. Now we only require to find matrix M such that

MU = A (6.23)
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i.e. M = AU−1, for this matrix M to provide us with an appropriate payoff matrix,
though we may require to add a constant to all elements if we require payoffs to be
positive.

Example. Suppose the rays from the central equilibrium value are such that
the matrix U is given by

U =


1 2 3 3
2 3 4 1
3 1 2 4
4 4 1 2


Note that the columns add to a constant but this is not required. Now we can

select any appropriate matrix A. For ease we take −I, where I is the unit matrix.
We have

M =


0.5444 −0.2333 −0.3444 −0.0111
−0.3889 0.1667 0.3889 −0.2778
0.1111 −0.3333 −0.1111 0.2222
−0.3667 0.3000 −0.0333 −0.0333


and we can add 1 if we require positive entries.

6.3 Enumeration of the 2 and 3 strategy best re-

sponse games on the circle

We can apply theorem 6.2.1 to quickly enumerate the different possible regular
automata that can occur for best response games (Cn, ζ,Φ

0(Cn),M) with k = 2
strategy games on the circle graph Cn. According to our theorem we must simply
list all the different possible ways to partition up our simplex ∆, the unit line, into
2 or less convex regions, with respect to the 3 points of T2 - the lines 2 end points
and the mid point.

There are of course only 2 ways of doing this, either all the 3 points belong
to the same region or one end point belongs to one region and the other two points
belong to the other. We can take each of these 2 unlabeled partitions and apply
labels to the regions, deciding which best response regions they represent. We hence
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Figure 6.7: A best response partition of the one dimensional simples ∆ that corre-
sponds to a self hating game

find that there are 6 non identical two strategy best response game on the circle, 3
of which are permuationally distinct, meaning there are 3 fundamentally different
types of 2 strategy best response games.

6.3.1 Everybody loves 1 games

These are the games induced when T2 ⊆ R1, and are induced whenever the pay-
off matrix obeys the inequalities M1,1 > M2,1 and M1,2 > M2,2 . This class of
best response games are regular automata with the update function F ({1, 1}) =
F ({1, 2}) = F ({2, 2}) = 1 so every local strategy configuration a vertex on the cir-
cle will encounter will have strategy 1 as its best response. The dynamics are very
simple in that, what every the initial strategy configuration, all players vi in Cn will
employ strategy φt(vi) = 1 for all time t ∈ N.

6.3.2 Self hating games

These games are induced by the best response partition shown in figure 6.7.

and are induced whenever the payoff matrix M obeys the inequalities M2,1 >

M1,1,
M2,1+M2,2

2
> M1,1+M1,2

2
and M1,2 > M2,2.

This class of games have update function F ({1, 1}) = F ({1, 2}) = 2 and
F ({2, 2}) = 1., and include many famous classes of games such as Hawk - Dove,
Chicken and Prisoner’s dilemma. Figure 6.1 is an example space time plot showing
the dynamics of this class of systems.

The regular automata induced by this class of games is equivalent to Wolframs
cellular automata number 95.
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Figure 6.8: A best response partition of the one dimensional simples ∆ that corre-
sponds to a self loving game

Figure 6.9: A space time plot of showing the dynamics of a self loving game on
C60 over 30 time steps, starting from a random initial condition. strategy 1 being
represented by blue and strategy 2 being represented by red.

6.3.3 Self loving games

These games are induced by the best response partition shown in figure 6.8.

Such games are induced whenever the payoff matrix M obeys the inequalities
M1,1 > M2,1,

M2,1+M2,2

2
> M1,1+M1,2

2
and M2,2 > M1,2. This class of games have

update function F ({1, 1}) = 1 and F ({1, 2}) = F ({2, 2}) = 2 and include famous
game types such as the stag hunt game. Figure 6.9 shows an example space time
plot of this type of system. These type of systems correspond to cellular automata
160 of Wolframs’s 256 elementary cellular automata.

The dynamics of all two strategy best response games are very simple, every
initial configuration evolving quickly to a fixed point or period two orbit.
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6.3.4 Three strategy games

We can also use theorem 1 to enumerate all of the different best response games on
the circle with k = 3 strategies.

To do this simply have to list all the fundamentally different ways of dividing
up ∆, the unit triangle, into 3 or less convex regions, with respect to the 6 points of
T2 ⊆ ∆- the 3 vertices and 3 edge midpoints of the unit triangle. It turns out there
are 12 fundamentally different ways of doing this.

Each of these 12 partitions p induces a similarity class which is the set of
best response partitions of T2 which can be attained by taking p and labeling the
regions with different strategies- deciding which best response region each region of
p represents.

So looking at the different labellings of the 12 partitions we find that there
are 285 non identical 3 strategy best response games on the circle, 52 of which are
permutationaly distinct.

We list space time plots of all of the 52 fundamentally different 3 strategy
best response games on the circle in the appendix (subsection 6.7.2), together with
diagrams that show the partitions of the similarity classes that the games belong to.

6.4 How to find best response games more gener-

ally

Enumeration of best response games on the circle for k > 3 is difficult to do in
the same visual manner as we applied for k = 2 or k = 3. For example when k = 4,
we find the different similarity classes by listing all of the fundamentally different
ways one can partition up the unit tetrahedron ∆ into 4 or less convex regions with
respect to the points of T2 - the 6 edge midpoints and 4 vertices of the tetrahedron.
For k > 4 a visual approach is impossible because we are dealing with space of 4 or
more dimensions.

Clearly the set of k strategy best response games on the circle are a subset
of the set of k state regular automata on the circle, so one fruitful question to ask
is when is a k state regular automata on the circle not a k strategy best response
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game?

We can think of each regular automata, (G,S,Φ0(G), F ), on a d regular graph
G, as inducing a partition of Td ⊂ ∆ in a similar way to the way we did for
best response games. To do this is that we think of our set of states as numbers
S = {1, 2, ..., k} and we think of each point D ∈ Pd(S) as a point∑

i∈D

e(i)

d
∈ Td (6.24)

and we think of the points Td as being partitioned into m ≤ k subsets Wi where
Wi is the set of all points ∑

i∈D

e(i)

d
∈ Td (6.25)

such that F (D) = i.

Now the converse of theorem 6.2.1 is that a regular automata (G,S,Φ0(G), F )
is not a k strategy best response game iff the partition of Td that (G,S,Φ0(G), F )
induces has a distinct pair of sets Wi and Wj with intersecting convex hulls.

So to answer our question, we should find all of the pairs of disjoint subsets
X, Y ⊆ Pd(S) such the convex hulls of

{
∑

i∈D e(i)

d
|D ∈ X} ⊆ Td (6.26)

and

{
∑

i∈D e(i)

d
|D ∈ Y } ⊆ Td (6.27)

intersect, we call such a pair, X, Y , (k, d) unacceptable because a k state regular
automata (G,S,Φ0(G), F ) on a d regular graph is not a best response game iff S
has a pair of states i 6= j, such that F−1(i), F−1(j) are (k, d) unacceptable.

Clearly if a pair X, Y ⊆ Pd(S) are such that there is a pair X ′ ⊆ X and
Y ′ ⊆ Y where X ′, Y ′ are (m, d) unacceptable, for m ≤ k, then X, Y are (k, d)
unacceptable. Knowing this we can tighten the definition of unacceptable pairs, to
lessen the number of pairs X, Y that we need to catalogue to determine whether or
not a regular automata is a best response game.

We say that a pair X, Y ⊆ Pd(S) are fundamentally (k, d) unacceptable if and
only if X, Y are (k, d) unacceptable and ∀X ′ ⊆ X, ∀Y ′ ⊆ Y , ∀m ≤ k we have that
X ′, Y ′ are (m, d) unacceptable implies {X ′, Y ′} = {X, Y } and m = k.

In other words a fundamentally unacceptable pair is an unacceptable pair that
properly contains no other unacceptable pairs. So we arrive at theorem 6.4.1.
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Theorem 6.4.1 ∀d, k > 0

A k state regular automata (G,S,Φ0(G), F ) on a d regular graph is a best
response game iff ∀m ≤ k, for every pair of states i 6= j of S, there does not exist a
pair X ⊆ F−1(i),Y ⊆ F−1(j) that is fundamentally (m, d) unacceptable.

Our enumeration problem is hence transformed into the problem of finding the
set of permuationally distinct fundamentally unacceptable pairs. All of the different
convex partitions of Td for a given k can be found by listing all the permuationally
distinct partitions of Td and then filtering out all of the partitions that contain
a pair of subsets X, Y such that there is a pair X ′ ⊆ X, Y ′ ⊆ Y that is (m, d)
unacceptable, for m ≤ k.

Let us consider the problem on the circle, when d = 2. There are no funda-
mentally (1, 2) unacceptable pair because P2{1} cannot be split into two disjoint
non empty sets.

The fundamentally (2, 2) unacceptable pairs can be found visually, the only
permuationally distinct way one may choose two disjoint subsets A and B of

T2 = {(1, 0, (1/2, 1/2), (0, 1)} (6.28)

such that the convex hulls of A and B intersect is A = {(1, 0), (0, 1)} and B =
{(1/2, 1/2)}. The pair X, Y , where X = {{1, 1}, {2, 2}} and Y = {{1, 2}} is hence
the only permuationally distinct fundamentally (2, 2) unacceptable pair.

The set of fundamentally (3, 2) unacceptable pairs can again be found visually.
It is easy to see that, if the convex hulls of two disjoint sets of T2, in the unit triangle,
intersect, then one of the two situations depicted in figure 6.10 must have occurred.

Figure 6.10 shows the only two permuationally distinct fundamentally (3, 2)
unacceptable pairs, X = {{2, 2}, {1, 3}}, Y = {{3, 3}, {1, 2}} andX∗ = {{1, 2}, {2, 3}}, Y ∗ =
{{2, 2}, {1, 3}}.

For a pair of disjoint sets X, Y ⊂ P2(S), let Gr(X, Y ) be the graph with a
vertex set consisting of the set of all elements x ∈ S such that x is a member of a
pair in X or Y , and edge set consisting of red edges X and blue edges Y .

An alternating walk of such a graph Gr(X, Y ) is a walk on the edges of
Gr(X, Y ) such that every edge traversed on the walk is of a different colour to
the previously traversed edge.

An alternating cycle of such a graph is an alternating walk that finishes on the
same vertex where it started - returning to the vertex along an edge of a different
colour to the colour of the edge that the walk first traversed.
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Figure 6.10: The two fundamentally unacceptable pairs of subsets of T2 within the
two dimensional simplex ∆.

Lemma 6.4.2 A pair X, Y is (k, 2) unacceptable iff Gr(X, Y ) has an alternating
cycle which traverses no edge more than twice and visits no vertex more than twice.

This leads to a result that allows us to completely characterise the set of fundamen-
tally (k, 2) unacceptable graphs for generic k.

Recall that Cn denotes the n vertex circle graph, let C1 be a single vertex with
a self loop.

Let a k vertex dumbell graph DUM(a, b)k, where a + b < k, be the fusing of
two circle graphs Ca+1 and Cb+1 to the two end points of a line graph (by identifying/
overlapping vertices) so that the resulting graph, DUM(a, b)k, has k vertices.

Note that when a + b = k − 1, the connecting line between the two circles
in DUM(a, b)k has no edges, and hence DUM(a, b)k resembles a figure 8 in that it
consists of two circles intersecting at one vertex.

Let a good colouring of a graph G be a colouring of its edges with red and blue
such that, if a vertex v ∈ G only has two edges incident on it then the two edges are
painted different colours and otherwise two edges incident on a vertex v are painted
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different colours iff they do not lie on the same cycle of G.

Theorem 6.4.3 X, Y is fundamentally (k, 2) unacceptable iff one of the following
conditions hold;

1) k = 2 and Gr(X, Y ) is a good colouring of DUM(0, 0)2.

2) k > 2 is even and Gr(X, Y ) is a good colouring of Ck or DUM(a, b)k where
a, b ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} are even and such that a+ b < k

3) k > 2 is odd and Gr(X, Y ) is a good colouring of DUM(a, b)k where a, b ∈
{0, 1, ..., k} are even and such that a+ b < k.

Theorem 6.4.3 allows us to picture the different fundamentally unacceptable
pairs, this is done up to k = 5 in the appendix (subsection 6.7.4).

Corollary 6.4.4 ∀k ≥ 3 the number of permuationally distinct fundamentally (k, 2)
unacceptable pairs is

1 + bk/2c+
b(k − 1)/4c(b(k − 1)/4c+ 1)

2
+
b(k − 3)/4c(b(k − 3)/4c+ 1)

2
. (6.29)

where ∀x ∈ R, bxc is the greatest integer that is not greater then x.

Using theorems 6.4.1 and 6.4.3 we can make an algorithm to check if a regular
automata on the circle corresponds to a best response game and hence we can solve
the problem of finding all of the fundamentally different 4 strategy best response
games on the circle. The way we do this is to use a computer to generate the set
of all four state degree 2 regular automata and then filter this set, removing those
rules that do not correspond to best response games. We find that there are 143524
non identical four strategy games and 6041 permutationaly distinct games. There
are 4918 permuationally distinct games where all 4 best response regions intersect
with T2 and all the other 4 strategy games essentially appear in consideration of
games with k < 4 strategies.
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Figure 6.11: An example best response partition of T2 within the one dimensional
simplex ∆.

6.5 2 and 3 strategy Best response games on cer-

tain types of degree 3 graphs

When dealing with degree 3 graphs, the different update functions F that can
occur correspond to convex partitions of ∆ with respect to the points of T3. When
we have k = 2 strategies, we may enumerate all of the different possible best response
games by considering the different possible partitions of the unit line ∆ into 2 or less
convex regions with respect to the 4 points of T3 = {(1, 0), (1/3, 2/3), (2/3, 1/3), (0, 1)}.
For example we might partition up our points as shown in figure 6.11.

As before we can list all the different ways we can divide up these points into
best response regions, this approach yields the 5 permutationally distinct update
functions F that could be induced by two strategy best response games.

The best response game enumeration problem can also be solved visually on
degree 3 graphs for k = 3 strategies. In this case we must list all the different ways
to partition up the unit triangle ∆ with respect to the 10 points of T3.

For example we might have the best response partition shown in figure 6.12.

Listing the different partitions convex partitions of ∆ with respect to T3,
analogously to before, gives 82 permutationally distinct update functions F where
all three strategies occur.

Of course there are many degree 3 graph structures on which our systems might
run. Staying with our theme of circles, we consider the dynamics of best response
games on the circle graph with self linkage, C∗n, which is the graph with vertex set
{u0, u1, ..., un−1}, where ∀ui ∈ C∗n,

Ne(ui) = {ui−1 mod n, ui, ui+1 mod n}. (6.30)

See figure 6.13.
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Figure 6.12: An example best response partition of T2 within the two dimensional
simplex ∆.

Figure 6.13: A circle graph with self linkage.
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Figure 6.14: A space time plot depicting the dynamics of the game with best response
relations pictured in figure 6.11 running upon a 60 vertex circle with self linkage for
30 time steps.

Regular automata (C∗n, S,Φ
0(C∗n), F ) on this graph structure update so that

φt+1(ui) = F ({φt(ui−1 mod n), φt(ui), φ
t(ui+1 mod n)}). (6.31)

Our k = 2 strategy games have simple dynamics on this graph structure, for example
the best response partition shown in figure 6.11 generates the space time plot shown
in figure 6.14, which shows the dynamics that ensue when this system is started
from random initial conditions on C∗60.

The 5 permutationally distinct degree 3 best response games with 2 strategies
correspond to rules 0, 232, 23, 128 and 127, of Wolfram’s 256 cellular automata,
when running on the circle with self interaction C∗n. We give example space time
plots of all these 2 strategy best response games on C∗60 in the appendix (subsection
6.7.3).

Again with 3 strategies more complex behaviour can occur, the example par-
tition in figure 6.12 yields the space time plot in figure 6.15.

Consider a regular automata running on the n- polygonal prism graph, Pn,
which is the graph obtained by taking the disjoint union of two n vertex circle
graphs, C0

n, on vertices v0
0, v

0
1, ..., v

0
n−1 and C1

n on vertices v1
0, v

1
1, ..., v

1
n−1, and adding

an edge between v0
i and v1

i , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., n− 1}.
Pn is a degree 3 regular graph, and it turns out when n is even, the dynamics of

a regular automata with state set S and update function F are essentially equivalent
to the dynamics of the regular automata running on the circle with self linkage.

For even n, let us partition Pn into two completely disconnected subgraphs
X = {v0

0, v
1
1, v

0
2, v

1
3, ..., v

1
n−1} and Y = {v1

0, v
0
1, v

1
2, v

0
3, ..., v

0
n−1}. See figure 6.16. Now

suppose every vertex v ∈ Pn is in state φt(v) , at time t. Now a vertex vai in subgraph
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Figure 6.15: A space time plot depicting the dynamics of the game with best response
relations pictured in figure 6.12 running upon a 60 vertex circle with self linkage for
60 time steps.
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Figure 6.16: A picture of P4 with the disconnected subgraph X highlighted.

X will get updated, under F , to state

F ({φt(vai−1 mod n), φt(va+1 mod 2
i ), φt(vai+1 mod n)}) (6.32)

at time t+ 1.

Let us observe the states of the vertices of Y at t, and imagine that these states
were instead present on circle with self linkage C∗n, with vertex set {u0, u1, ..., un−1},
so that the state of uj is φt(uj) = φt(vbj), the state of the vertex of Y with subscript
j, at time t.

Before we considered how a generic vertex vai , of X would get updated in Pn,
if vai is in X then va+1 mod 2

i is in Y . Now we imagining the dynamics when the
states of the vertices of Y ⊂ Pn are lifted onto Cn∗, then ui ∈ C∗n is in state

φt(ui) = φt(va+1 mod 2
i ), (6.33)

and if the operator F were acting on C∗n (i.e. if our regular automata were instead
running on C∗n ) then the state of ui would get updated, at time t+ 1 to become

F ({φt(ui−1 mod n), φt(ui), φ
t(ui+1 mod n)}) (6.34)

which is identical to

F ({φt(vai−1 mod n), φt(vi+1 mod 2
i ), φt(vai+1 mod n)}), (6.35)
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which is precisely the state that vai ∈ X gets updated to when the regular automata
runs on the original graph.

So to determine the dynamics of a regular automata on Pn, for even n, we
must simply lift the initial states off the subgraph Y onto the circle with self linkage
Cn∗ and run the dynamics with the same regular automata, on Cn∗, and sequence
of global states of C∗n that we find, are exactly the global states we get occurring on
Pn, appearing in alternating fashion of the subgraphs X and Y , i.e.

Φ0(C∗n),Φ1(C∗n),Φ2(C∗n), ...,Φt(C∗n) ' Φ0(Y ),Φ1(X),Φ2(Y ), ...,Φt(X). (6.36)

Of course by symmetry we may also determine the future dynamics of the subgraph
X in exactly analogous fashion.

6.6 Conclusion

Best response games are cellular automata which possess rich and diverse dy-
namics. Understanding the geometry behind best response games allows us to cata-
logue the different games as well as to understand more clearly how interconnectivity
and game specification interact to determine the evolution of a populations strate-
gies. The proof of theorem 6.2.1 is of mathematical interest as it involves the fact
that for almost every partition of Rk−1 into k convex regions, there is exactly one
interior point common to each region, such a result could perhaps be extended to
discuss convex partitions/ tilings of Rk−1 into i 6= k sets. Another point of mathe-
matical interest is the connection between the theory of alternating cycles and the
problem of enumerating best response games on the circle, this was a unexpected
relationship.

There are a great many directions that we might take our research on best
response games. With respect to games on the circle it would be interesting to focus
more upon dynamics. Complete analysis of the dynamics on the circle is surely
difficult due to the vastly complex cellular automata present. In fact I think one
should be able to prove that complete understanding is impossible by showing that
some such systems can emulate universal Turing machines. One thing that could
be achieved however would be a computer based categorisation of the complexity
of the dynamics. By using Wolframs idea of dividing cellular automata into the
classes of ‘fixed, period, chaotic or complex’ dynamics (or some more sophisticated
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classification) one could investigate the questions like what type of dynamics are to
be expected under a random game with a given number of strategies ?.

It would also be interesting to study the dynamics of best response games on
structures of higher degree. A generalisation of theorem 6.4.3 to graphs of degree
d > 2 would certainly be useful in this regard. There are many other structures
where analytic progress could be made. We spent some time analysing the dynam-
ics of best response games on complete graphs. In almost all such cases it seems that
the whole population will behave in the same way, with each vertex updating to em-
ploy the best response to the initial populations mixed strategy and then continuing
to switch to the pure best response to itself. It would be interesting to prove this
and study graphs that are ‘a little less complete’. Analysis of the dynamics on other
structures like the torus, the hyper cube, regular trees, random regular graphs etc.
might also be fruitful. Studying the dynamics of non regular graphs might make for
more applicable research. One of our original motivations for studying best response
games on the circle was to later add the effect of random rewiring and then study
the dynamics of best response games on Watts-Strogatz small world graphs. In this
regard we hoped to investigate what effect the introduction of small world features
had on issues like the evolution of cooperation. Unfortunately rigorous analysis of
such systems is difficult. Studying best response games upon Erdos-Renyi graphs
would also be very interesting, although it seems difficult to formulate an analytic
approach towards understanding how spatio-temporal patterns might evolve upon
entire families of graphs at once. We could study many other offshoots of best re-
sponse games like stochastic variants or systems where some vertices have memories
and update their strategies in a less myopic manner. Another interesting gener-
alisation might be to create a hybrid of the systems studied in chapters 4 and 6.
For example we could have a system where each time step each vertex simultane-
ously has an offspring which is born with the same neighbourhood as its parent
and employing a strategy that was the best response to its parents surroundings
immediately before its birth.

6.7 Appendix
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6.7.1 Proofs

Proof of theorem 6.2.1

Suppose we have a game (G,M), then this will induce a partition of the ex-
tended strategy space S into best response regions Ri. To show that each best re-
sponse region is convex, consider two points x and y within Ri, then [Mx]i > [Mx]j
and [My]i > [My]j, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}− i, by definition. Since M is a linear mapping
it follows that for any convex combination λx + (1 − λ)y, for λ ∈ [0, 1], we will
have that [M(λx + (1 − λ)y)]i > [M(λx + (1 − λ)y)]j , ∀j ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} − i, and
hence λx + (1 − λ)y also lies within the best response region Ri. So every best
response region Ri is convex, so the best response regions divide up the simplex ∆
into convex sets, so our game induces a partition of the discreet points Td ⊂ ∆ into
best response regions Wi = Ri∩Td, such that that the convex hulls of any two sets
Wi 6= Wj do not overlap.

Proving the converse is more involved.

For generic k > 0, suppose we have a partition of the points of Td ⊆ ∆ ⊆ S
into m ≤ k sets Wi, such that the convex hulls of each pair of sets do not overlap.
There will be a family of appropriate partitions of S ' Rk−1, into k convex sets Pi,
that generate such a partition of the discreet points Td in that ∀i, Wi = Pi ∩ Td.
Each such partition, where every region Pi has non zero volume, must be generated
by a set of dividing hyperplanes, which is a set of k−2 dimensional hyperplanes that
cut up the space into different regions. In fact every region Pi must be a polyhedral
set (the intersection of a finite number of half open spaces), with a finite number of
k−2 dimensional faces- each one of these faces is the intersection of the closure of Pi

with one of its neighboring regions. The set of dividing hyperplanes which generate
such a partition is the set of affine hulls of all of the faces of all of the regions Pi

involved in the partition.

Among our family of appropriate partitions there will be a partition of S into
k open, none zero volume, convex sets Pi with the property that each set of k − 1
dividing hyperplanes involved in this partition will meet at a singular point, we will
call such a partition of S a proper partition. It is a well known result that almost
every arrangement of k − 1 hyperplanes of dimension k − 2 in Rk−1 will have a
common point, such a point will always exist provided no two of these hyperplanes
have parallel subspaces. We can be assured that there is a proper partition of S that
divides up Td in the required manner because Td is a set of discreet points, which
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are distantly spaced, so we may choose any partition of S into k convex sets which
induces the required partition of Td, we can then do an infinitesimal perturbation of
exact positioning of the dividing hyperplanes involved so that every k − 1 dividing
hyperplanes meet at a point, and so that every region Pi has non zero volume.

Let us consider such a proper partition, suppose one of our regions Pi does
not have a finite extreme point (a vertex), we will see this supposition implies
contradiction. According to a theorem [88] this means that Pi must contain a
line L (extending infinitely in both directions), another theorem [89], says that for
every line L′ that is a translation of L such that L′ ∩Pi 6= 0 will also be such that
L′ ⊆ Pi. This means Pi will be subspace degenerate in that there will be a k − 2
dimensional hyperplane E, perpendicular to L, such that Pi ' (Pi ∩ E) × R. In
other words every cross section of Pi with a hyperplane that is a translation of E
will be identical. Let Pj be one of Pi’s neighbouring regions, then Pj must also be
such that Pj ' (Pj ∩ E)× R, for the same hyperplane E. To see this consider any
line L′′ that is a translation of the line L ⊆ Pi such that L′′ lies in the intersection
of the closures of Pi and Pj, then we will have that L′′ must be contained within
the closure of Pj, and then, again by the theorem in [89], we will have that every
Pj intersecting translation of L is contained within Pj, and hence Pj is subspace
degenerate with respect to E, just like Pi. Every region is adjacent to some other
region, and hence we have a chain of implication that implies that all of the regions,
and in fact the entire partition is subspace degenerate with respect to the hyperplane
E.

Now consider the set of dividing hyperplanes that generate our partition, there
must be at least k−1 such hyperplanes, because the scenario in which the minimum
number of planes are present is that two regions have 1 face whilst all the other
regions have two faces (i.e. the k regions have the adjacency structure of the line
graph), and this situation requires k−1 dividing hyperplanes, so somewhere in S k−1
hyperplanes must meet at a point. Now the structure of the dividing hyperplanes
entirely determines the structure of the partition, so if the partition is subspace
degenerate, with respect to E, then the positioning of the dividing hyperplanes must
also be subspace degenerate, with respect to E, and considering the arrangement
A ⊆ S of the dividing hyperplanes, one should expect E′ ∩A = E′′ ∩A for any pair
of translations E′ and E′′ of the hyperplane E in a direction parallel to L. In other
words any k− 2 dimensional cross section, parallel to E, of the dividing hyperplane
arrangement should look similar. But this does not make sense, because there is
at least one (and at most a finite number) of singular points where k − 1 of the
hyperplanes meet. The contradiction is that there will be some translation of E
so that a point x where k − 1 dividing hyperplanes meet is such that x ∈ E, and
then, for a small translation of E, in the direction of L, the translated hyperplane
E′ of E will be such that no such singular point is present in E′, this contradicts
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our assumption that the arrangement of hyperplanes is subspace degenerate with
respect to E, and the contradiction implies that every region Pi must have a vertex.

Now Pi is k−1 dimensional an hence a vertex of Pi must be the intersection of
at least k−1 of its faces, now each of Pi’s faces is the intersection of Pi’s closure with
the closure of a neighbouring region, and there are only k regions, and so Pi can have
at most k− 1 faces. Hence Pi has just one vertex v, and v is the intersection of the
closures of all k regions. Let I(i) be the intersection of the closures of every region
except Pi, it follows that I(i) will be a one dimensional ray that is a common one
dimensional edge of every region except Pi. There will be k such one dimensional
rays I(i), that all meet at v and every region Pj will be the interior of the convex
hull of {I(a) : a ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} − j}. Suppose that I(j) lies within the interior of the
convex hull of {I(a) : a ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} − j}, this cannot be so because this means
that I(j) lies in the interior of the region Pj, and then for l 6= j, I(j) is a bounding
edge of Pl, and it cannot be that a bounding edge of one region lies in the interior
of another.

This all means that our proper partition (our convex partition of S ' Rk−1)
will be generated by a set of k rays I(i) that meet at a point v, in such a way that
each ray lies outside the convex hull of the other k − 1 ways, or equivalently, the
reflection of any ray I(i) in v lies within the convex hull of the other k − 1 rays.
Then according to the argument in section 6.2 that we can find a none singular
payoff matrix M which generates this ray setup and hence generates our convex
partition exactly, with Pi as the ith best response region Ri, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}. �

Proof of lemma 6.4.2

We will show that a pairs unacceptability implies the presence of an alternating
cycle.

Suppose that X, Y ⊆ P2(S) is a (k, 2) unacceptable pair, then by definition,
there must exist subsets X ′ ⊆ X, Y ′ ⊆ Y and sets of positive reals {λ{a,b} > 0 :

{a, b} ∈ X ′} , {µ{a,b} > 0 : {a, b} ∈ Y ′} such that
∑

{a,b}∈X′
λ{a,b} =

∑
{a,b}∈Y ′

µ{a,b} = 1

and
∑

{a,b}∈X′
λ{a,b}(e(a) + e(b))/2 =

∑
{a,b}∈Y ′

µ{a,b}(e(a) + e(b))/2. Now consider the

graph Gr(X ′, Y ′) with each red edge {a, b} ∈ X ′ weighted with the associated
constant λ{a,b} and each blue edge {a, b} ∈ Y ′ weighted with the associated constant
µ{a,b}. Now the sum of the weights of any vertices’s’s incident red edges is equal to
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the sum of the weights of that vertices’s’s incident blue edges (where self edges are
counted as being incident twice). Suppose w is the minimal weight on any edge of
Gr(X ′, Y ′), let us multiply all of the weights of Gr(X ′, Y ′)’s edges by 2/w, so that
all of the weights will be at least 2 (note that the multiplication does not affect the
balance of the two sets, and effectively the new constants associated with the pairs
still describe a point where the convex hulls of the points of Td representing X and
Y overlap, it is just that the simplex has been effectively resized).

Now start on any vertex of Gr(X ′, Y ′), and walk along a red edge, when the
walk traverses an edge, reduce the weight of that edge by 1, after traversing a red
edge, let the walk traverse a blue edge, then a red edge, then a blue... and continue
in this manner, reducing the weight of every traversed edge. When an edge reaches
zero weight it disappears and can no longer be used.

Every vertex must have at least two incident edges- one of each colour and
such a walk is allowed to traverse each edge at least twice, moreover every time
the walk approaches a vertex with an edge of one colour, it will be able to leave
the vertex with an edge of the other colour ( at least this will be true until an
edge has been traversed twice), also the resulting edge weight reductions will still
preserve the property that the ‘red degree’ is equal to the ‘blue degree’, for each
node (counting self edges as incident twice). Clearly such a walk will be allowed to
continue, in an alternating manner, until an edge is traversed twice. After an edge
has been traversed twice it follows that some vertex must have been visited twice.
If a vertex v has been visited twice by an alternating walk then an alternating cycle
must have been generated. To see this suppose, without loss of generality, that our
walk first leaves v along a red edge, then the first time the walk return to v, if it
returns to v along a blue edge then an alternating cycle has been generated and our
demonstration is complete. If the walk returns to v, for the first time, along a red
edge, then it must leave v, for the second time, along a blue edge. So the walk will
have left v along a red edge (when it left the first time) and along a blue edge (when
it left the second time) so when the walk revisits v for the second time, whatever
coloured edge the walk uses to approach v, it will be the opposite colour to that of
an edge previously used to leave that vertex, and hence an alternating cycle must
by present.

So we have shown that a pairs unacceptability implies the presence of an
alternating cycle within which no edge or vertex is traversed more than twice.

To see the converse suppose that the graph Gr(X, Y ) contains some alternating
cycle Gr(X ′, Y ′), where X ′ ⊆ X and Y ′ ⊆ Y within which no edge is traversed more
than twice and no vertex is visited more than twice. Now ∀{a, b} ∈ X ′ let λ{a,b}
be the number of times that the edge {a, b} is traversed in the alternating cycle
Gr(X ′, Y ′), and similarly ∀{a, b} ∈ Y ′ let µ{a,b} be the number of times that the
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edge {a, b} is traversed in the alternating cycle Gr(X ′, Y ′).

We refer to λ{a,b} as the weight of the red edge {a, b} ∈ X ′ and we refer to
µ{a,b} as the weight of the blue edge {a, b} ∈ Y ′.

Our alternating cycle will be such that the number of traversals of red edges
must be equal to the number of traversals of blue edges, and hence our coefficients

will be such that
∑

{a,b}∈X′
λ{a,b} =

∑
{a,b}∈Y ′

µ{a,b} = I, for some constant I > 0.

The alternating cycle will be a walk such that every time a vertex is approached
along an edge of one colour the walk will leave the vertex along an edge of another
colour and each edge {a, b} of Gr(X ′, Y ′) is traversed by this walk a number of times
equal to its weight, it follows that, for every vertex v of Gr(X ′, Y ′), the sum of the
weights of v’s incident red edges is equal to the sum of the weights of v’s incident
blue edges ( where self edges are counted as being incident twice).

Hence we get
∑

{a,b}∈X′
λ{a,b}(e(a) + e(b))/2 =

∑
{a,b}∈Y ′

µ{a,b}(e(a) + e(b))/2, so we

can divide all of our parameters λ{a,b} and µ{a,b} by our constant I to get the set of
coefficients which are the convex coefficients of each pair occurring at a point where
the two convex hulls intersect in ∆. �

Proof of theorem 6.4.3

Suppose X, Y is fundamentally (k, 2) unacceptable, then according to the def-
inition of fundamentally unacceptable pairs and lemma 6.4.2, Gr(X, Y ) is an alter-
nating cycle, and thus must be connected. Moreover there can only be one recolour-
ing of the edges of Gr(X, Y ), then is an alternating cycle (that recolouring which
just swaps the colours of every edge), for if this were not so then Gr(X, Y ) would
contain more than one fundamentally different alternating cycle, and hence would
not be fundamentally unacceptable.

Now suppose that Gr(X, Y ) has an even cycle C, on n > 3 vertices, then C can
be recoloured to be an alternating cycle, then this means that Gr(X, Y ) consists of
exactly C and nothing more, now note that C is a good colouring a circle graph on
an even number of vertices. (two vertex circles can’t occur on graphs like Gr(X, Y )
which have no multiple edges).

Next suppose that Gr(X, Y ) has no even cycles, and at most one odd cycle,
then actually X, Y cant be fundamentally (k, 2) unacceptable, to see this suppose to
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the contrary that there were a recolouring of the edges of such a Gr(X, Y ) that makes
an alternating cycle, then the walk involved in this does not make sense, because the
walk must eventually return to the same vertex on an edge of the opposite colour to
an edge by which the walk left the vertex before, this cannot be done without the
walk having gone around a cycle, because the walk is not allowed to simply reverse
direction, because the walk cannot go along an edge, and then simply back track and
go back along the same edge (because the colours of traversed edges must alternate
), hence if such a walk does exist, but no cycles exist, we reach our contradiction. If
there is only one cycle, which is of odd length, then we might as well suppose that
our walk begins on that odd cycle, and then traverses it (it has to do this sometime,
to ’turn around’, lest we fall into the previous argument, and it might as well start
by doing it), then after walk traverses the cycle, it will return to the same vertex
along an edge of the same colour by which it left the vertex last visit, and hence the
walk is not allowed to continue along the odd cycle for a second pass, and hence the
walk is forced to leave the odd cycle and explore the rest of the graph, however the
walk is not allowed to return to the odd cycle, since if it did, then more than one
cycle would have been present, hence our assumption leads to a contradiction.

Now the only other possible case is that Gr(X, Y ) contains no even cycles and
at least two odd cycles C ′ and C, now since Gr(X, Y ) must be connected, there
must be a linear path P (a sequence of end to end edges forming a line graph)
between C ′ and C, and its turns out that C ′ ∪ P ∪ C has an edge recolouring (the
good colouring of C ′ ∪ P ∪ C) that is an alternating cycle, to see this consider a
walk that starts off at the intersection of P and C ′ (the place where C ′ meets the
end e′ point of the line graph P ) and traverses around the circle, then goes around
the cycle C ′, then the walk returns to e′ along the same colour edge with which is
started its journey, the walk then continues traveling along P , keeping going upon
alternating edges, until it reaches the other end point of P , called e, which intersects
with the other odd cycle C, the walk then moves around C, returning to e on the
same colour edge by which it set off on C, and then the walk travels back along P ,
back to e′ to complete the cycle. So we have shown that if Gr(X, Y ) contains more
than one odd cycle, then Gr(X, Y ) must exactly be of the form C ′∪P ∪C, which is
exactly the form of a dumbell graph DUM(a, b)k where a, b ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} are even
and such that a+b < k, also such a graph will only have one fundamentally different
alternating cycle, which can be found by doing a good colouring of it.

So we have shown that all the graphs associated with pairs fundamentally (k, 2)
unacceptable pairs X, Y lie in the set Ωk of graphs described in the theorem (even
length circle graphs and dumbell graphs with odd cycles), what remains is to show
that there are not any graphs within this set that are not (k, 2) unacceptable. We
know that each of these graphs has at most one fundamentally different alternating
cycle and no unnecessary extra structure, so all that is left is to show that no graph
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in Ωk has a proper subgraph that is a member of Ωm for m ≤ k. For a dumbell graph
with two odd cycles, this is obvious since every proper subgraph of it is neither a
dumbell graph, nor a circle graph of even length. Similarly no proper subgraph of a
circle graph is a circle graph or a dumbell graph. �

Proof of corollary 6.4.4

Let U(k) denote the number of permutationally distinct fundamentally (k, 2)
unacceptable pairs.

Let V k
2 be the set of none isomorphic graphs G that can be obtained by taking

a fundamentally (k, 2) unacceptable pair, generating the associated edge coloured
graph Gr(X, Y ) and ignoring the colours of the edges. Each uncoloured graph
can be associated with precisely one permutationaly distinct fundamentally (k, 2)
unacceptable pair and hence we have U(k) = |V k

2 |. Let the notation DUM(k, 0)k
denote the circle graph Ck. Then V k

2 is the set of graphs DUM(a, b)k such that
a, b ∈ [0, k] are even, a ≥ b, a+ b ≤ k and a+ b = k ⇒ b = 0.

For a pair (i, j) such that i ≥ j let ψi,j be the minimum value of m such that
DUM(2i, 2j)m ∈ V m

2 .

Then we have that ψ0,0 = 2 and ψ10 = 3, other then this ∀i > 1, we have
ψi,0 = 2i and also ∀i, j > 0, such that j ≤ i, we will have that ψi,j = 2(i+ j) + 1.

Table 6.1: The first few values of ψi,j.

Note V k
2 consists of all graphs DUM(a, b)k such that ψa/2,b/2 = k together with

all the graphs DUM(a′, b′)k such that ψa′/2,b′/2 < k. So basically we have that
|V k

2 | = |{(i, j)|i ≥ j, ψi,j ≤ k}|. Now for an integer m ≥ 0, let Zm = |{(i, j)|i ≥
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j, ψi,j = m}|. Then we have that U(k) = |V k
2 | =

k∑
i=0

Zi.

So we have Z0 = Z1 = 0, Z2 = Z3 = 1, and for every even n > 3, Zn = 1,
and for every odd n > 3 of the form 4m + 1, Zn = m, and for every odd n > 3 of

the form 4m + 3, Zn = m. Now U(k) =
k∑
i=0

Zi, so for k < 2 we have U(k) = 0,

and also U(2) = 1 and U(3) = 2. Now for k > 3, U(k) = 2 + ak + bk + ck, where
ak = bk/2c− 1, is the number of even numbers greater than 2, but not greater then

k (because for every even i > 3, Zi = 1 ), and bk =

b(k−1)/4c∑
m=1

m is the sum of Zi for

all i ∈ [4, k] of the form i = 4m + 1, for some integer m > 1 and ck =

b(k−3)/4c∑
m=1

m is

the sum of Zi for all i ∈ [4, k] of the form i = 4m+ 3, for some integer m > 1. Now

using the identity about triangular numbers that
∑x

m=1 = x(x+1)
2

, we can simplify
the forms of bk and ck and arrive at our result

U(k) = 1 + bk/2c+
b(k − 1)/4c(b(k − 1)/4c+ 1)

2
+
b(k − 3)/4c(b(k − 3)/4c+ 1)

2
,

(6.37)
which also happens to return the right value for k = 3. �.

6.7.2 The different three strategy games on the circle

In this subsection we give example space time plots (from random initial conditions)
showing the dynamics of each of the 52 non identical best response games on the
circle (see subsection 6.3.4). We group these plots together with the diagrams that
show the unlabeled convex partitions of T2 which can be coloured to yield their best
response partitions.
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6.7.3 The different two strategy games on the circle with
self linkage

In this subsection we give space time plots (from random initial conditions)
of the five possible two strategy best response games on the circle with self linkage
(see section 6.5).
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6.7.4 Fundamentally (k, 2) unacceptable pairs up to k = 6

In this subsection we picture graphs Gr(X, Y ) of all the different fundamentally
unacceptable pairs X, Y , up to k = 6 (see section 6.4).

k = 2

DUM(0, 0)2
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k = 3

DUM(0, 0)3

DUM(2, 0)3

k = 4

DUM(0, 0)4

DUM(2, 0)4

DUM(4, 0)4 = C4

k = 5

DUM(0, 0)5
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DUM(2, 0)5

DUM(2, 2)5

DUM(4, 0)5

k = 6

DUM(0, 0)6

DUM(2, 0)6

DUM(4, 0)6
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DUM(2, 2)6

DUM(6, 0)6 = C6
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